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FOREWOHD , 

Marijuana: A Stu.dy .of State Pelicies and Pelnalties is a three-vel
ume analysis .of iss,ues cencerning marijuana thM are .of impertance te 
state pelicymakers. Tl~e study reviews the medical, legal" and hister
ical dimensions .of marijuana use and examines the range' of pelicy ap
proaches teward marijuana pessessien and use which state .officials 
have considered. Attentien is directed te the experience .of eight states 
that have elimina.ted incarceration as a penalty fer private pes~lessien 
.of slnaU a.mounts .of marijuan.a as well as to the experience . .of: states 
that have net passed such decritninalizatien laws. 

Governer Brendan T. Byrme .of New Jers-ky prop.osed ~ 1975 that 
this study be initiatedte previde state lJelicymakers with beiier infe!'
matien .on issues cencerning marijuana. The Execuh'Ve C.ommittee .of 

, .. the Natienal Gev~rners' Cenference auther,'lzed the NGC Center fer 
Pelicy Research"and Analysis te undertakf~ the study. The Center .ob
tained financial sut\:-)ert frem the Natiena); Institute .of Law Enferce
ment and Criminal Justice .of the Law Enfercement Assistance Admin
istratien and sele.cted the firm .of Peat~ .iVrarwick" Mitchell & Ce. te 
conduct the study. An expert Interdisciplinary Review and Assess-

, .. ment Panel previded .guidance and qual~./;y centrel threugheut the re-
'search pr.ocess. : . IJ 

" Twe aspects .of the study sheuldbEj emphasized at the .outset. First,t 
the study prevides a cemprehensive l independent" and .objective analy
sis .of the issues under e):~aminatien. i: It dees net~ hewever" make pelicy 
rec.ornmendatiens" but instead leaves the evaluatien .of data and the de
velepment .of specific pelicy eptienste state .officials. Second .. the as
s-eSsment .of the experience with deGriminalizatien laws .. which have been 
passed'enly recently" is based .on the best data new available rather than 
on trend data .or lengitudinal analysis~ Further assessments .. based .on 
mere substantial and, lenger-term. data" will determine whether .or net 
the impact .of the new laws" .over time .on the criminal justice and health" 
care systems a.'I1d .on usage is censistent with the patterns .observed te 
)date. 

The efferts e~ many persons have made this. study possible" inclu,d
ing the PMM&Ce. study team and the Interdisciplinary Review and As
sessment Pan~l. JphnoLagemarcine .of the NGC staff, has made majer 
centributiens. The ceunsel .of Dr. Helen Erskine .of the National Insti
tute .of Law::Enfercement and Criminal Justice has alse been .of great 
benefit. 

/I 
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Stephen Bg Farb~\r.. Directer 
Nati.onal Goverp.elbs' Cenference 
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PREFACE 

~'r 

There has been no Governor of any state in the nation over the past 
decade who-::Q.,as not 'felt some pressures--and often very strong pres

(~sures--to enact some change)or other in the law affecting the use and 
poss-Bssion of marijuana. 

,:'; 

It is to belp present and future Governors deal with these pres
sures knowIedgeably and reasonably that I proposed this study and the 
National Gqyernors' Conference Executive Committee agreed to un
dertake if.' The study was underwritten by the Law Enforcement As
Sistance Administration. 

~1re is an abundance of literature on what marijuana is and isn1t 
and on the medical and sociological results of its use. 'We have not 
at,tempted any exhap:'stive evaluation of these questions, other than to 
summarize that body of literature. ,~ 

We have instead focused attention on the experience of., s~veral 
states that have taken or attempted action or'· one kind or .an9ther to 
deal with the problem. In eight states .the legislature has chang~d the 
18.';; to decriminalize the use or possession of small quantities of rna:r:. 51 
ij~~na; in one of those statef3 the court also mandated a change in, ap
proach. ~, 

Even Governors who have no intention of inltiating action with their 
legislatures in this area may have to anticipate a court-mandated re~ 
evaluation of t.~e situation. 

This report is an attempt to evaluate how and yvhere the legal ap,;; 
proach to marijuana use and possession has changed; what the mea-o 
surab1e effects of those changes,ttave been on law enforcement and 
,other government functions in th'e state making the change; and what 
sort of response by the exect\.~ive'branch appears to be necessary or Ii 
advisable in order to cope with those changes successfuny. ~: 

~: 

I hope that this study will prove to be ~ useful tool in the hands of 
Governors who will be coming to grips with changes in this area in the " 
years ahead. 

t:t~:i 
Brendan T. Byrne 
Governor of New Jersey 
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INTRODU CTrON () 

The debate oh the marijuana issue during the last half century has 
been chara'I.:!teriied by the use of exaggerated and erroneous data by 
both sides.OGeneraUy~ however# the use of the drug was, limited to 
"relatively small segments of the populatioll that were not part of major 
political or constituency groups. 

During the'last decade6 p'(:!rsonal use and possession of marijuana 
have escalated dramaticallY6 transcending nearly all geograJ?hic~ sO
cial" and economic categories. TodaY6 for the first time in our na
tion's history~ the majority of seniorchigh school students and young 

? ad-glts between the ages of 18 and 25 have tried marijuana, ana the 
IIcurrent use ll portion of these populations is near 25 percent. Nor is 
use negligible in other age categories; individuals in all age groups 
and ~~om a~l social baCkgrO!S have tried or are re~lc:-r users of 
marlJuana. ,() "0 

"'~ 

Co~tcurrent with this growth in use has been an increased concern 
over tlfe validity and efficacy of curren~ laws, particularly at the state 

, ' 

level. Are the laws effective in minimizing marijuana use ?," Are the 
personal and 'criminal justice system costs incurred in el1forcing the 
laws justified by the seriousness of the crime? In genera16 are the 
laws morally (an,? even politiqally) valid?e 

In 1973 the Presidentially appointed National Commission on Mar
ihuana and Drug Abuse recommended the elimination of penalties for 
simple possession of the drug. The Commission on Uniform State 
LaWai concurred wi~ this recommendatio~" and numerous other n~
tionalgroups have ~~so advjcated some form of penalty reduction for 
simple possession of mariJ'hana. c 0 

In addition" substantial research has been conducted recently on 
the medical, scientific~ a..'1d social aspects of marijuana use" and the 
nature and effects of marijuana are now better understood th'an t:gey 
have ever been. Although many unanswered questions remai.n, the 
areas of medical unc,ertainty have been rapidly narrowed. ,I 

, .{)~ 

.tind finally" President Carter has recommended the lessening bf 
penalties for simpl,epossession. ~In a statement during the recent 
campaign", President Carter said:" ~ 

" Based on present evidence I am_not convinced that lnarijuana 
use is completely free from ani heal.th hazard. However, I , 

o 

xi 'j 

o 
.~' Q 0 

'0 

o 
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ant' a.,~ply concern!3d that over the past two yea~s between 
400, bOO and 450" 000 Americans have been arre~ted on mar- ' 
ijuana charges .. comprising an average of 69 percent of' all 

, drug arrests which occurred in this country. 'These were 
, individuals who in other respects were normal law abiding 
citizens. L am in favor of dec:r,'iJiill'h"alization of small amounts 
(1 oz. orf=less) ofmar,ijuana an~ ad watching closely t:~cently 
implemented programs to. dec rimLllaliz e possession in Ore
gon" Alaska, Maine, Coloradd~ South Dakota" Minnesota, 
C9Jifornia"and Ohio. I believe that if there is no evidence 
of increased use, suchan appro,ach, could usefully be consid
ered elsewhe:re in the country on a state-by-state approach. 

"', Views on marijuana, of course .. are,'quite dive~gent. Strongly 
,/,held opposing views are also expressed. "This study is intended to 

help state governments effectively examine their marijuana laws. 
In the:ec~Il.tpast" eight states have passed new laws eliminating in
carceration as a penalty for private possession of small amounts of 
marijuana. These eight states have used a broad variety of levels" 
approac'4;es, and conditions. In most states, however, 'the potential 

. fo~ s'ubercantialmcarc,eration exists, but the pena:1ty is no~ evenly ap-" 
plIed to all offellders who come in contact with the crimin:al justice 
system,.; " 

o 

This study is not advocative. It does not recommend a single pol
icy approach to marijuana. Governors, legislators, and '0executive 
policymake:rs must make their own decisions as to il,te legal structures 
which best correspond to their own needs, conditions, and perceptions. 

v' 
The specific objectives of Volume 4 are to: 

o provide a sUIlJ.mary of the informational background Which 
must serve as a base for objective policy 'assessment; 

• describe a framework for; ~ssessing eX~pting and potential 
policy and legislation; \; 
,Ii ,', 

• summarize the findings of a study of ser~bted states' which 
have undertaken significant marijuana policy reevaluation; 
8JJd " 

• provide a legislative guide of alternative marijuana policy 
approaches for state policymaker-s. . . . 

xii 

Q 

Chapter I summarizes the historical, social" and medical infor
mation that c:?,.nserve as a base for rational policymaking.Chapter II 
discusses a framework which allows policymak~rs to simultaneously 
focus attention on the c~rrently 'relevant policy choices and provide a 
perspective on the more gel1eral marijuana issues. 

.. 
Chapter III discu'Sses the immediate issues, together with:-the po-

sitions of advocates and opponents, on marijuana policy. Chapter tV 
presents the findings and evidence of this study concerning these is
sues,So that the experience of several states can be used to test the 
strength of various arguments for and against penalty reductions. , 
Finally" Chapter V provides a legislative guide fo.r policymakers, who 
wish to consider change in their state's marijuana ~aw. This guide 
will discuss the ramifications of variouS detailed approaches to the 
lawe 
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I. MARIJUANA: BACKGROUND 0 THE ISSUE 

o ~-~::-? > ,,, :: , ";; 

This chapter I$ummarizes Som~ of the relevan.t mecfical, s{)c~aI" 
and usage information that is, req¢,r~)d to analy:z'e ~he major issues 
facing marijuaUfl policymakerso It is not intended as a complete 
summation of all available information. More i:letailed o::?resentations 
and references are provided in Volume 3 of this study.",,' '~, 

HISTORlCAL OVERVIEW 

cc The first marijuana prohibition laws were passed by several 
states'in 1914 and 1915~ and a'majority of theO other states followed 
in the succeecling'iwo decades.' Although little wl3.S known about the _ 
~ffects of marijuana, these laws were a :r'espons~1 to fears that marl
juana caused severe psychological and physical d\9.mage as, well as 
antisocial and criminal behavior. It was felt that marijuana was 
related to the narcotiC drugs (i. e., heroin and op:ium) more than 
to alcohol and tobacco."This perceived relationsr~p was based to 
a great eXtent on the nature of the user rather, tha:,h"on factual infor
mationo concerning th,e pharmacological and behav:i;oral effects of the 
drug. During this period, marijuana ,was used primarily by minor
ity groups, such as Hispanic,s and blacks, and it h\:td not been as
similated in the culture of majority groups in the .jray that alcohol 
and tobacco had. '. 

Marijuana prohibition became a part of federal 'legislation in 
1937 when the Mariju81i'a. T ax Act was passed. The: strongest and 
most active proponent of this act was the Federal Bureau of Nar-
9otiC$, which presented marijuana as a drug that induced in~,anity .. ,. 
addiction" and criminal behavior. These beliefs pelt'Sisted well ;), 
into the 1960s and are still held by m~~.f'unfami1iarwith the recent 
resea:r'ch on marijuana. Between the 1930s and the }t960smar-l
juana penalties became increasingly severe partly as a result of 
the clasi~ification of marijuana as a narcotic. In the 1960s, how-

'I 

ever, ma!rijuana became' a drug of'the middle-class youth. As in ... 
Auential i\!dividtihlsbecame acquainted with marijuana through re- ' 
'isea~ch reports and its use in their own com:rnunity" attitudes began 
to cllk~~e. .8ince1970, marijuana penalties have generally, been 
lessened in severity, and increasing amounts ofreseal~chhave 
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been 'performed:." In the last 3 years.. the Federal Government has 
expende cr approximately $13 m.iilion in ,marijuana research9-lorte.1 

.-; " '-

MEDICAL/ SCIENTIFIC" n~FORMATION 

The physiological effects of marijuana are highly complex and 
are dep~ndent on dose" "physical health of the user. prevloushis
tory of use, psychologkal characteristics of the user .. and the' 
soCial setting of use. Be'cause of this complexity .. many of the 
statements b~low are generalizations thafn:;tay not be applicable 
in specific instances. ' 

The most common medical response to acute doses of ma;i-' 
Djuana is an increased heart rate and re'dd,ening of the eyes. <>Usage

related changes in brain waves occur, although this effect is appar
ently significantly d~pendent on the dose to which 'the user is accus
tomed: On rare OccaSij~{s;Jadverse psychological reactions are 
experlenced.. although t~~appears to be related, primarily to the » 

psychological health of the individual and the social setting in which 
tqe drug is inges ted. \:\ 

Q 

c .:. 

All medical and scientific evidence indicates that marijuana is 
not"physically addictive in doses achievable in normal use. Some 
evidence indicates that heavy users may develop a type of psycho-

, logical dependency" although this is difficult to both define and docu
ment. Some concern has also been expressed about the possibility' 
of marijuana use (and abuse) leading to the use of other drugs .. par
ticularly heroin. This progression. theory.. however .. has not beeno 
documented. Marijuana users are'likely to use other drugs.. both 
licit and illicit .. with a positive correlation between level of mari
juana use and the variety or drugs used, This correlation" how
ever, represents a psychological predisposition. and the eVidence 
suggests that the use of other drugs would not be reduced if mari
juana were unavailable. 

The evidence is conflicting With respect to the genetic and im
munological effects of marijuana. Although SOme researchers 
have reported inhibitions of the immune response, with a conse:
quent potential fOr heightened susceptibility to disease .. other re
searchers have found no such effect. (It may be that there is a 
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Similarly .. the ev:i,dence with regard to marijuana and genetic 
hazards is iricoi'lcl1J.~ive" primarily b~cause of design alld meth-. 
odological imperfections of most human studies. F.tbw~yer .. there 
is no con9lusive evidence that marijuana consumption caus,es 
either chromosome damage 01"" birth defects in humanS, although sev-, 
eral generations may-be nee.<ied to detect ~y defects. (The data on 
the exist.ence of these defe<;!ts in animals are conflicting.) 

. The scientific findings of the effects of marijuanlf) on the sexual 
hormones, pai'ticularly testosterone, are alSo confliCting. More 
work is apparentLy need¢d in this area. Current research suggests 
that since the body appe~~rs to tolerate a, wide ratlge 9f variability" 
in testosterone levels .. it may be that if a reduction in testosterone 
does occur as a result of marijuana use .. it affe.cts only those with 
pr~yious sexual dysfunction. Although clinical evidence is absent" 
frequent, intensive use of marijuana during critical stages of preg
nancy might result in disruption of the normal sexual cliff~rentia
tionpatterns of the male embryo.Ther~fore this resear6hindi
'cates that marijuana use by pregnant wOfuen may be damaging. 

The effects' of smoking marij~ana on the lungs are also uncer
tain."' Ma:rijuana may have adverse effects similar to tobacco. How
ever, some evidence indicates that marijuana improves . the pas

/s!3.ge of air by expanding th~, airways and therefore may be useful 
in treating diseases such a:¥ asthma. '. . , 

Because marijuana does change the perceptual orienta,tion and 
stimulus response time, .. ,of j.ndiv:i:duals .. numerouS studies have 
found that it reduces plb:ri;formance in activities s'Q.ch as drivi.ng an 
automobi1e~ . A. lmost all evidence s~ggests. that it is. ,:,nq~es. tionablx 
dangerous to drive while under the influence of mar:t.Juana. A nurt}
bel" of tE}chniques are available for assessing the level of marijuana 
in th~ '"60dy, including blood or urine testing and br.eathanalysis •. 
Howev~r.t these techniques are complex and reqlure equipment that 
is both bulky and expensive. There is no cunrent technology which 
is suitable for u.se by highw8:Y patrolmen. 

Marijuana may have a number of potentially ~jene%icial medical 
us-e,s. For e~ample, it has been found useful in the treatment of 
glaucoma patients because marijuana reduqes intraocular pressure. 
At least one glaucoma patient is cu:r:reritly form~lly prescribed 
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m.'arijuana with th~ active consent o;f the Federal Government. 
PositiX;Bresults' have also been obtained by using marijuana to pre-

/ ~ . 
verit':nal,Js~aand vomtting and to reduce pain in cancer patients 
being treated with chemotherapy. co 'I 

Compared to mos.t pharmaceuticalS, marijuana is quite loW ,in 
"biological toxicity~' l~J~.us, it ~i.s doubtful tE\at deaths could be "directly 

attributed to an over6.bse of hashish or marijuana. 
" II 

In conclusion, therefore, in spite of the extensive research that 
has been performed since 1970, there is still no clear evidence of 

"serious physiological or psychological effects as a result:,of occa
sional use. Evidence is conflicting on the more subtle potential ad
verse effects. Some such effects have been found, but the research 

t· L 

has subsequently'been contraindicated or the methodology challenged • 
T~ a number of researchers, alcohol and tobac;:co may h.ave more di
rectly harmful effects~ This is not to say. of course, that rnarijuana 
is harmless and that such effectsmay not be found in the futur9)o 

USAGE PATTERNS i) 

Current evidence indicates a significant increase in m~rijuana 
us~ by Americans dudng the last 5 years. The evidence p.lso indi
cates that this increase may be sl0wing or may have already reached 
its peak, although it is p!'emature to make this conclusion with any 
ce!'tainty. 

. Currently, approximately 22 percent of the Uniteq States popu-
1ation over the age of 12 has' used marijuana at least once, whi,ch 
represents some 37 million individuals. Perhaps a more important 
statistic is that approximately 8 percent of all adults (bver the::age 
of 18) and 12 percent of all youths (ages 12-17) are current users 
(i. e., have used madjuana at least once in the last month). 

o 0 
Marijuana use is highly age specific. The largest group of users 

is in the 18-25\\ age range, of which 53 percent have used marijuana 
at least once aTld 25 percent have used it within the lastqltlonth. Use 
is also high among high school youths, who have a.'l1 almost identi
cal use pattern. A recent study of high school seniors indicates that 
mo!'e than 19 percent have used marijuana more than 20 times in the 
~astyear. Use among adults drops off sharply after age 25. In the 
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;~~ grOUP!i ~~ -34, ~;Uy 11 p!,rcent ~::y~rrent useorB; and on1:f'f per
cent of,those 35 and older are currevlG users. Perpaps tlre two major 
fa'ct0rs fOF!,this de~rea:sing; use with age are: 'I' 

a 6h~nge in life sty~e that results from m8;turation, 
marriage, andcemp\loyment; and 

" 
i \\ G " 1\ \> ' ~ " 

. an insufficienttime\\periOcl'f?r ~he !?-ctpger groups, 
in which the largest'.growth In marIJuana use occurred 
during the past decade, to progress to this age cate-

'" gory. 

It is not clear which of these two factors will prove to be most i:rn.':' 
portant; that is, whether use will increase in the older age categories 
as young people familiar with marijuana grow older, 07' whether these 
individuals will refrain fromusing as they mature. Wlthout ques
tion, however, ,use by individuals bver 25 has continued to oincrease. 

Among individuals unde!' 21, increases in the leyel of use ~ave 
stabilized!;;In the latest survey by the National Institute of Drug . 
Abuse::,; 0:6'1 age group has shown a significantinorease. Although at 
least~ne other study conflicts with this su!'vey, l\it ~s possible that 
use has stabilized. ' 

<;-." 

It is impo:rt~nt to retain ap{~~;~pec tive concer~ing the s"ize. of the . 
increase in recent years. A 1967' poll reported l?'nat only one ill 2Q . 
students had ever used marijuana. By 1975 over half (55 percent) re.,. 
ported use" in a simiia!' pciil~ Within 7 years, what was o~ce cleatl)'" .. 
statistically deviant behavior had beca.me the norm for Hns age gfoup • 

. With the increased use during the last decade> Ih'arijuana ,is no' 
longer tlie drug of ~ single social group. Although marijti~na use 
was o!'iginally a'ssociated :with the "countercul~rell a,nd was S~7ffi.
bolic of its oPPo$ition to ,:tradil::ional values and to 'the p!'evailing" 
politicalc1imate~ its 11se' has sp!'ead to la!'ge numbe!'s and morek-con-' 
servatj,ve'segments of the American population. 

, . '\r\. 
RECENT TRENDS IN STATE MARIJUANA POliit~tt 

.~ 'i.~(~' ,. 

In the period between 1965' and the early 197'OS, ahnost all states 
reduced thep~:rtalties for,possession'of small amounts of mariju~a 
from felonies to misdemeanors. The Uniform Controlled Substances 
Act of 1970 contained a provision for misdemeanor p~na1ties fq!' pos
session of controlled substances. 
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A Np.tional Commission on Marihuana and Drug .Abuse wa~ estab
olfshed in 1970 and was brpadly mandated to investigate .!'the nature 
and sc08~ ~f marijuana lise, the effect of the drug, the relationship 
of mariJu~ria use to other behavior, and the efficacy of existing law." 
The Com.r.D.is~\ion recommended, amori~<~ther things, that: 

. .. 

under state law, cultivation, sale, or distribution for 
profit and p'ossession with intent to sell remain felonies; 

p II 

~ Q 

possession.' in private for personal use rt8 longe:~" be an 
offense; ,) ~ 

distribution in private. of small aniounts for no or in
signifiQant remuneration no 10Ag~r be an offense~ 

(/ , - (, 

public possession of IJ;Ss than 1 ounce no longer be an 
offense, but that marijuana be subject to summary sei·-
zure and forfeiture; aij,d <;; 

,( , 

public possession of more than 1 ounce be "a criminal 
'offense punishable by a$100 fine. 

In 1973, the National Conferenee on UnifOrm State Laws instituted 
amendments to the Uniform Controlled Substances Act that fol~owed 
in substance the recommendations of the National Commission. Some 

Ilform of decriminalization has been supported by a number of naJional 
organizations, inclUding the Governing Board of the American Medi
cal Association, the American Bar Association and numerous state 

. and local bar associations, . the National Education Association," Con
sumers Union, the American Public Health Associaticon" and the Na
tional Council of Churches ..~, 

In 1973 .. Oregon became the first state to decriminalize posses- ' 
sion of small amounts of marijuana. Since th~ttimel a total of eight 
states har.re elimipated incarceration as a penalty for simple posses
sion. The exact, specifications of these laws differ substantially and 
are described irf greater detail in Chapter IV of Volume 3. Some of " 
these states have made possessic;;m a civil offense; in others it re- /) 
mains a criminal offense, but fr·equently the law contains provisions 
for expungement of criminal records after specified periods of time. 
In Alaska, because of an"Alaskan Supreme Court ruling, possession 

, by adults in the home for personal use is not, an offense at all. 
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There have been other trends in mai-ijuana policy since 1970: 
o 

Sale penalties have been gradually decreasing, !:but the 
offense is still a felony in the v9-~t majority <?f'juris
dictions, typically carrying a m11'ximum sent~hce of 5 
years or more. 

• "Accommodation" transfers of marijuana are increas.
// ingly p1.!~rished like simple possession offenses rathe:t~ 

than saleo offenses. 
,) 

• Cultivation is usually subje~i: to the sarne sentence as 
sale. " 

• Amount class,ifications are used in some states to ex
empt users from criri.x.inal dispositionsi?'an~ in others 
to ensure that possession of large amounts. can be pun;;
ished as a felony. 

o 

Discretionary conditional discharge iss till the most 
widely legis1ej:ed noncriminal disposition; however, 
eightstates have enacted mandatory fine-only provi
sions covering posseSSion of small amounts. 

• Expu;gement (or the equivalent) of arrest and convic
tion records is now possible in 20 states for certain 
categories of marijuana users. 

Marijuana and hashish are' treated differently in 18 
states, either through parallel amount classifications 
or through noncriminal disposition proviSions covering 
marijuana only. 

PUBLIC ATTITUDES AND BELIEFS 

<I, 

Among nonsIr).okers, the most frequent reasons for not using 
marijuana are a simple lack of interest and fear .. of harmful, lnedi~,a1 
~ffects. :, Fear of arrest is frequently given as a reason butl1seldom 
given as the primary reason. " Lf :' . 

Reasons for m.arijuana use are difficult to caleg~rize'l ~:xcept . that 
marijuana is conSIdered by many t~ be a ple.asura?le. ~~Prr~ence, and 
that it is used by fl'iends and ~cqua~tanceq ill an IndlVld)lal speer 
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group. ,'Marijuana is a social drug and is used more frequently at (so
cial gllttherings 'than alone." 

\1 1/ C" 0 (I 

A majOtdty of the adult public still considers marijuana to be ad
dictive (approXimately 10 p~rcent) and'W lead to the use of harder 

Q'drugs (approximately 50 percent). As late as 1973" a majprity (58 
percent) ,also believed that marijuana led to the cprnmission of crim.es 
not otherwise ,:cofnmitted", although this belief was, held prj.marily by 
those witnout personal marijuana experience. As reported eabner .. 

q:~, 

these beliefs are contraindicated by cv,rrent res'earch. 
" ' 

o 

Public attitudes toward penalties for marijuana possession are 
eqUivocal, although a clear majority supports,r.t;he retention of jail 
sentences for sale. Many~ but not all~ of the 'recent national surveys 
on this issue 'indicate that a rn,ajority supports the elimination of jail 

", sentenceslor simple possession. Ifowever~ o:o;l;y a small percentage 
of the public (17.8 percent in the 1975/76 National Institute"on Drug 
Abuse survey) favors elinfination of "all penaltiei"s far simple posses
sion. The strength of public atti.tudes (that is", ,whether opiniol1.s were 
held firmly or marginally) has not been measured by any of these sur-
veys.' " 

o 

During the course of the current survey" the study team contacted 
a number" of major organizations that have some interaction with the 
marlJuana issue. Tlle positions of those who responded are tabulated 

,) \1 _ 

in Table 1-1. Ir:! large measure" the criminal justice system groups 
opposed decriminalization .. while the others supported minimization 
of penalties for simple pos~ession. 

SUMMARY 

The major conclusions of this chapter are: 

" 

• Few 1/ if any", serious adverse effects of marijp-ana taken 
in moderation are currently proven. Although there have 
been scientific allegations oL$uch effects", such allega
tions have been subsequently disproven or the methodol
ogy challenged. Eowever", longer-term impacts on such 
things as genetic effects.. the effects of marijuana use 

(:J 

on pregnant women", the ef~ect on individual sexualhor
mones, and the effect of long-term marijuana smoking 
on the smoker's lungs cannot be conclusively determined 
at this time., In addition, information concerning driving 
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while under the influence of ma~ijuana reqt;!.ires"Iur~erf; 
research. 
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o 11he use of marijuan.a has increased treni'endously ove;!:' 
the past decade but may now be stabilizing. 

\i . 

• The public believes that marijuana should not be legal
ized but may support the elimination of incarceration 
for simple possession. 
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" FOOTNOTES 

lNational Institute of Drug Abuse" Bureau of Research, personal 
communication, February 7, 1977 oj 
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II. MARIJUANA: A POLICYMAKING FRAMEWORK 

OVERVIEvV 

Consid,eration of alternative marijuana policies and approaches=\'yy 
state-leveil policymakers (the Governor and staff and legislators .. and 
their staffs) requires a philosophical and conceptual framework •. , 

~z" \:-:;:::'::" 
" 

, -'1"'-

Detailed summaries of\\the extensive historical, legal, medical, and 
use data required for thorough consideration of the issue are provided

ci 

, 

in Volume 3. These data serve as a factual base for 90nstructing an 
analytical model~ which is the purp'(:jse of this chapter., 

Th,is fraclework is intended spe:cificallycfor consideration of,mari
juana policy but may be usef1.lJ for other drugs with potential for abuse~ 
including alcohol an.d tobacco. Marijuana is" howeverjt a unique drug 
ill this country. As noted earlier£! attitu~j3 toward its use and con
trol have been influenced by historical tradition and cultural biases a'S 
well as by scientific and medical research. Although often grouped 
with other drugs tha~ historically have been abused in our society';, a 
nurnber of factors suggest that marijuana requires separate considera-
tion: 

• Personal use and acceptance of the drug have escalated 
substantially in recent times and cut across most socio
economic and cultural boundaries. 

• During the last half century", marijuana was considered, 
in both common and legal use, as a "narcotic, II although 
it differs from narcotics in its derivation and pharmacol
ogYIl and especially in the fact that it is not physically ad'
dictive. 

• Major segments of society have increasingly come to the' 
conclusion that existing policies for marijuana use (as 
relative to other substances of potential abuse) are in 
need of reform. 

• Medical and scientific reseal'ch have generally co:r)cluded 
that the adverse effects of marijuana use are far less 
severe than traditionally thought, although more research ) 

is required on such things as genetic effects, the effects 
of marijuana use on pregnant women, the effect on indi
vidual sexual hormones, and the effect of long-term mari
juana smoking on the smoker's lungso 
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THE APPROACH 

The analytical framework can be introduced very simply. Policy 
decisions regarding marijuana are perceived to occur at various levels 
of generality. Each level contains ,,its own set of issu.es and options. 
Decisions must be made at the broadest level first, based upon the 
yaJ.ues and philosophical predispositions of the decisiomriak~t', and 
then on successive.1y more focused levels. However .. decisions at the 
broadest level are frequent~y implicit; in some ca~es policymakers 
may not be aware that such decisions have been made at all. There
fore one important objective of this chapter is to present an overview 
of the full decision process" as outlined ill Figure II -:t. 

The decision process has been telescoped into three steps: (1) 
the deciSionmaker must articulate philosophical premises and policy 
objectives; (2) assuming a "discouragement'· policy is articulatedll a 
basic scheme for implementing it must be selected; and (3) assuming 
choice of a disc01.l;ragement policy implemented by a prohibition of non
medical availability ... the decisionmaker must decide whether to impose 
sa:n~tions on the user. 

Articulating a Philosophical Premise 

Although philosophical perceptions cover a continuous spectrum~ 
they may be divided into three catego:t;,ies for our purposes. At one 
end of this spectrufn ... several "libertarian" philosophical premises 
are frequently expressed in support of this. society's current posture 
toward alcohol aJ:?d tobacco., and might be thought applicable to mari
juana: 

• The decision to use a recreatitmal intoxicant is a 
personal moral decision in which the government 
has no authority to interfere. . 

• The decision to risk one's own he.alth through use 
of a psychoactive substance is a personal decision; 
and the government has authority to intervene only 
if the use of the drug bas incapacitated th~ user or 

o has induced behavior causing harm to others. 

Under this set of assumptions Jl identified with John Stuart Mill., 
the government has no authority to suppress the Gonsumption of mari
juana. Instead the only legitimate role of the government is to provide 
disirtbentiV'es for (1) drug-induced behavior posing risks to others or 
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(2) intensified patterns of 'use which, in the aggregate, impose burdens 
on society's health care and welfaresysteml3. 

c-

At the other end of the spectrum, those policymakers who do not' 
accept these categorical philosophical premises may articulate alterna
ttve categorical premises: 

The govern~ent<l may aim to ~uppress and dis~ou~age use 
of any intoxicant considered lmmora1 by a maJorlty of the 
populace. 

The government may aim tg::suppre,ss and dis~ottrage any 
behavior that could be harmful to the individual. 

Under either of these premises, it is legitimate for the government 
to try to discourage marijuana cOl;1sumption, even i~, it does not take a 
similar stance toward alcohol andtobacco. Whether the government 
ought to do so in ap' cases becomes a more pragmaHc quest~on t4at is 
dependent on pOlitical, economic.. and~ult~ral facto~s: illtimate,ly .. 
these pragmatic questions may be crucla1"ln determlmn~ hqW. a di,S
'couragement policy should be implemented, the second J.evellnqm.ry 
to be addressed below. 

Third.. a policymaker might adopt an intermediate philosophical 
stance under which the legitimacy of gov~rnrnent intervention would be 
dependent on the magnitude and gravity of the harm associated with 
use of the drug. This intermediate view would reject the notions that 
(1) gove~nment could aim,to suppress use simply on moral ground~ 
and (2) a mere risk of harm to the individual justifies government In
tervention. This view might be articulated in any number of ways, 
including, for example: Governmertt has no authority to suppress the 
simple use of an intoxicant unless the medi?~l or b,eha~oral. co~s,e- , 
quences of use involve a substantial prohabllity oil1llpalred lndlVldual 
functioning and a derivative burden on the soci,ety's health care and 
social service systems. 

This balancing philosophical view is contrasted with the categori
cal views noted above. For this reason, it has no clear implications 
regarding marijuana policy in the absence of data regarding the indi
vidual and social consequences of use. The question is simply when 
does the impact of excessive use of the public health and welfare, be
come great enough to jU$,tify the discouragement of all consumptlon, 
even recreational or mocierateuse. 
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',On the basis of what we know about mariju,ana today, manyob-

servers believe that the social risk is too slight to support a dis
couragement policy and to justify a suppression of personal choice. 
Thi:=lbeUef is by no meanlii universal" however, and current govern
mental policy is premis,ed on the view that the health and behavioral 
consequences of long-term, chronic use are E\,u~r~ciently uncertain 
that all use should be discouraged. 1 

Assuming that, philosophically, the government may legitimately 
seek to suppress and, discourage consumption, the question arises 
whether it should in :fact do so. For exa,mple, some argue that the 
use of intoxicants is inevitable and that S(>C~$;ety is better off, in the, 
aggregateJO ,if persons seeking drug-induceq1 alterations of mood do' 
'so with marijuana instead of alcohol. OthE'h'shave suggested that 
marijuana USe is pleasurable and might serve auseful social func
tion in trimming the aggreSSive edgeS' from this highly competitive 
society. 

On the other hand, defenders of existing policy have speculated 
tha.t heavy users of marijuana (who represent most of the public (') 
health problem) would not be drawn from the population of persons 

" (j> 

who would otherwiB-G. have been alccoholics or"alcohol abusers; in- 0 
\t ~;-r - ,\ 

stt~ad they predict that society will bear the burden of both casualty 
groups. Defenders of existing policy also point out that national 
policy is moving in the direction of discouraging tobacco use and 
that national and state leaders may want to reconsider the current 
neutral posture towardi.alcohpl use. Thi~ is no tirp.e, they say, for 
modifying. the. current approach to mariju,ana. 

Implementing a Discouragement Policy) 

Assuming that government may legitimately choose to suppress 
and discourage marijuana consumption and that policymake:r.s ha~l:! 
chosen to do so, the next levei of inquiry concern~ how best to im:-
ple:q;rent that policy. 

o 

For current purposesJO the crucial choice reg~rding meanS of 
implementing a discouragement policy is whether to permit theo8ub
stance to be legitimately available for nonmedical, recreational .. or 
self-defined purposes. The alternative approach (in effect in this 
country for a half century) is to restrict the legal 'market to medical '" 
and r.esearch needs and prohipHall other. cultivation, importation, and 
distribution. If prohibition were to be repealed ~nd marijuana were < 

to be legitimately available for self-defined use, as. alcohol and t<;>
bacconoware" then the policymaker must also devise a regul~tory 

\;:1-
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scheme that establishes the conditions under which the ~rug ma)~;le-
gally be pr~duced. dis tributed. and used. \ 

It is important to emphasize that regulatory approach\s are not 
inconsistent with discouragement policies. The current riational ob
jective regarding tobaccous~ seen:s to be to redu,?e c0Itsumption, To 
put it the other way. a decision to discourageCCuse does not compel'; 
a decision to prohibit availability. '-' 

The best way to analyze this is to recognize that marijuana will 
be available and will be used regardless of the law. Current patterns 
of distribution suggest that law enforcement officials can intercept 
only one-tenth of the marijuana illegally importe,d into this country. 
If domestic cultivation were increased" the ratio would be even 
'Smaller. Thus, one of the elements of the policymaker!s equation 
is the comparison of use patterns' and social consequences under a 
prohibitory approach with the likely patterns and consequences under 
more or less restrictive regulatory approaches. 

Proponents of legalization have argued that the costs of the c,ur
rent prOhib,itiOn~.) e SUbstantial. and,ca.,u, Id. be. eliminate,9: by a, regula
tory sys tem. F~r example., pqtency, ,purity, and quality cantrol are 
now impossible.ll They also emphasize the f~c~that black market 
distribution puts 01herwise law-abiding c~,(iS~eJ::'s in touch with law
breakers who may also be pushing oth~ more harmful illicit sub-
stances. 2 

Opponents of legalization argue that the public health risks of 
substantially increased availability (which th~y consider inevitable un
der any regulatory Scheme) are so significanbthat the)costs of a par
tially unsuccessful prohibition are tolerable. This was, in essence, 
the position taken by the National Commission on Marijuana and Drug 
Abuse in 1972 when it rejected a regulatory appraach and recommen~ 
ded retention of the current prohibition: 3 

We noted above that institutionalizing availability of 
the drug would inevitably increase the incidence of use, 
even thoti'gh that incidence might .otherwise decrease. C?f 
greater concern is the prospect that a larger incidence 'hf 
use would result in a larger incidence of long..,term heavy 

II . - , 

and very heavty., use .of potent preparations. 

There are now apprqximately500, 000 heavy user::; of 
less potent preparations in this country. representing 
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about 2% of those who ever tried the drug. EVen if othe 
prevalence of heavy use remained the same in relati6n 
to those who ever used, this at-risk 'population wpuld 
inevitably increase unper a regulatory; scheme. 1if the" 
emotional disturbances found in very heavy hashish users 
in other countries were to occnr in this country. the ad- .'. 
verse social impact of marihuana uSej now slightj would" 
increase substantially. 

We have acknowledged that society .. nonetheless, chose 
to run such a risk in 1933, when Prohibition was repealed. 
But alcohol use was already well-established in this society: 
and no alternative remained other than a regulatory approach. 
In light of our suspicion that interest in marihuana is fargely 
transient, it would be imprudent to run that risk for mari
huana today. 

The Commissionalso"noted that the regttlatory approaches toward 
alcohol and tobacco needed revision and,that any application or suen 
an approach to marijuana sl10uld be preceded by carefulstudy.4 Th'e 
Commission concluded by observing: c " 

Future policy planners might we],], oome to a differeht 
conclusion ~'f furtlwr study of existing schemes suggests 
a feasible rnodel; if responsible .use of the drug does in
deed take 'root in our society; if continuing scientific and 
medical research uncovers no long-term ill-effects; if po
tency control appeirs feasible; and if the passage .of time . 
and t:[~i~, adoption of a rational social policy sufficiently de
symbeJizes marihuana so that availability is not equated in 
the public mind with a.pproval. 

In ~ome ways, the policymaker choosing between a regulatory ap
proach and a partially successful prohibition (which might best bere
garded as a containment approach) is oalled on t~ co~npare apples and 
oranges:. The public health, welfare. and criminal justice burden of 
current'use must be subtracted from what m.ight occurQ under some 
hypothetical regulatory approach; this constitutes that "benefit" of the 
prohibition. Against this .. the II costs" of the prohibition must be 
weighed in terms of reduoed freedom of choice, reduced respect for. 
law, enforcement of the prohibition, the adverSe impact on individual 
(and pUblic) healtp. and welfare of black market distribution 'of an un
regulated drug .. and other less tangible factors. 
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crhis is not an easy choice, especially in light of what we still do 
not know about the cqnsequences of long-term heavy useF For pur
poses of the current study, however, adoption of a re~lato~y. ap
proachis not a sufficiently feasible alternative to merit additional 
attention. We say this because: 

A vast majority of the population opposes this approach 
for a variety of historical, socioeconomic, and cultural 
reasons, not the least of which is the traditional linl,£age 
of marijuana with the narcotics trade and its tradition of 
ille gali ty. 

Legalization would conflict with an intern,ational treaty 
to which the United States is a P;;u-ty. 

For the state policymakers, such an option would con
flict with federal prohibition laws regarding controlled 
substances. 

Q 

):m.posing San~tions fqr Consumption-Related Behavior 

The question, therefore, on the current agendas of state policy
makers is whether a discom:'age:ment policy should include legal sanc
tions against the user':..-a pe:r~on who has chosen to use t~e drug de-. 
spite the government's disco~};'agement efforts. The Na:lOnal C~~IS
sion on Marihuan,a and Drug Abuse concluded that sanctIons agal?st 
the user were not necessary to implement a discouragement pollcy 
and that their enforcement caused more individual and social harm 
than could be possibly offset by the consur.nptton thereby deterred. 
Accordingly., the Commission recommended the repeal of criminal 
sanctions against consumption-related behavior. 

Since the Commission issued its report, eight states have emicted 
decriminalization scheP1~,s, and sj.milar bills are pending in many 

_ other states. The rest ~f' this study will be devoted to an analysiS 
v of (l) the impact of these changes in the states that have adopt~d the:m, 

(2) the process by Which such reforms have been enacted or defeated" 
and (3) the technical issues that arise in connection with drafting a 
decriminalization scheme. 

, 

Before doing so, however; it is ,useful to integratej:!the decriminal
ization issue into the policymaking framework. Again, several cate
gorical premises might wel~ preclude sanctions against the consumer 
no mat'ter what the datavshow. Thus, even if a policymaker supports 

,I 
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a discouragement policy whiqh prohibits 6'ominercial activi,ty., he/she 
may also believe that: ,. 

(\ 

the state has no authority to coerce indi~,iduals (on 
pain of legal sanctions) to behave in their own best 
interestj or 

• the state may not make conduct a crime simply be
cause it is regarded as immoral or because it 
might injure the actor's health even if, ,in the aggre
gate, individual injuries would pose a social burden. 

These arguments have freque~tly been heard in oourts in connec
tion with constitutional challenges to mandatory motorcycle helmet 
laws and the marijuana posseSSion laws. On occasion, the courts 
have invalidated these laws precisely on these groundsj the constitu
tional doctrine usually articulated in such cases is a violation of the 
right of privacy and personal autonomy. 

Even if no categorical bar is posed against consumption sanctions, 
the policymaker must also weigh the benefits of crirriinal sanctions 
against their costs. Again, this is difficult to estimate. On the bene
fit side, one is presumably measuring deterrence and its derivative 
social. benefits. Deterrence is measured by determining how many' 
fewer persons use marijuana or use it less frequently because of the 
sanctions against use" how many adverse health reactions Or behav
ioral problems are thereby avoided, and how much in the way of 
public health and welfare resources are thereby saved. 

On the cost side, one must 9fllsider the individual ~osts of per
ceive61 injustice, loss of liberty~ and any unfairness and stigma a,s
socia~ed with involvement in th~ criminal process. In addition, the 
policymaker must consider the institutional costs of disrespect for 
law when an offense is widely ignored and arbitrarily enforced. Fi
nally, there are the efficiency CO$ts--the,crim,inal justice resources 
that are consumed in connection With the enforcement of possession 
laws and the processing of these cases, rEtsources which might be 
better spent on more serlous crimes. 
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FOOTNOTES 
,:;-, 

1 These same "how much" questions are also relevant in determining 
how bes t to implement a discouragement policy. 

2 For discussions of -the costs of marijuana prohibition, see Kaplan, 
Marijuana: The New Prohibition (19'70) and Hellmer, The Marijuana 
Laws: The Price We Pay (1975). 

3 See Marihuana: A Signal of Misunderstandinf$, pi 146-150 (1972). 

4 For further elaboration of the' case for evolutionary reform, see 
Bonnie and Whitebread, The Marihuana Convict~~, p. 299-304 (1974;). 
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III. MARIJUANA: THE IMMEDIATE ISSUES 

INTRODUCTION 

International obligations, federal law, and cu.rrent political reali
ties preclude enactment of a regulatory approach toward,,:t1J,.e avails.bil
ity of marijuana (including any variant of the so-called alcohol model) 
in the immediate futUre (see Volume 3, Chapter IV)~ Although a state 
could conceivably repeal its laws against cultivation and distribution 
of marijuana" Ie aving only the federal prohibitions in effec t", such an 
overt departure fromJhe prevailing national sentiment seems unlikely, 
at least in the foreseeable future. We assume" then, that commercial 
activities will remain prohibited by state law. 1 

'!!' 

Within these contours, the range of public policy choice involves'
both statutory and administrative dimensions. The statutory issue 
pertains to the appropriate penalty structure for noncommercial activ
ity-..,possession of marijuana for personal dse and other consumption
related behavior. The options include criminal penalties of varying 
severity as well as the several forms of decriminalization, including 
civil sanctions. Although administrative choices by police and prose
cutors are extremely important and should not be overlooked by pol-
icymakers,,2 this report/focuses mainly on legislative options. () 

Although ~. wide range of penalties for consumption-related behav
ior is conceivable, all but one state have already reduced simple pos-_ 
session to q misdemeanor (usually up to a year in jail). Eight states v 

have reduced the pen,alty still further--to a fine only--and four of them 
do not even call tlle offense a crime. Proposals to enact similar pen
alty revisions--which generally go under the label decril]J~a1ization--
are pending'in virtually every other state. ,,7 """ 

During the ,delibf}ra,.,ttons conc~rning decriminalization, arguments 
both pro and con .ar13 frequently made on the baSis of predictions about 
the likely impact of such a change. These arguments raise empirical 
ques Hons that generally fall into three categories: ' 

impact on patterns of use (charlges in incidence and inten
sity and circumstances of consumption); 

• impact on public health and welfare (the derivative effect 
Df increased adverse health reactions and traffic- .and 
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job-related accidents on the society1s health care and so
cial service systems); and 

impact on the criminal justice sys(em (derivative savings 
in.~he costs of enforcing the marijtlana laws, including 
th~ costs of law enforcement, judicial, prosecutorial, de-
fense, and corrections resources). 

" ' 

Not a11Jof these questions are researchable; a~d even if reaearch-
able, many of them Would take years and consi.derable effo~t to un~ 
ravel. For'purposes of this study .. :, we have reviewed existmg stabs", 
tical data in those states thal.hav€l enacted decriminalization and have 

, conducted on-site interviews;'lo~ssess the direction and gross magni-
Ii 

tude of the chang\?s. 

llVIPACT ON PATTERNS OF USE 

As indicated above, a change in the legal status of consmnption
related behavior may l?~ ?-ssociated'with a~change in the incidence . 
(number of userelgnr.Jlntensity (frequency and amount) of use and Clr-
cumstance's of use. 

Incidence and Intensity of Use 
-, 

The primary concerns about the incidence and intensilY of use are 
based upon the"potential harmful effects of marijuana use. Opponent~1 
of decriminalization often contend that withdrawing criminal sanctions 
for consumption will undermine the discouragement poUcy and result 

_ in increased consumption.. In their view, a repeal or substantial re
duction of sanctions for personal possessiqn will signal formal ap
proval of a dangerous drug of potential abuse, eli(pJ.inate the fear of 
arrest as a dete;rrent .. and lessen the moral restraints on those who 
are uncertain about using the drug. The opponents thus contend that 
the adoption of decriminalization will encourage consumption, even 
if the prohibitions against Jl',lanufacturing and com::nercial distribution 

- . Q-

remain in effect. " 

Conversely, proponents of decriminalization reject the contention 
that removing legal sanctions against consumption will result in sub
stantial increases in consumption. In tp,eir view, the majbx' deterrent 
exerted by legal controls is the lessened availability, which forces 
distribution upderground .. maldl'lg it both ~~qonv;;en~ent ~deostly to 
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obtain the drug. This deterrent would riOt change if prohibition against 
commercial distribution were maintained. They further contend that 
if experimentation increases (which, as history has demonstrated, _
does ()ccur Cit substantial levels even with the current criminal sanc
tions in forde)1 the number of regular users or the intensity of con
sunlption will npt be commensurately increased. Proponents also 
point ?ut that the adoption of a decriminaliz·ation policy for marijuana 
consmhption would basically duplicate the alcohol prohibition model 
of th~ 1920s. At that time, policy-makers did not adopt criminal sanc
tions against persons who were able to obtain alcohol despite ~fforts 
to pro;hibit commercial legal distribution. 

Consequently, one issue to be addressed ib Chapter IV is whether 
any significant increase in the incidence or iritensityof consumption 
has occurred in the jurisdictions tha.t have decriminalized possession. 

Circumstances of Use 
;,.. Q 0 

Opponents of decriminalization W9'J.icy approaches also contend that 
regardless of the genera,l level ~sumption, the loosening or~,re
mov~l of sanctions against c~ump~~on will result in altered patterns 
o..,r cl.rcumstances of consumption, thereby increasing the adverse so
cial consequences of mari.juana use. They maintain that not only will 
users consume more marijuana (perhaps increasing adverse health 
reactions, particularly secondary reactions) but also users will be 
more likely to use marijuana in public.. on the job.. or in vehicles, and 
thereby ~ndanger the public safety. 

Proponents of decriminalizatfbn cont~'nd that there will be little or 
no increase in public use 01' dangerous mar:ijuana-induced behavior, 
or that such problems can be better addressed thro'llgh specific laws 
prohibiting .. for example;~ driving While under the hifluen,ce o(mat'i
juana. Proponents further argue tha,t costs to the health care "system 
resulting from marijuana tlse may dimin.ish rather than increase as' a 
result of decrirhinalization. 

Thus a second issue to he addressed in Chapter IV is whether any 
measurable change in the consequences or circumstances of marijuana 
use can be attributable to altered penalties for posseSSion., . 
,')" 
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o llVIPACT ON THE PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELFARE 

Opponents of decriminalization, approaches often argue that, the 
increased incidence and intensity of use and the clfange in the circum
stances of use will result in a derivative increase in the burden on the 
health'care system by increasing: a 

the number of individuals who need treatment because of 
acute adverse, psychological reactions to the drug" as well 
as other adverse medical effects; and 

the incidence of traffic- and job-related accifilents attrib ... 
utable to irresponsible use. 

, 
Proponents of decriminalization contend no significant increase 

will occur in public l1ealth costs (attributable, for example, to adverse 
health reactions or to industrial or automobile accidents). Indeed, 
some proponents suggest that the proportion of pb.blic h~alth resources 

. devoted to marijuana use might "o/e11 decrease for two reaSons: 

" 

many acute ~dverse reactiOlls to marijuana amqng experi-
menters may be attributab1a. in part to the law rathe:r than 
to the effe c ts of the drug itself" due to the' psychological 
atmosphere 1.'11 which use or experimentation generally'oc-
curs~; ,and VI ri 

many marijuana users have been divert<:d to me health 
care an9- drug tre atme,nt 'sys tern to avoid the s tigmatizi~g 
consequences of b'b~ criminal conviction. 

y\ . 
• '~:~'),"" ~1 

Thus, a third issue to he'~~cl:dressed, in Chapter IV is' whether.~-::;uiY~f 
measurable change will occur either in demands made on the r.pealth 
care system or in incapacitated driving attributable to altered penal.". 
ties for .marijuana use. 'I ,\1. .~~-

" . ~ 

IMPACT ON THE CRUVIINALJUSTICE SYSTEM 

Proponents qfde9riminaliza,tion :trequ~rit1y point out the individu.al 
injustices allegedly perpetrated by the existing scheme of crinlinal , 
sanctions. They emphasize: ," 

the loss of liberty attendant to arrest, detention" and any 
<) 

incarceration imposed upon conviction; 
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'the ~ti~rna and social damage to the individual caused by 
a crImInal record~ including the inability to be considered 
for certain ,jobs~ licenses~ ''-and educational placements; 
and 

/5',:: 

''tp.e potential infringement upon civil liberties t~ough im-
proper search and seizure in the enforcement of-current 
laws. 

(~ 

" Proponents of decriminalization also frequently mention a per
ceived institutional harm wrought by the marijuana possession laws~ 
the general di~respect for the law engendered by legislation that is not 
enforced against all offend~r,s" and which often is disobeyed by a large 
number and even a majority of indiviClu:;t1s in certain age groupS. 

:By definition, decriminalization would reduce. these individual and 
institutional costs by forbidding incarceration .. removing the criminal 

. l,abel Fom th~ offense, and removing marijuana cases from the crim-
ina; justice syste~altogether. ., [ ~,,' .. 

I :'t-;:-:_ -~ __ ~_~ 
" ,') 

," Generally, if a law is adequately drafted and :i.;mplernented. crim: 
'il1a1 justice costs in teTms otlncll.lvidual inequity,injustices~,and loss 
of respect for law will be alleviated simply by virtue of adopting the 
change in the law. ,However" proponents of decriminalization a1s00 
claim that the changes in sanctions will result in derivative social 
bene!~its. They argue that the use olthe, criminal justice system for 
marIJuana-related offenses diverts needed resources from matters 
of greater social importance,. ," ' 

. . Because 1.~W enforcement: activity is fluid and difficult to quantify, 
It,lS not pOSSIble to ascertain if law enforcement resources are being 
dIverted, to more serious public concerns as a result of decriminaliza
tion. ,<Flor the same reason, it is also impossible to determine whether 
crime rates for robbery, theft, and other serious crimes have be~n 

(ire'~uq,ed by virtue of redirecting police attention to these matters.' 
Ho,\vever, it should be possible to asc'ertaiIl,. empiricallywhe'ther less 
r~sourcE !.re l:>eing consumed by police in the detection of rnarijuana 
offe~~es and bY"poliqe" prosecutors,; and courts In·the procesSil1g.of 
marIJuana ca,ses, and whether these resources are therefore available 
for o,ther activities in othe,r areaS. This issue.,will also be' discussed 
in C-hapter N. "'~. '., ", ,.' - . 
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THE PROCESS OF CHANGE 
'. J{~ ", :: 

Apart, from the ici~~t t of decri~inalization, another area of in:' 
terest to Governors and legislators, is the procesS of change. Under
standing the political environment ,surrounding marijuana decriminal
ization requires a somewhat different approach than the other issues ' 
discu,ssedoabove, because the questions involved are more conceptuaI 
than quantitative •. Nevertheless, they are equally important to policy.,. 
nlakers who are interested not only in the politicalliabilUy of, support 
or oppositiqn to decriminalization, but also in broader questions in
volving the poIiticaf process. Eight states have essentially decrimi-:, 
nalizeCl simple possession, and a number of other states have defeated 
similar law changes. It is important to learn from their experi,ences 

, ,_. ancL t~, analyze' ques tions such as: 
,~ , 0 "'-b 

Has "t:qe support fO:l7, or opposition to, the decrip+ipaliza-
tionalt'e,rilative been a politicalUability? " ',,,)\ , , ' " 

;;:0 • For those sta;te policymakers who are, committed tosig-
nificant change of persona1J10ssession'laws~i,.what are the 
political conditions that appear to most influenoe passage 
of de'qriminalizationlegislation '1 

" 
~ ~ 

Which of th~ 'vat\iOUS political conditions'de$~r;ibed above. 
are essential to Ithe ultin1.ate success or failure.':of decrim-
inalization legislation 1, ,. ,. 

, " 
i, 1, . jl C c 

What factors arJN:influe'nHal in thepa.ssage or failure of a 
bill? Historica1~~y .. are: herta:in factors corom'on to states 
that decrimina11:lzed" bIxt not to 'those that did not '1 ' 

" 'I . ~ . ;"1 . '" . '. -" 

11:!'0 u" , 

Whatopositions ~~id kesi.rldivl?ua'ls take, sucl; ~~so the 'Gov
ernor, legislati~I've lea:dters-, 'J.?J.edical or legaLsocieties" 
state agencies~I!:law e,i1't'o;rcementgrQUPs, the pre~s .. spe::: ,;, 
cia1 interest or lpbby ,groupS, and the courts ?,_ 

"f ' -
, .I 

• What special()fi~iatures of d~crimina1ization bills were im~" 
portant to the~~~pass'age/fai}Ur~~ such as educational pro"" " 
visions, pr:iv~lj;e and public il1se distincotions~ andanlount 
level dis tinct~c)ns 1> ,,' 

:111' , ," ,",,' 
o What concept~~~ views frame'd ihdividu'al supportoroppo-',," 

sition ,to a bil;~i?) , c: }~ '." " , ' 
III 
1,'1 Ii 
I, 
ill 
jli 

1111 II 
" ii} 

i!1 

iii 
111 

."(,\) 0" 

,\ 28 

" 
o 

o 

. What was the perceived public or media response in terms 
of support for the political process of change?' ;/ 

Chapter IV also presents the findings of this study concerning these 
issue,S. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1 An, analysis of the v13,rious regulatory mechanisms unqer which mar - .. 
ijuana could be legitimately available for selI-defineduses' appears 

"in First Report; of the National COmmif,ision on Marihuana and Drug 
Abuse, Madhuana: A Signal of Misunderstanclj.ng,; Appendix Vol. II, 
pages 1145~1197 (1972). ('I. 

'." 
2 Wh~teve&" the prescribed penalties for commerpial activities on the ~ 

one hand and consumption-related activities on the other, ,enforcement 
officials at each level must also make decisions concerning the imple
mentation of these prohibitions. These enforcement choices include 
allocations of investigative resources, .guidelinesfor 'responses by 
uniformed patrolmen to detected violations, and guidelines for exer-
cises of prosecutor:Lal discretion. II 

~ 

To the extent that, the Gove~norand other policyroakers at the state 
level can influence fhe beha~rior"of local police and prosecutors, de
cis ions regarding enforcement pp5:o.dfies and practices can result in 
substantial reductions in the social,(costs oJ the. prohibitory policies. 
And because they may be impleme'uted without "the heighte~ed public 
visibility associated with the legislative procesS', administrative 0 . 

choices may substantiallY; alter the operation of the legal system with
out sacTificing the deterrent benefits of the,p~ohibition uself and 

':,thereby incurring the symbolic costs ,of repeaL . 'l'his includes both 
decreased "deterr~:mcelt as well as heightened anxieties arriong those 
whp are frightened by the change. See generally Bonnie and White-:
bread, The Marihuana Conviction, pp .. 273-293 (1974). 
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IV. CASE STUDY FINblNGS 

The primary data sources for this study were nine site visits to 
selected states andnational statistics d~rived from a, generallitel:'
aturesearc,n_ A detailed description of ' the studyme.thodology is 
provided in'Volume 3. ,+'he state level site visits were di.vided into 
two groups. The first group invo~ved an analysis of both'th~ process 
of change and the impac(of penalty reductiqns in the lollowingstates: 

" ,~ ., (" .;, I;' 

• California;· 
c( 

o Texas; and 'J _ 

.. Ohio. 

The secondc6mponent\wvolved an analysis of the process of change 
" in the following state~,: \'} ., , 

,) 

.. Colorado; G .7) 

.. 

• Iowa; , 

" 

• Louisiana; 

'" 
it Maine; o 

,:.;) 

" Minnesota; and • 
" . ," ~ . ':;"\ 

~, 
c< ., (J 

" • -New Jersey. 

Ofllie states ~sited# the follOWing have de.crilninalized (;ffective 
date. in parentheSiS'): 

o ColoradQ (July 1," )..975); 

.. Maine (May .1. 1976); 

• Ohio. (November 21, ,1975); 
,I,., 

~ Califprnia (January 1, 1976); and 

o Minntfsota (Aprq 1:0, 1976). ~~ 
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In additionJl Texas substantially reduced its penalties effective 
August 27" 1973, although simple possession remains a rnisden:ean
or. Becaus~ most of these laws have be.en effective for a relatlvely 
short time periodJl definitive conclusions at this time are in large 
measure not possible. HoweverJl trends and ind~cat?rs of irn.p~ct 
and process can be ascertained through both subJectlve and obJe~
tive inquiries. ConsequentlYJl the first part of this chapte.r prov:des 
the results of our analysis of the impact of penalty reductlOn~egIs
lation, and the second part provides the results of our analYSIS of 
the process of change or attempted change. 

Three decriminalized states were not visited: Alaska (3/1/76) 
because the important role of the judiciary makes its experience some
what less extensible to other states; Oregon (10/5/73) because a num
ber of studies have already been performed and reported in the litera
ture'; and South Dakota (4/1/77) because its decrimina.1.ization law J 

has not yet become effective. 

TIVIPACT OF CHANGE FINDINGS 
D 

Impact on Consumption Patterns 

The study methodology did not include direct public surveys of 
usage patterns, and therefore changes in consumption patterns were 
primarily assessed through: 

secondary survey sources; and 

subjective ,perceptions developed during interviews 
with officials. 

_/:::\ 

~/ .. ~ 

Fur.ther, with the exception of OregonJl all states·/cfiat have decrunl-
nalized have done so since early 1975. Recognizing, therefore" that 
these states are literally in the midst of their legal system change~ 
it is too soon to assemble completely satisfactory impact data. Of 
the states included in the survey, only one .. California .. conducted 
an official survey of usage patterns both before and after the chf.l.!lge 
in law •. This survey is not statewide$> howeverJl and involves an an
nual study of use among junior and senior high school stu~ents in 
San Mateo Count,y. Howeverjt in a recent report of statewIde u.sage 
patterns, California estimated that a relati~ely. small proportlOn of 
new users tHed marijuana because legal penalties had been reduced. 
Also" a post-decriminalization study was conducted in Oregon which 

'J 
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. 
attempted to determine whether marijuana use increased as a result 
of the law. (Data from both studies are summarized in Volume 3.) 

c San Mateo Study 

The San Mateo studYJl conSisting of approximately 20,000 junior 
and senior high s2B:bol students Jl sugge$ts nq:J significant increase in 
use since 1974. The study reflects the impact of the new law that 
became effective on Janua;ry 1, 1976" and which was preceded by 
substantial publicity (see Table IV-i). HoweverJl these surveys are 
conduded in the spring of each year and reflect only the initial months 
of the 1976 law,. Although definitive conclusions cannot be dr8;wn, it 
is a preliminary indication that no substantial increase has taken 
place ip. San Mateo Courity. . 

Oregon Study 

A different evaluation approach was taken in Oregon because of 
a l~ck of pre-law usage pattern statistics. Therefore .. users were 
asked retrospective questions on how long they had smoked, and 
whether they had changed their habits subsequent to the new law. 
TWo years after the change in the law .. so'me 8.7 percent of current 
userS said they had been using marijuana more th?-U 2 years and 
only 11 percent had begun using marijuana during that time. The 
survey results are shown in Table IV-2. The'Se data indicate no 
substanti::j,l increase in use in the two years su1;>sequent to the law; 
furthermore, the number of current users acttially declined f~bm 
9 percent to 8 percent between 1974 and 1975. 

However, the third annual Oregon study indicatesJ an increase in 
use in 1976, from 20 percent to"24 percent among ever-users and 
from 8 per9,ent to 12 percent among current users. These levels now 
approximate the average level of use in the other western states. The 
increase is probably.not attributable to a delayed perception that in
carceration.was no longer a penalty for poss~ssion of lesf? than an 
ounce since the decriminalization law was widely publicized it~, Ore
gon. The change L"11aw may have had a more subtle effect by sym
bolizing a perception that thee!fect of the drug is relatively incon
sequential and that private use in limited amounts is not offensive. 
This suggests that the most probable reasqn for the increase in1;tse 
is not directly related to decriminalization per seD According to the 
Oregon data". the number of individuals who do not smoke marij'qana 
and who gave, "possible health dangers" as a reason dropped sharply 
from 28 percent in 1975 to 7 percent in 1976. The usage increase is' 
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TABLE IV-1'" 

, :, PERCENT OF STUDENTS USING MARIJUANA 

(Grades 9-12) 

, 
.~ /~,::~ 

" 

PERCENT 
YEAR 

, OF USERS ,y I) -:.:... 

" 

1973 54.8 

c .... . 
1974 55.5 

, 
1.1 \i 

1975 ,) 55.0 
-, 

~~-I 

I' :? ~! 

~ : 

1976' 55.3 
< 

0 

c 

" 
Source: Summary Report, Surveys of Student Drug Use, San Matao. CaHfornia, 197E;1. 
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,TABLErY-2 

CHANGE IN MARIJUANA USE IN OREGONr;) 

, 

CHANGE IN USE " 

;~i :. 
" 1914 

, 

Decrease 40 

Increase 5 

No Change 52 

SOU RCE: Survey ,of Marijuana Use and Attitudes 
State of Oregon, Drug Abuse Council, r 

" December 1,1975. 
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therefore most probably related to a change of perceptions about the 
potent:i:al health consequences of marijuana. 

; Interview Results 

Perceptions of usage patterns were elicited from crimin,alJus
tice system officials and others with substantial experience or con
tact with the drug-using public. A majority of officials in every 
state perceived no significant change in use~ either an increase o.r a 
decrease. Although in a number of states the fear had been speclf
ically expressed that decriminalization would cause both an influx 
of marijuana users from other states and an increase in use among 
current resident(3, this increase was not perceived to have occurred. 
These perceptions are, of course, only subjective and may not prop
edy reflect actueJ, patterns. Nevertheless, they give an informal 
indication of chlimges in the extent of use. 

'~::::::o 

As in any study" certain qualifications are necessary. Los 
Angeles was an excepti<;>n to our general findings. Los A:pgeles po
lice officials felt that use was increaSing" and this increa'ge was at
trihuted in part to a change in the California law. '. Also, publi~ of
ficials are most li.kely to see changes that occur in heavy use, sale, 
and public use and are least likely to observe chang:~s in expe-,rimen
tation or limited private possession and peTsonal use. '.' Therefore~ 
these conclusions are least applicable to the experimental user. 

Nevertheless, on the basis of both our objective and subjective 
interviews and fact-finding, it appears that reduc~d criminal penal
ties for possession do not generally lead to an immediate increase . 
in total marijuana use, although the long-term effects of penalty re-; 
ductions are less clear. The apparent short-term stability of use 
in the face of penalty reductions implies that harsh penalty struc
tures do not in themselves deter personal possessJon and private 
use of the drug. This conclusion is supported by public poll~, dis
cussed in Volume 3, Chapter II~ which indicate that fear of arrest 
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is not usually given as the primary reason for not using marijuana. ;;;;:b 
Ho-w;ever, penalty reductions may cause, as well as symbolize, 
changes in public moral and· social attitudes, which over time result 

,. in an increase in use. Although the Oregon data may show such a 
change, it is difficult to getermine whether this phenomenon does 
in fact typically occur. 
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Impact on Public Use 

Two primary issues are involved in the impact on public use: 

. Does decriminalization result in loosened behavicral 
restraints that increase irresponsible and dangerous 
behavior, such as driving while intoxicated? 

. Does marijuana decriminalization result in an in
crease in public intoxication and offensive behavior? 

These concerns have been frequently expressed in the debates about 
marijuana polic,y. For example, Colorado specifically included a 
section in its marijuana law that provided more stringent penalties 
for puplic possession than for private possession because of these 
conceX!\Us. 

" 

The first concern, dangerous driving, is difficult to measure, 
because no efficient and inexpensive method exists to determine mar
ijuana intoxication. California was the only state that statistically 
Showed increased experience with intoxicated driving. Arrests for 
driving under the influence of any drug increased 46 percent for adults 
and 71. 4 percent for juveniles1 during the first half of 1976 over the 
first half of 1975. However, the validity of these data is uncertain 
because the data (1) refer to all drugs and are not differentiated for 
Tllar1.juana; (2) may reflect the purely demographic phenornenon in 
C aliiornia of an increase in individuals coming into the driving age 
group; and (3) may reflect a change in arrest charge emphaSis under 
the new law from posseSSion to driving while,intoxicated. For this 
reason .. and because the law has b~ry in effect such a, short tin1.e, the 
California data do not suggest a str;.;ct causal relationship between the 
new law and the increase in drug-related traffic arrests. Neverthe
less.. this t~end is dis turbing and merits close scrutiny. 

None of the other states in the study had statistical information 
available on the relationship between marijuana and traffic offenses.2 

Law enforcement officials did not describe any increased experience 
with this problem, although again it must be remembered that tests 
for marijw:ma intoxication are r,J,ot widely available. 

- ~ 

In term.s of inclleased' offensive 'Use of marijuana in public, none 
of the states studied perceiv:ed this as a problem. Oregon did report . "" 
some initial difficulties with public use by young people; howevel' .. this 
did not seem to be permanent. 'In all states (withtJle exception of 
Texas)" the number of arres ts for marijuana pos..session appeal:'s to 
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have diminished
3 
subsequent to the effective date of the penalty reduc

tion law. This decrease is pr9bably a result of lessened law enforce ... 
ment interest,f although it may also provide partial corroboration of a 
lack of increase in public use. 

In summary, insufficient time has elapsed sInce the revised laws 
wen.t into effect although there is no indication as yet of substantial 
increase in public use or display of marijuana, nor are there suffi
cient data on the relationships between reduced penalties and .danger
ous driving. In fact, t~'lis latter area is the primary one where many 
believe additional research is warranted. 

Impact on the Health Care Syst~ 

The impact of the recent increase in marijuan.a use on the nation's 
health care system is extremely hard to measure. Despite the wide
spread use of the drug, very little evidence exists of the adverse phys
iological effects once feared. However, if even a small percentage 
of the estimated 9 million regular userS are affected adversely, this 
must have an effect on the overall he,alth care system. 

Recent data from the Nat~onal Institute on Drug Abuse suggest that 
5 percent of persons in federally supported drug treatment programs 
identify marijuana use as their primary drug problem. The figure 
may well be higher in state and locally supported programs, which 
tend to be oriented more towards non -narcotic drug users. However, 
in a NIDA;-:;trvey of patients listing marijuana as their primary drug 
of abuse, the overwhelming majority stated they were in treatment 
only because it Was offered as an alternative to jail. A few individuals 
clearly had emotional problems, but it is difficult to assess whethe.r 
mafijuanayras contributing or merely incidental to their other.diffi
culties. Overall, it appears the number of individuals in drug treat
ment programs for ma;rij~lana-derived problems is negligible. 

The; yxtent to which JarijUana use contributes to broader phys~cal 
health ~roblems is similarly hard to quantify, but marijuana appears 
to have little effect. However, as today's younger and regular mari
juana users become older, impacts may becQme visible. Most likely, 
the effects will occur in the area of pulmonary problems, where the 
evidence 8ugges ts that the inges tion of marijuana into the lungs may 
have damaging effects simllar to those associated With tobacco. 

Few data exist on the nUlubel' of acute panic or other emotional 
reactions that are occurring secondary to marijuana use and that re
quire clinical intervention. As the drug using population has become 

') 
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more sophisticated .. these problems al:'e increasingly handled within 
the peer grbup social settings rather than through profeSSional con
sultation. Paraclini,d~l "rap centers II or Jlcrisis intervention celi'" 
tel's II are the preferredfacilities for those who need more help than 
their friends can provide. Tn general, these facilities are effective 
in handling the adverse psychological reactions to ma.rijuana. 

Our interviews indicate,d no perception among health officials of 
increases i.n acute effect contacts with health faCilities. This sta
bility is consistent with our usage pattern findings which indicate 
little increase in use in most areas, although other factors may be 
involved.. such as a reduction in panic reactions resulting from in
creased familiarity with the drug,' 

o 
In summary~ the overall short-term impact caus~d ~y adverse 

health reactions of marijuana use dn the health care system is likely 
to be minor" even witrlbi~oad-sca1e decrir.nl.L"1alizatS'm. Longer-term 
impacts" however" cannot be conc.:lusively dete,l\mined at this time. 

\~;, 

The courts often suggest or mandate a diversion to 'drug treat
ment facilities in lieu of incarceration, although p:r'actice varies 
Significantly among states. Of the states that reduced penalties, 
California and lVIinnesota report substantial reductions in the num.. ~_, 
bel' of marijuana users who use health facilities and in the costs to { " 
those facilities. In 1973, a drug offender diversion program was 
legislatively authorized in 'California which encompassed the ma- "'-
j?rity of marijuana po~session offenders. Since, the ~ecr.irninaliza- "'-" 
hon law became effect.;t.ve on January 1" 1976, dlverslOn 1S no longer ~~ 
used for simple possession. In the first half of 1975, 61.5 percent 
of ~l marijuana possession defendants Were diverted; in tJie first 
half of 11nS this figure dropp~d to 20. 6,p~rcent with related de-
creases in costs .. 

o \) 
Minnesota did not have a formal diversion program before de-

crimh~.lflization, although the courts did have aJ;l education or treat
ment opHono ,fUthoughn~ exacic diverston qata exist" the Minnesota 
Behavioral Institute estimates treatment"cost savings of approxi ... 
mat ely $21 877 .. 000

4 
as a result of replacing-'the previous treatment ,\ 

diversion with the mandatory 4- to 5-hour educational program 
under the curr'Emt la w. 

n . 

These data suggest that in states or ldcal:i:iies"with diversion 
programs" decriminalization reduces costs to the health care 
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system by eliminating this diversion. This is also consistent with 
federal priorities: ~, 

'\ 

While the number of h~roin-using,clients 
referred to treatment by the criminal 
justice system should increase, the J}umber ' 
of C~;\S01al o,r recTeationairnarijuana users 
refetJred for Jltreatment fl as an alternative 
to jail should decrease in order to reserve 
limited treatme+).t'capacity for those who 
need it mor':e.5, . 

Impact on Criminal Justice System 

The impact of marijuana laws on 'the criminal justice system is 
reviewed separately for the law enforcement system; prosecution" 
public defender~. aI1:d court system; and corrections system.' . 

Law EiIibrcement Resource Impact 

Marijuana law changes can affect the law enforcenlentcom~' 
munity by changing both the n~1mber of arrests~ and the' arrest pro
cedures. Most states that h,?ve passed decriminalization'laws re
port a reduction in altrests s'ubsequent to the effective date of the 
law (sree Table IV-3). This impact" however, is not uniform. 

,Maine r,eports a significant reduction in arrests; Oregon has r,e:
ported essentially no 'change in their arrest patterns· during the year 
following decriminalization." , 

(,) 

In general, howef~"'er, actual arrest changes are diffiC1.ut to as-
sess because: 

Marijuana arrests have hegun to decrease nationally .. 
(e.g., from approximately 445,.000 in 19'/4 to 415,.000 
in 1975). Therefore any perceived state-level reduc
tions may reflect overall trends based upon reordered 
enforcement priorities rather than the effects of de.." .. , 
criminalization itself. 

• The decriminalization laws have not been in effect long" 
enough to warrant definitive conclusions. 

• Decreased arrests may be understated in those states 
where marijuana offeriders were charged with other 
lesser penalty crimes (such as disorderly conduct) 
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TABLE IV-3 

(

Ii MARI1. DANA ARRESTS 

l -
JURISDICTION . TIME 

,., 

California First Half. 1975 Fir.st Half.. 1976 

(1/1/76) 24,351 12,913 
,::::;:' 

1975 1976 

Columbus, Ohio 
" 

(11/21175) 899 690 

'-' 
c 1974 '0 1875 

" 

Denver, Colorado ~ 
,. 

., 
(7/1/75) . 2,413 1,434 

., 

1973 1974 ., 

Texas2 
0 

(8/27/73) . 19,266 24,327 
" . 

1974 .~ 

24,327 
" 

23',6020 

" 
~ 

1975 co . 1976 (est.), 

M' '1:: A" . ml\b::",ta., 
n 

<""< 
L-! 

(4{10/76) 4,409 2,500 " 

1 foil adult m:rijUana offenses." 

2 All adult m!!rijuana offenses. Texas did not decriminalize but r,educed 
the penalty from a felony to 1\ miSdemeanor in 1973~, 
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to avoid thlirelatively more severe marijuana penal-
'\\ 

ties. ' 

• Decreases :tb.ay be overstated if, as in California, a 
person whoiwas previously charged with marijuana 
possession ',illS the primary offense is now charged 
with a non:rr,~arijuana offense as primary. 

,!lr 

• Altered ma:r'ijuana arrest practices m.ay have begun 
early in anti,cipation of the changes in the law. 

Nevertheless, 'the data from many decriminalized states do indi
catea decrease ih arrests subsequent to the new law. This change 
probably reflects changes in enforcement activity rather than usage. 
In any case, mar:tjuana enforcement 'costs have certainly ctecreased; 
the only que~tion is by how much. 

The second nM:ljor potential savings in police resources results 
from altered polii(~e arrest procedures" These savings appear to be 
highly dep'endent<:>n the exact specification of the law. In p(lrticula~.f 
those states that l'lave a mandatory citation procedure are likely to 
siave more than t~lOse states in which the complete arrest IIpackage ll 

~Which usually it1.lcludes arrest, accompanying the suspect to the sta-
1;ion, bookingj f:i!~!lgerprinting;t'" and temporal:':)'" incarcerationpen~g 
1t'elease on bail ():r personal recognizance) is. used~ Under a citation 

. lprovision, poliqlE! are not removed from the field and ma;y 'simply 
:Lssue a summor~.s, confiscate the marijuana, and continuE~ with their 
other duties. ~J:avings resulting from citation procedures are of 
course deternii~iled by the specification of the law rather than by de-
criminalizatio:p; per see . 

/1 rJ 'i ~ 

Whether tIi'e citation provision is optional or mandatory may be 
an important ~Aistj,:ndion. In some states where the citation is only 
optionalj sucr~,;ts Ohiol> the police do not uniformly use it, thus in
curring addi"'c1onal cost in these instances~ 

Savings generated by changed arrest procedures are difficult to 
quantify because of the complexity of daily police routine. No data 
were available speci:fically on this issue. NevertheleS$, it is clear 
from ~xtant data and the subjective perceptions of officials inter
viewed, that the combination oi reduced arrests and shn,plified pro ... 
cedures can. and has generated substantial savings in most decrimi
nalized, states. California, for example,estimates a reduction in 
law enf~rcement costs from $7 .. 600, 000 in the first half of 1975 
to $2, 300l> 000 in the fir,st half of 1976, for a savings of $5, 300, 000 

i' 
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or 70 percent" Similarly, Minnesota estimates a reduction in police 
costs of approximately $100, 000. ' 

An indirect reffect of the decriminalizatiof,llaws on the law enforce
ment community, which some fearedp was the loss of a us~ful bargain
ing c;ievice o For exal}1ple" the elimination of criminal penalties"for 
possession could also eliminate the effectiveness of plea ba:rgaining 
in gaining access to major drug traf.fickers" thus increasing the costs 
of reaching these individuals. The extent to which this has happened 

, ' 

is unclear" however 0 

In summary" substantial savings in law enforcement costs can 
occur as a result of decriminalizatiQn. The magnitude of ' these sav-

!/ 

ings" however, depends upon the extent to which police enforce the 
new law and the specific features of the law relating to police proce
dures (e. g." citatiol1;provisions)" 

Prosecution, Public Defenderl> and Court Resources Irnpact 

As in other areas, the exact extent of savings from decriminali
zation is difficult to measure, since changes ,in prosecution may have 
occurred prior to the effective date of .the law, the laws have been 
in effect only a short time, and most court systems do not maintain 
marijuana":,,specific data.. Generally, however, the·impact in the 
judicial system (i. e~, the combination of prosecution, .public de-
fenders, and courts) occurs in three ways~ , 

p Charigein th~ number of individuals entering the sy$'
te+n. As described previouslYJl the number of m.ari
juana possession arrests generally decreased subse'" 
quent to the passage of decriminalization" which natur
ally r.esults in a decreased court caseload wit}1, conse
quent cost savings" 

o c Change in defendant response. A &hange in defendant 
response has also resulted in SUbstantial judicial sys
tem resource savings. Because inmost cases tp,ede
fendant is no longer faced with a permanent.c:dminal 
record or incarceration, all states report a reduction 
in contested guilt.. As a result, the court system avoids 
evidentiary hearings (on ~uppression motions) arid lengthy 
trials. The majority of defendants simply plead guilty 
and are sentenced at arraignment. 
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• ~ange in judicial system procedures. Savings result
ing from changed judicial system procedures a.re more 
variable. In some states ... su~h as Maip.e.~ the ,prosecu
tionhas reduced its e£f~rt; i10ther states ... suc):! as Ohio ... 
al1 cases routinelycontlnue -?c:o be fully prosecuted. Sav
ings could also occur through the use of a noncourt fine 
system, such as that used in .. traffic offenses: a,given 
amount is' simplY,,;13ubmitted by/mail if guilt is not con
tested. Although such a system is not excluded l.mder 
the provisions of many of the decriminalization laws ... it 
has not yet been used widely in any state.c 

The only state .to attempt an evaluation of actual court system 
savings is California. Including pro~ecutor... public def~nder... pro ... 
bation" and court costs, but excluding court disposition costs... the 
total cost for marijuana offenses in the first half of 1975 was ap
pro:&imately $9.4 mil1ion and about $2 mil1ion in the first half of 
1976, for a savings of more than $7 million or 78 percent. Al
though Colorado does not have similar cost figures", total drug 
and narcotics cases (of which the majority are marijuana related) 
have dropped substantially in recent years. 

In Minnesota... the Minnesota Behavioral Insti,tute estimates that 
.. the new law has produced judicial system cos~ savings of at least 

$5001l 000.. The other dec~iminalized states exhibited similar de-
creases in cOUJ;'t r~sO'urce use and costs'. .~ 

Corrections System.Resources Impact 

All eight states reducing penaltiel3 have eliminated incarcera
tion for first offense simple possession of marijuana. However. 
because incarceration w.as rarely used for such offenses before the 
changes.. the decrease in the number of offenders incarcerated has 
probably not been substantial", although clearly in thos.e situations 
where detention can be eliminated: cost savings' dooccur~' States" 
which use a citation system rather than a full arrest procedure do 
save on incarceration costs by eliminating prearraignment deten-, 
tion. Since most incarcerations for marijuana offenses occur in . 
local and county jails rather than.in state institutions .. the actual 
extent is difficult to deterll1.ine. (In fact. no state had such data 
readily available at the state level. } 

o 
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PROCESS OF CHANGE FINDINGS - . 

A major aspect of th1.s study involved examination of the factors 
that affected the passage or defeat of legislation reducing marijuana
related penalties. This task required the identification of the per .... 
sona~ and political forces which shape such legislation. An under
standing of these forces is of value to state policyma}{ers who are 
considering change in their own states. 

Political Positions 

Decisionmak.erson the marijuana issue held a wide variety o£ 
positions~ which differed from state to state and from individual to 
individual. Neve\dheless certain views were widely held; some 
positions were nearly universal among supporters and opp~p.ents 
of decriminalizatilon. 

The positions n1.ost widely held by supporters 'Were: 
~. 

• Occasional marijuana use has not been found to be seri
ously harmful and therefore severe penalties are not 
justified. 0 

• Crin1.inal justice system resources should be used for 
more serious crimes. 

• L'1.carceration and a permanent criminal recqrd are too 
harmful to the marijuana. U}3er who has committed no 

. , other· cdmeanCi only participated in an activity under
taken by marly of his peers. 

The positions most w~dely held by opponents w,ere: 

• Marijuana is physically or 'psychologically h~rmful and 
therefore should be prohibited. 

• Marijuana use leads to the use of other drugs. 

• lVIarijuan?- use leads to other criminal activity •. 

• Decriminalization. would be a signal of societal approval 
a.nd therefore would lead to increa.sed use ... particularly 

.. among the young. 
(j 
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Although the National Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse 
discounted the relationship between marijuana on one side and 
IIharder" drugs and G,riminal activity on the other~ opponents of 
reduced penalties have consistently .cited contrary viewpoints or 
public positions. For e:x:ample, the International Asso.ciation of 
Chiefs of Police has stated: 

As the branch of government which most fre
quently encounters the abuser of illegal sub
stances, the police have readily seen the 
matriculation from cannabis to more dangerous 
and potent narcotics combined with an increase 
in crime and useless destruotion of. human life.6 

Interestingly, opponents of the decriminalization concept only 
infl"equently mentioned the possibility of secondary effects such as 
vehicular or occupational accidents as a reason for their opposition. 
A moral stance against the use of marijuana waS ulentioned fairly 

, frequently ~ 

Political Implications of Decriminalizatio~ 
-

Perhaps of primary importance to elected officials is whether 
support for or opposition to decriminalization has proved t9/,'r:f,,;; a 
political liability. This question is con;tplex because the p6~~~,;llcal 
impact of an issue is dependent upon a number 6f factors, includ
ing: 

the political philosophy of the politician's constitu
ency; 

• (' \ 0:-

the visibility of the issue in terms of media cover-
age; 

o the number of other concurrent n:laj6r issues that 
draw attention from or to the issue in 'question; 

the virulence of the debate on the, issue; and 

• :the politician I s history and status in the political 
,hierarchy. 

Asia part Qf this study~ interviews were held with elected public 
officials or their representatives, including legislators, Governors, 
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attorneys general~ and local officials. Care was taken in the selec
tion of the states for analysis not only to include those with relevant 
marijuana laws .. but also to develop a sample that was politically 
and geographically disparate. In this way it was possible to deter
mine whether the political con,sequences of <'1. given position on the 
marijuana issue differed depending on the sta.te or region. 

~~::/~",,< 

, In the course of ou~) interviews, elect"e~(jfffcials were asked 
about the direction and"strength of'''constitl.:!,ency reaction to their 
position, both in terms of correspondence received apd in terms 
of their perception of voter reaction at the polls. Attempts were 
also Il1,ade to get subjective reactions to general public 'opinion or). 
the subject. /,' 

In addition .. the general political environment in which the mari
juana debate took place was assessed .. including the legislative con
text of the marijuana bill, the political strengths of s,;upporters\ and 
opponents Jl and the role of the press in affecting the legislative pro-
cess. 

Although it was f6und'that the majority of the legislative supporters 
of decriminalization tended to be from urban or su~urban cOlnmuni
ties or from special interest districts such as college communities, 
it was found that this was by no means universally true. Many sup" 
porters were also from rural communities or from districts that 
were considered conservative on similar issues. Similarly.. 0Ppo
nentsof decriminalization represented a wide variety of constituen
cies ranging from conservative rural districts to minority urban 
districts. 

Supporters of decriminalization were more likely to voice appre
hension over the political consequences of their position than were 
opponents. They also we:re more likely to prefer that the debate re
ceive minimal P'Ublic scrutiny. Again,p however, these genei"'aliza
tions were not universally" true. Some supporters felt that tlie pub-

"lic would accept arguments on that side of the issue 'and were not 
a;pprehensive about'm~king~ their position knowll. ' 

, In spite of the variability in constituency philosophy .. both within 
and limongs,tates, and in spite of apprehensions by decrirninali2!a'" 
tion supporters.. this study found that the politfcalliability of a 

(~ strong position "on marijuana policy has been overrated as an issue. 

. None of the elected officials or their representatives whom we 
interviewed reported a strong public response to their position, 
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whether it was for or against decriminalization. Most indicated re
ceiving only a small number of communications on the issue, and 
these communications were divided fairly evenly between approval 
and disapprovcil. 

" 
The ingredients <?bpoliticalvictory and defeat are complex and 

therefore causality and lack of causality are difficult to assess. 
Nevertheless, no political defeat or victory was identified during 
the interview process which was attributed principally to a position 
on the marijuana issue.' " 

In the Louisiana attorney general's race .. the incumbent attor
ney general was highly vocal in his support for decriminalization .. 
and this was made a 'major can;;tpaign iSS111e by his opponent. How
ever the incumbent won and did not feel that the outcome of the 
1) ,.. 

electipn was affected by the marijuana issue. Other races.. such 
as several fo:1:' House seats in Iowa.. were extremely close; yet the 
r.narijuana issue did,not become impoirtant for either side. 

These results indicate, then, that a position on the marijuana 
issue did not generally con~titute a political liability. This ap
pears to be true regardless of the geographical location or politi
cal philosophy of the state. 

Common Patterns of Process> 

While each state surveyed underwent deliberation and change 
somewhat differently, some patterns were in evidence: 

• The active"support of legis:t-ative leaders Was crucial 
in those states that successfully passed legislation 1'e- 0 

ducing pemuties. This support was missing in those 
states where legislation was introduced but defeated. 

• In those states where decrimina~ization legislati~:p. 
passed .. the law enforcement agencies either did not 
take a strong position .. ;were split on the issue .. or 

. were satisfied with certain compromises in the law. 
In both California and Colorado .. the district attor
neys association provided support that was influen~' 
tieLl in the passage of the bill~.-.", 

• The ,relationship of th~ marijuana legislation to related 
perl'ding bills varied significantly. In Ohio and Maine~ 
decriminalization was part of an overall Tevision of the 
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criminal code. In Ohio... this he,lped minimize any ad
verse.,~eaction by the public; in Maine .. it gave the de
criminalization bill the added credibility of the support 
of the revision commission. 

'li 
.Ho,:eve~jI in C,i5I~1rado and Califoi'nia .. ~e decr~i:" 

nahzatwn blll was y:resented and passed Wlthout bell1g 
a part of a large,c-Mlll. And in at least two states .. 
Iowa and New Jersey .. decriminalization legislation 
failed)(~n spite of the potential for inclusion in a general 
criminal code revision. 

" • The severity of the existing penalty structure provided 
the impetus for change in California and Colorado. In 
Minnesota, the fact that previous reductions in~~ri
juana penalties had occurred withou t severe conse
quences was considered important to the passage of 
the bill. 

• In some instances .. the extent of background research 
on the'marijuana issue undertaken by policymakers 
or'their staff was directly related to the success of the 
bill; such extensive work was done in Maine .. Califor
nia.. and Ohio (which passed legislation) but not done 
in Iowa and Louisiana (where legislation failed). How
ever, in New Jersey .. nearly every major drug-re
lated agency.. as well as the legislature .. undertook 
marijuana studies.. but no significant legislation was 
passed. 

Generally" the study indicated that the Governors of the 
nine states did not playa significant .role i!;l the debate 
on the issue or with respect to the bill's final outcome. 
This net\.tral stance.. howev,er, was ilnportant, in that 
the threat of veto was" in most cases.. clearly absent 
and the "signal lf from the Governor indicated generally 
tacit support or willingness to accept the legislative 
decision. 

The perceived ~~d publicized success oI thy, Oregon law 
was significant and well-known i!l each state surveyed. 

In three states--Minnesota .. Ohio .. and California-
individuals and/or public interest groups were sig
nificant in the decrimiri'alization process. Generally.; 
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however, internallegislative debate and decision
making was more important. 

• In each state survey~d, the press generally reported 
the l:cgislative deliberations objectively. A majority 
waf? supportive of the decriminalization effort edi
torially. However, this was true in states which 
did and did not pass decriminalization legislation. 
Most legislators indicated, however, that the press 
reaction was not influential in fOFmulating their posi
tion. 

• Generally, state agencies did not play an important 
role, either supportive or critical, in the decriminal-

" ization effort. In some states (e .. g., Maine and Mirme
sota), however ... they did provide information. One ex
ception is New Jersey, where both the Department of 
Health and the Attorney General's Office took positions 
supporting decriminalization legislation, which to date 
has been unsuccessful in the legislature. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1 A First'Report of the Impact of Califor~iats New Marijuana Law (SB95), 
State Office of Narcotics and Drug Abuse, December 1976. 

2. . II .. 

The U. S. Department of'. Transp'pl.'tation conducted a study of 300 fatal 
traffic accidents in Boston from" 1971-1974, in which 16 percent of the 
drivers admitted to or were said to have been smoking marijuana with
in 3 hours of th;~ accident, although more than 50 percent of these had 
~lso been using alco~ol or some other drug. The findings are reported 
ill a three-volume report available from the National Technical Infor
mation Service, Springfield,._ Virginiap 22161: 

I. PsychOSOCial Identification of Drivers Responsible 
for Fatal Vehicular Accidents in Boston. 

II. An Analysis of Drivers Most Responsible for Fatal 
Accidents VB. a Control Sample. 

m. Marijuana and Driver .Behavior; JIistoric and Social 
v 

Observations Anlong Fatal Accident Operators and a 
Control Sample. 

Contract No. DOT HS-310-3-595, May 1976. 

3 Data are inconclusive on Ohio. 

4 This figure is based upon extrapolation from national figures for percent
age of treatment monies spent on marijuana offenders in tr;eatment pro
grams, rather than on specific data from Minnes()ta. 

5 Strate~y Council on Drug Abusel' Federal Strategy, Drug Abuse Preventionl' 
November 1976J1 p. 43. ~. 

6 Glen D. King, Executive Di.rector, Internationa.l Associatio:tl. of Chiefs of 
PoliceJl letter dated November 11, 1976. 
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if- A GUIDE TO POLICY DECISIONMAKING 

~;:/f 

This chapter provides a "drafter's guide" for policymakers 
(whether executive or legislative) who have concluded that some por
tion of mari.juana-related behavior should be decriminalized--meaning 
that traditional criminal penalties for consumption-related behavior 
should be substantially reduced. Field interviews during thi~~ study 
demonstrated that neither legislators nor 'criminal justice personnel 
share a common conception of the precise content of "decrim:Lnaliza
tion,l\ which is to say, of course" that the meaning 0t the "crbninalll 

sanction itself is ambiguous. For current purposes,. howeve!'s the 
term will be employed to refer to a threshold concept rather i~h'an a 
definitional one: decriminalization is any statutory scheme Ul;lder 
which the "least serious" marijuana-related behavior is not punish-
able by incarceration. u -

" 
Incarceration is a useful threshold device because the elirnination 

of the possibility of imprisonment and, its attep.dant social sti~a re
flects a significant'change in official atiitudes')toward mariju~na oi-

S? fenses" because "totm"",confinement" is a sanction different in. kind, 
not only in degree" from other legal 'Sanctions.., and ,because the lesser 
san6tion suggests or requires a less sever~ and less elaboraiie appli-
cation of IIcrimiflal" processes. " 

Beyond this threshold, many important questions must bei resolved~ 
These questions fall into two general categories: 

>~) 

o 

(1) What 'behavior should be 'Idecriminalized tt ? Only possession 
of small amolirit'S? How small? Gifts of small amounts to friends? 
Non-profit "accommodation" sales to friends? Cultivation of a few 
plants :in the home? 

( (2) What residual sanctions~ if any" should be r~tained to ~t:mple7:) 
\-:i:nent the state t s interest ll1. discouraging that behavior? Beha-'\1;io!' that 
is "decriminalizedn mayor may not remain subject to lesser $:anc
tions. In each of the eight states which have already enacted 1I(~ecrim
inalization' I reforms" the behavior :in question is still punishable by a 
fine. In some of those states the behavior is still labeled a "criminal 
of:fensell--but even :in some of these a person "c'onvictedll of the offense 
has no "record. II Should the commission of a decriminalized offense 
be punishable by a monetary pcenalty? By participation in some educa
tional or counseling program? Should the persg;r,-;;b~e bookeq and taken q 

mto custody af~er detection of a I/decriminalizedll offense? Shouldb 
such a person be stigmatized by an l1arrestll or "conviction" record? 
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DEFINING DECRIMINALIZED OFFENSES 

Assuming that some, but not all, marijuana-related behavior is to 
be decriminalized (or at least that penalties should be substantially 
reduced), policymakers must define precisely which behavior is no 
longer subject to the crimin~. sanction. Several:nelihods :n:ay be used 
to determine the area of marIJuana-related behavlOrJ~or whic~ the 
crim:inal sanction is deemed appropriate. The pol~&,tar by which leg
islators should be directed in choosing among these alternatives is the 
impetus behind the drive for decriminalization. Thus, if, for rea~ons 
of fairness, justice, or institutional integrity, the goal of reform IS to 
withdraw the crim:inal sanction from mere consumers of marijuana, 
the statutes.should be revised in a way that most accurately distin
guishes between consumption-relat~d activity and commercial activity_ 
On the other hand, if the goal of reform is primarily to promote the 
f.:tficient administr ation of crim:inal justice by lightening the burden 
im.pd$€ld by tlte processing of petty marijuana cases, the issues r.aised 
below may be resolved by·restricting decriminalization to the narrow
est range of behavior consistent with this goal. 

For the most part" drug offenses are separately defined for pos
sessory conduct, distributional conduct, and manufacturing (cultiva
tion). Legislators have traditionally recognized that possessory ac
tivity may be ;indicative of either intended consumption or intended 
distribution depending on thE'8lUount possessed and other indicia of 
intent. Similarly, legislators have been sufficiently aware of the pat
terns of marijuana use that they have distinguished since the late 
1960s between gratuitous (or nonprofit) transfers among friends and 
purely cotnmercial activity. A similar distinction ma~ be drawnbe~ 
tween forms of cultivut~on which may range from grOWIng one plant In 
a window box to a large scale agricultural enterprise. 

The material below will sketch the drafting alternatives for defin
ing decriminalized or least serious marijuana-related behavior in 
three partS: possessory conduct, noncommercial transfers, and non-
commercial cultivation. 

PossessQry Conduct 

Traditionally the possession offense has been divided into at least 
two gradations: simple possession and possession with intent to sell. 
The penalties authorized for the latter category are more severe than 
those authorized for the f9rmer. In addition, a clear-cut legislative 
trend in recent years has been to dispense with proof of intent and "to 
substit'>lte gradations of amount with correspondingly graded penalties. 
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Thus in discriminating between less s~rious and mo;~ serious~pos.ses ... 
sory activity, legislatureS have two devices at their disposal--intent 
to sell and amount possessed--which can be combined in several dif~' 
ferent ways. The following discussion will present various options 
and will asseSs the relative merits of each. 

,J'he Pure Intent Approach 

This approach decriminalizes possession of any amount of mari
juana unless the prosecution proves intent to sell. The principal ad
vantage of this approach is that it mirrors the essential difference 
between commercial activity! and posseSSion for personal consump
tion. Th,e prll);:;;:~J drawback is that the prosecution very seldom has 
any independent evidence of intent to sell and therefore usually relies 
on inferences from the amount of marijuana possesse":::\ 

The pure intent approach" by: not utilizing a "bright line" distinc
tion' C'bright line" refers to the amount level"used to legislatively dis-

. tinguish between simple possession and possession with intent to sell), 
does little to reduce tlie'cost or enhance the fairness of enforcing 
marijuana prohibitions. The user cannot reap the ben~fits of decrirn
inalization~ unless he d,s able to adjust his conduct with assurance that 
he will avoid criminal sanctions. Even if lesser sanctions remain' ap
plicable to noncriminal possession, criminal justice resources maybe 
unnecessarily squandered, because the police cannot recognize the de .... 
criminalized offense.· Eventually the communication of prosecutorial 
charging guidelines can so];ve this problem. But defendants c.harged 
with criminal posseSSion are more likely to go to trial under the pure 
intent approach, because the prosecutor must prove actual intent--a 
much harder task than proving that the amount possessed wa~ .. above a 
certain quantity. Since the defendant has a greater chance of prevail.
ing under the pure intent approach, the prosecut~·" will not possess as 
much leverage to plea bargahl. 

A variation of the pure intent 3t)!" , d.ch which would increase the 
prosecutor's.leverage is to shift the burden of proof to the defendant. 
Under this scheme, possessivn of any amount is presumed to be crim
inal unless the defendant prove~ that the possession was solely for 
personal use. 2 The primary ~bjection to this appl' :>ach is that it is 
subject to serious constitutional ('hallenges. 

A Virginia statute that clab. poSsession as a misdemeanor and 
intent to sell as a felony was hr i Jnconstitution~l on substantive due 
process grounds, because it created a rebuttable presumption of intent .. 
to sell from the possession of any amount <;>f marijuana. 3 The court 
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stated that no rational connection existed between the proved fact (pos
session) and the ultimate fact to be established (intent to distribute). 

:.-, 

The second type of constitutional attack t~at h~S been level~d. 
against similar statutes is that the presum~tlOn VlO~ates the prlvllege 
against self-incrimination. The argument 1S that Slnce the presump
tion concerns the accused's state of mind, the only way he can rebut 
the presumption is to testify himself. Thus the J?resum~tio~ force,S 
the defendant to take the stand; if he exercises h1S conshtuhonal r1ght 
to remain silent, the presumption will require the jury to draw the 
inference of intent to sel1.4; 

u 

The final constitutional impediment to the creation of the presump
tion is that it may violate the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth '. 
Amendment"by shuting t~e bur~en of p~o~f to the defendant, thereby 
destroying the presumption of 1nnocence. 

None of the eight states that have adopted decriminalization provi
sions eroploye·d either version of the pure intent, approach. 

The Pure Amount Approach 

This approa~h. would decriminalize possessiop ?elow a specifie.d 
amount and retain the criminal penalty for pOss~ssl.On of any, quantlty 
in exces..s. of that cllnount,without regard to intent to sell. Seven of 
the eighl~~s whic'h hav:e de~riminalized marijuana have utilized 
this approa.ch:' The principal advantages of this "bright line" scheme 
are fairness anet efficiency: defining the offense by the ~ount pos
s~ssedpermits both possessors a..l1d police to know precisely what 
conduct is "criminallyll prohibited; moreover, it gives the prosecutor 
greater leverage to plea bargain with those who possess above-the.,. 
line amoUnts. 

The principal dis_adyantage ofJhe.hright.dine method is that it may 
be at onceovel:·:"an(r:under-inclusi~e.. That is, this scheme may de
criminalize the behavior of some sellers who possess amounts below 
the line and lnake criminal the behavior of some consumers who, pos-
sess above-the-linequantities.6 

' 

Tpe Combined Approaches 

If the legislature wants the advantages of the bright-line m,ethod 
but wlshes to alleviate ~1ther the under-inclusion or the over-mclu
sion, a scheme may be seiected to combine the inten~\ al}d the amount 
approaches. However, the same combined scheme cannot ameliorate 
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both problems. Therefore policymakers who opt for the combined 
"=-Yfiethod must be careful to select the one which is consonant with t.heir 

decriminalization goals. 

If the major impetus behind decriminalization is to remove only 
the most petty consumption offenses from the syst~m, then a statute 
could be drafted to make possession of above-the -line amounts always 
criminal and possession of below-the -line amounts criminal only if 
the prosecution proved intent to distribute. However, such a statute 
would retain all of the deficiencies of the pure intent approach for pos
s~ssion of below-the-line amounts. That is~ this statute poses prob
lenls of fairness and cost in the below-the-line cases, since in the 
absence of definitive prosecutorial guidelines, the seriousness. of the 
arrestee's offense is indeterminate at the time of the offense. The 
main advantage of this approach is that police and prosecutors have 
a tool (proof of intent) to use against "dealers" who are careful to 
possess only below-the-line amounts. Also a "criminal" above-the
line offense gives the prosecutor a plea-bargaining tool for persons 
charged with possession with intent to sell. 

f';';': 

Alternativ'ely, if the obj~ctive of decriminalization i~ to ameliorate 
the unfairness of criminalizing an activity'that is engaged in and ap
proved by a large segment of the populace, then the legislature's bias 
would be to decriminalize all consumption':"related behavior,. and a 
different statute would be fashioned. Possession of below- the-line 
amounts would always be noncriminal, while above...;.the -line posses -. 
sion would be noncrim.inal unless the prosecution proved in~ent to dis
tribute. 

If it is feared' that this approach will result in either too many' 
commercial dealers going free or too many contested ,C.aSes due to 
the prosecl,~tor's re?duced leverage, the legislature could shift to the 
defendant the burde'h of proving "intent~' (to -consumEr) incases involv..., 
ing posseSSion of above-J;r.,;e-line amoUnts'This variation was adopted 
by Maine in its decrimiri-ci.iization statute. -A,number of courts have 
held such statutes constitutional on the gro~nd that a rational relation
ship exists between tl;).e prQved fact (the amount poSsessed) a;nd .the 
presumed fact (intent to distribute). 7 It is essential· to' distinguish the 
statute that creates the presumption -of intent for possession of above
the -line amounts from the one that creates the presumption for any 
quantity. The case for finding no rational connection between the 
proved fact and the presumed fact is much stronger in the latter :ip.
stancG.8 Nonetheless .. at least one court struck down a statute that 

. establiShed a presum;ption of intent to sell with possession of more 
than 2 ounces of marijuana.9 The court held that the I=>resumption, 
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even when only applied to above-the-line amounts, shifted the burden 
~f p~oof to the. defendant, destroyed the privilege csgainst self-incrim
matton, and vlOlated the due process clause .. SinC~) there was n. 0 ra
tional connection between the proved fact and the ~\J:>esumed fact.I0 

, .. \\ 
The advantage of thIS latter approach over the' pure amount ap-

proach is that it provides the possessor with an opportunity to contest 
the IIpresumed'.Ifact--intent to distribute. Thus the person who pos
sesses marijuana for personal use only in amounts near the borderline 
will not be punished if the quantity is slightly in excess of the deSig
nated alnount. The disadvantage is that intent to distribute will be 
part of the prosecution's case in every trial, even when the police are 
convinced that it was not intended solely for'personal use. Thus trials 
will be more complicated (and more expensive), and some retail deal
ers may be able to avo~d serious sanctions even if they are detected. 

(.~ i\ 

If policymakers wish to alleviate this problem and at the same time 
retain the adva.n,tage of the modified approach, a statute creat41g a 
t~buffer zonet! might be drafted. This scheme would set two amounts .. 
X and Y. Possession of less than X would never be a criminal offense .. 
while possessio:Q, of more than Y would always be a criminal offense. 
Possession of more than X but less than Y would be criminal only if 
th~ prosecution proved intent to sell.11 , 

Amount Designations 

Ass1J,ming that a qtate has deciq.e'd to decriminalize some mari
'Juana-related behavior and that the s tate will iinplement that choice 

, lhr~ugh the vehicle. of one specific amount line, two subsidiary ques
tions mUst be answered: (1) where should the amount line be drawn? 
(2) should a distinction be drawn between public and private behavior? 
In analyzing the spectrum of choices available to the states.. it will.be 
useful to the state policymakers to examine' how the eight states which 
hav.e re'cently. adopted decriminalization measures addressed these 
issues .. which is described in the Volume 3 -case studies. 

Drawing a statutory amount line will necessarily be somewhat ar
bitrary. It is obviously clear that a person possessing 0'.1er a kilo
gram of marijuana is intending to sell it and that one in possession of 
less than half an ounce is holding it for his personal use and that of hi~! 
friends. Between these extremes. however" there is no precise line 
for decriminalization which is a priori .more appropriate than another. 

Nonetheless, the precise line should be selected with the specific 
goal of decriminalization in ming.If the goal is merely to cut down on 
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the most petty "nuisance" arrests and to retain the criminal sanction 
for as much marijuana-related conduct as possible, then the alnount 
should~')be relatively small. One ounce would appear appropriate,. 
since between 90 and 95 percent of all arrests are for'l)simple posses
sion, and of these, approximately two-thirds are for 1 ounce orless.12 

Thus decri~inalizing possession of 1 ounce or less would clearly re
sult in a considerable savings in terms of police and court time. The 
1 ounc~ approach would also conform to current retail distribution 
patterns of marijuana.13 Of the eight states which have decriminalized 
some marijuana-related behavior, five states draw the line at 1 ounce;14 
two others draw it at 1-1/2 ounces.15 

If, on the other hand, the purpose of decriminalization is to ap
proximate the distinction between commercial and consumer behavior, 
a higher amount seems justified. Unfortunately available data ar,e not 
responsive to any effort to distinguish a seller from a user on the ba
sis of the amount possessed. However, from both free access studies 
(where marijuana users arekept under observation and told to smoke 
as much as they wish) and survey studies (in which us ers are asked 
how much marijuana they consume), it is known that even a heavy user 
would not use more than an ounce of marijuana in a weck.!6 Neverthe
less, it is probable that those engaging in strictly consumer activity 
(including casual, not -for -profit diStribution to friends) would be in 
possession of amounts well in excess of 1 ounce. This is because 
marijuana is uEl~~lly smoked comm'Q,nally; thus possessing more than 1 
ounce does not necessarily mean it is intended for sale. If the policy
makers I bias is to err on the side of decriminalizing most consump
tion-related behavior, perhaps Ohio would be an appropriate example; 
Ohio decriminalized possessiop. of less than 100 grams (which is a 
little more tha8 3-1/2 ounces). 

One problem which the higher amount line leaves unresolved is 
that of the commercially"'oriented retailer who only carries amounts 
of 4: ounces or less. but returns fre'qUEintly to hiS "source. A remedy 
for this situation would be the lIbuffer .:zone!1 sta'b.1te.de...scribed.above. 
Thus possession of less than"l ounce would be decriminalized.'and 
possession of over 4 bunces would remain a crime'; possessiqjl of an 
amount in the Ilbuffer zone II would be a crime if the prosecution proved 
intent to sell. 

The Potency Problem 

Once the legislature has decided upon",an amount (perhaps 4 ounces) , 
the question relnains ,Ll4 ounces of what?" Ca~n:;lbis is a plant, and 
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different parts of the plant contain the psychoactive substance, delta-
9 -THC, in different proportions. The drug content in vario~s parts of 
the plant is vaJj)iable, generally decreasing in the follo,wing sequence: 
res~n, f~owers, and leaves. Almost no THC is contained in the stems, 
r06i,$~ 6r seeqs.17 In addition, the level of THC varies among plants~ 
depending upon agricultural conditions. Thus Mexican-grown mari
juana usually contains 1 percent THC by weight; Colombian or Jamai
can m?-rijuana can go as high as 3 to 5 percent; and marijuana grown 
domes'tically almost always contains less than 1 perc:ent.18 "Marijua
na" refers to a preparation of the flowers .. leaves .. seeds" and small 
stems; "hashish" contains only the resin and flowering tops of the 
plant, and its potency may range from 0.1 percent to 14 percent. 

Because of the varying amounts of the psychoactive ingredient con
tained in various preparations of the'drug, it has been sugges ted that 
a decriminalization scheme distinguish between more and less potent 
preparations .to exert a greater deterrent tousing the more potent 
ones~, Two methods of making this distinction have been proposed: 

• The Potency Approach. Under this method, criminallia
bility would depend upon the percentage of THC contained 
in the particular preparation. Possession of lEISS than 4 
ounces of any cannabis would no longer be a crime if the 
potency were.. for example, less than 1 percent. Pos-

''0:, session of any amount containing more than 1 pei;cent THC 
I; would remain a crime. . 

1/ 

• The Form Appro'ach. This approach would decriminalize 
possession of 4 ounces of marijuana and retain the crim
inal sanj~n for any amount of hashish. 

These two;·a:ptoaches are discussed below.' '" 

() The Potency Approach 

This approach poses three basic problems: fairness, cost .. and 
frUstration of the goals of dec,:riminalization. The fairness aspect is 
seen in the fundamental l"equ~rement of our criminal law that ac tus 
~~ and mens rea coincide; that is.. a person is generally not held 
c:¢'iminally liable unless he has the intention to commit the proscribed 
act.. A person S1p0king mar~juana clearly cannot know the potency of " 
his supply, and therefore a potency distinction would impose the crim
i:Q.al sanction on those who could not have khown that they were com
n'.titting a crime.19 
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The cost of the potency approach is also a barrier. ImplH:~m'enta

tion would require that each police department equip its chemical lab- ,. 
oratories for THC assays. Scientists at the National Institute on Drug 
Abuse suggest that it is now technologically feasible to assay every 
compound seized, /I but that the cost would be prohibitive.2o . 

The most serious indictment which can be leveled against the po
tency approach is that it will frustrate the goals of decriminalization. 
It would always be possible that any marijuana sanlple contained an 
excessive percentage ofTHC. Therefore the police theoretically 
would have tq apprehend all persons possessing marijuana and send 
the. drug to the lab for analysis. This would result in a greater, ,not 
a lesser, expenditure of scarce police resources in enforcing'mari
juana laws. In addition.. the potency approach does not dis tinguish the 
commercial seller frOlTI the consumer. The potency approach would 
also retain the potential for harassment and selective enforcement that 
plagues the current system. Since the possessor would be in a legal 
limbo pending outcome of the assay, a number of procedural problems 
would be presented. The courts would have to decide, for instance, 
whether custody of the possessor were authorized pending the analysis • 

Finally, tne potency distinction would apparently be much a~o ,about 
nothing. In th~ past several years, the Drug Enforcement Admlhls
tration has an~yzed street samples of marij\1ana compounds. The 
mean potency has beenO. 6 percent, and,virtuaJily every sample ,has 
fallen in the 0.5 percent to 1 percent range.21 ;\ 

Apparently the policymakers in each of the eight jurisdictions that' 
have enacted decriminalization provisions were convinced of the mer
its of the arguments against the potency approach, because none of the 
states adopted it. 

The Form Approach 

The form approach has two problems: Qne definitional and one 
substantive. The definitional problem has largely been ignored. The 
1972 National CommiSSion on Marihuana and" Drug Abuse noted that 
while nine states at that time distinguished between marijuana and 
hashish for punishment purposes, orily Virginia defined hashish: 

The re$in extracted frotJl any part of the plant cannabis sa- . 
tiva, whether growing or not, and every comp'op-nd, manu,fac
ture, salt derivative" mixtul'e or preparation dt such reS1ns, 
or any resin extracted from the mature stalks of said planb 
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The National, Commiss1on continued:, 

Na~urally,the key word is "resin. If But rather than reo-' 
resent~g a clear physical distinction" "resin" is merely a .. 
conven1~nt label for describing certain substances exuded 
by manj1' plants, all of which have certain properties in com
mon. For example" they are brittle in r~olid form and melt 
when heated. 

~ d 

The proble~ is that "marihuana" rrAxtures contain some 
r' d "h h' h" eS1ns an as 1S preparations often contain plant parts 
other than resins." So, for legal purposes,' resin is not the 
only fac~or. Bo,: could it be defil~ed ?,Predominantly resin? 
Substantlally resm? Any such formi;tlation might well fall to 
a vagueness attack.22 1/ 

The substantive challenge arises from the fact that there are weak 
sanlples of ~ashish that contain less THe than some strong marijuana 
co;rnpounds. Although the DEA has located hashish samples that con
taul as much as 14 percent ~HC, the mean of the samples was 2.6' 
perce~t. Moreover, two-th1rds of the preparations analyzed were be-

,low th1S mean percentage. The person possessing weak hashish might 
,s~cces~fully m~u~t a due process challenge to a statute that punishes 
hIm w!llle perm1ttmg the person possessing a more poten't .. . t t . . II manJuana 
mlX u~e 0 escape cr1mmalliability. ]VIoreover, the distinction serves 
no ratIonal pu~poseo It clearly does not separate sellers from con
sumers; and smce there is v~ry little potency distinction between the 

,'m~an ~ample~f each form, the distinction cannot be justified on the 
~ potentIal for dlsparate effects on health '" c 
,,- . 

" ~espite these o.~jections, five of the eight states that have decrim
InalIzc:d ~ome ma:r:1Juana-related behavior have nonetheless retained 
the crlIDma~ sanctl?n ,for possession of hashish.24 ,In addition, South 
Dak~ta, while ~ec.r1m1naliz~ng possession of 1 ounce of marijuana:, 
reta1.ned the crlIDmal. sanction for'possessionrfof over 10 grams of 
hashIsh (about one-thIrd of an ounce). 

.If policymakers are determined to exert a greater deterrent ,~ 
agaInst the use of the mos t potent preparl3.tions, a more sensible ap
proach.woul~ be to distinguish between hash oil and other forms of 
cannab1~. Slncf~ hash oil iain liquid form, such a distinction would 
be a f~clle ~ne}? make., both for. users and for police. 'Furthermore, 
there ~s a slg~lCant difference m terms of average potency between 
hash 011 and the ollie::-. two forms of the drug. Although nearly all 
samples of bo,th mar1Juana and hashish contained less than 3 percent 
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THC, the.;lowest poteriCy founfJ. for hash oil is;10 percent .. and the 
mean is 17 percenL Of the two states whi~p (aecriminaliz~d posses
sion of "hashish" as well as that of marijuaha:~ only Ohio excluded 

, 0~ , 

hash,oil from the decrilninalization provisio~~. 
" ,t;' . 

The Location Problem 

The final issue to be addres~ed regarding:possessory activity is 
whether a distinction should be drawn betweet~ public and privat~ be ~ 
havior. To the extehi: that "¢lecriminalization!H is designed to conserve' 
enforcement resources and to pres erve va1uei~ of privacy by reducing 
the likelihood of intr'Usion.;:\;)y law enforcemen~' in the home, a strong 
case can be made for reserving any residual r::;anction (e. g., fines) for 
only public_behavior. Public behavior would :~clude public use (which 
should be penalized in any event like public u~le of alcohol is in most 
jurisdictions) and possessiono(less than the Elpecified amount in pub
lic (whfch should be defined to 'include possess ion in moving vehicles). 

The main reason for excluding possessio~f in a "private" location ,', 
from the sanctioning provis ion is that the thr~~at of intrusions., into the 
home is of limited deterrent value under anyfores eeab1e enforcement 
circumstances. Indeed, the overwhelming p:r:!oportion of marijuana 
arrests under current minimal statuteE? "occu~is in the cop.text of police 
patrol activities - -on the street or in connect~j:)n with vehicle searches. 
In addition, the detection of marijuana consurhption in the home should 
be a low priority for police investigative resqurces in any event. 1L11 
explicit decriminalization of priVate pOSs'ession would both establish a 
clear legislative guideline on this point and e~~minate the risk of ha
rassment and dis criminat.ory enforcement pr~Lctices attendant to pri-
vate raIds. ' " 

It should be noted that retention of "civnu:ipenalties fer private 
possession will not'elimimlte these problems~' If private possession of 
less than the statutory amount r(emains a noncriminal offense, userS 
can still be "lipprehended, in the home. Moreoyer, possession of a 
small amount might be used as a pretext fo~ searching the home for 
larger amounts, OI:, even for arrest on suspic:Lon of possessing larger 
amounts. To prevent these int,l;;usions, private possession of less than 
the designateg. amount could be excluded from the definition of non
criminal as' well as criminal marijuana offen$es. (Alternatively" the 
designated amount for private poss~ssion cou~d be increased or re
placed lJY ?- requirement of lIintent to sell. ") iSuch a statutory scheme 
would tend to ,channel marijuana use into private location~ .. which 
would have the effect of reducing the likelihood of irrcoxica,tion and 
~ncapacitated behaVior in public, inc1ud,ing, driving. 
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Only two of the states that have decriminalized some marijuana 
conduct have disctr'iminated between public and private behavior. In 
.Alaska, there is 110 criminal sanction for private personal use or pos
session of any amount (without intent to sell). In fact., it has been held 
that imposition of criminal liability for mere possesSion in pt'ivate is 
unconstitutiona1. 251 Any public use and public possession of more than 1 
ounce is a misder.o.eanor in AlaSka. Colorado labels public "display" 
or use of cannabi1) as a crime. While the other six states did not ad
dress the problel'tl of public use di:r;.ectly .. all states have statutes pro
hibiting intoxication in public, and public use of any amount of mari
juana would l.f~ldoubtedly give the pOlice probable cause to apprehend 
the individu:;j;). NI~netheless.t if the le~~sh~ture has decided thjat public 
use should be prohibited .. that intention should be made manifest in the 
statute. 

Distributive Cond1lct 

As in the clasl~ification of possession, division of the sale or dis
tribution offense into two or more categories is necessary to di~Un
guish between conlmercial activity and activity that is primarily "con
sumption-related. rr Not all m.arijuana transactions are commercial in 
character. Casual transfers are commonplace in the experience of 
mos t users .. partly because of the difficulty of obtaining the drug, and 
partly becauseJ unlike the use of narcotics~ marijuana. use is a social 
experience. The most frequep.t type of transfer is probably the gift of 
a S~all amount for immediate use (e. g ... when a marijuana cigarette 
is passed around). However" other kinds of transfers are also quite 
common. Collective pur'chases of up to 1 pound may be distributed via 
transactions in which each buyer pays his share of the aggregate cost. 
In addition" students ,and other users with limited income sometimes 
sell small amounts at a Slight profit to pay for their own use. 

The "casual" distribtltion of small amounts of marijuana is the 
functional equivalent of poss8ssion of small amounts of the drug. In 
recognition of this fact, Congress and 18 states treat transfers of 

<\I sma.1~ amounts of marijuana "without remuneration" or Ilwitho~t profit" 
'''':as :misdemeanor rather than felonious sales. In 1972 the National 

Commission on IV[arihuana ,and Drug Abuse concluded that" under the. 
same rationale" these casual transfers should be decriminalizeo if . 
they occur in prlivate. 26 

Undoubtedly it is possible to distinguish these "casual" distribu
tive tra.11sactions (<?t least on a quantitative basis) from smuggling and 
other commercial activity that involves large amounts of marijuana 
and, consequently:~ large profits. If, ,ior the same reasons that have 
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prompted decriminalization of noncommercial possessory activity, 
legislators wish to draw a line at some point along the spectrum of 
distribution activity, and to decriminalize below-the-line transfers, 
the primary decisions to be made are how and where to draw the line. 

The Jlhow tl problem has 'two aspects. One is the nature of the 
transaction itself and the second is the amount transferred. A legis-' 
lator attempting to ,tdentify consumption-related transfers might pro
vide more lenient penalties if the transfer is a gift and does not result 
in a profit" or if the profit is less than a specified minimum. In terms 
of proof" the most convenient place to draw the line is at gifts. IICost
only I I transfers arguably should not remain criminaL. However# ef
forts to distinguish nonprofit transactions from profitaBle ones will 
prove difficult (although not impossible, especially if evidence about 
current market conditions is easily obtained);7 It is important to con
sider whether case-by-case ",adjudications on "profitll are worth the 
effort when only small amounts are involved. 

The second relevant aspect of distribution activity is the anlOunt 
tranSferred. A statute that employs a deSignated amount could avoid 
the proof problems by in effect creating a statutory presumption, as 
with posseSSion offenses; it is also easy to amend such a statute to 
increase' or decrease the number of offenders who will be subject to 
the lesser penalty, Simply by increasing or decreasing the designated 
amount. However, the competing consideration is that retail dealers 
may adjust their behavior to the contours of the law" never transfer
ring more than the specified amount. 

Given the available classification devices (giftprofit and amounts), 
.several policy choices are possible. Decriminalization of gHtsonly 
is probably the minimum revision that is consistent with decriminali
zation of possession. Therefore it can be argued that gifts" which are 
rarely detected and rarely involve substantial amounts of marijuana, 
should be accorded the same penalty status as possession of small 
amounts. Clearly the transferor is an "accommodatingll user, and 
it'Jcan be argued that different legal consequences would be unfair. 

co 
, < 

Whether the scope of the decriminalizJd offense should be extended 
beyond gifts (i. e~ JJ to include nonprofit sales" sales of small amounts, 
or both) is a decision that shQuld be guided .by the fundamental;:goals of 
the policymaker. '.I The danger: always exists that decriminalization of 
any kind of sale will create a loophole for profeSSional retailers. By 
adjusting his trading patterns so as to make many small sales instead 
of a fewlarge ones" a. small-time retailer might be able to continue a 
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profitable commercial operation without risking any sanctions more 
severe than an occasional fine. 

A polic'ymaker whose primary goal is to decrease criminal ju~1:ice 
costs by cutting down on prosecutions of insignificant offertses would 
proba,bly want to adopt a gifts-only proviSion and avoid the loophole 
problem. Policymakers who" for0reasons of fairness or compassion, 
are interested in withdrawing unnecessarily harsh criminal sanctions 
from most offenders whose activity does not pose a serious threat to 
public order, may want to extend the coverage of the decriminalized 
offense beyond gifts. Such a legislator would be aiming to remove the 
criminal sanction from as much unequivocably consumption-related 
behavior as possible while remaining 6'onsistent with a social policy 
of discouraging marijuana use. Ii 

If the latter policy alternative is chosen, the problem is how to 
design legislation that covers most consumer acth .... ity without opening 
a wide loophole for comlnercial activity. Sales are much more am
biguous than gifts. A sale of 2 ounces may be a sirnple "accommoda
tion" between two users~ one"purchasing part of anotherls supply at 
cost; or it maybe part of a large-scale, profitmalG:hg retail enter
prise. Because the amount of profit on a sale is not easily proved 

,\ 

and is only generally related to the amount Sold, the available classi-
fication methods (profit and <¥U0unt) 'will not succeed in distinguishing 
ever;y,accommodation sale' from every commercial sale. 

The legislator must simply aim to devise a realistic c1assifipation 
that can be applied with reasonable convenIence. One approach is to 
choose a relatively low amount (e. g., 1/2 ounce or 1 ounce). Another 
approach is to choose a somewhat hig1;Ler amount and comb:i"ne the 
profit and amount methods. For example, legislation could provide 
,that a sale .of l,ess than 2 ounces is not a criminal offense and that a 
sale of more than 2 ounces is not a criminal offense if the defendant 
proves that he made no p:t;'ofit. 

After an appropriate method of classifying sales has been chosen, 
the amount of marijuana, or the percentage of profit, must be desig
nated that will qualify as an accommodation sale. Clearly, increaSing 
the deSignated amount also increases the concern about the loophole 
effect; and conversely .. decreaSing the amount decreases tpe number 
of consumers whose customary marijuana behavior has been decrim
inalized. Resolution of this dilemma depends, in part, on an assess
ment of the pr,actical Significance of th~ loophole effect. Decrimi
nalization of sales ofsman amounts may in fact induce retailers to 
decrease the risk of apprehenSion by adjusting distribution patterns" ;, 
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and it may also induce enterprising consumers to enter the marijuanl!l. 
trade at the retail level. But neither of these effects willI be signifi
cant unles.s. the criminal~enaUies already in force, as well as those 
that will rernain after decriminalization, have a significant deterrent 
effect on persons who are inclined to engage in commercial activity •. 
The deterrent effect of criminal sanctions depends to a large extent on, 
the level of enforcement. Thus, if enforcement of laws against com,:"' 
mercial sale is weak and is likelly to remain weak, closing loopholes 
is probably not as important as giving fair treatment to the few who 
are caught. On the other hand, if enforcement is strict, something 
may be gained by setting a low designated amount to ensure that re
tailers do not escape punishment. 

Another consideration that may influence the selection of a desig
nated amount is the importance that policymakers attach to prosecution 
of retailers who profit from the sale of small amounts. Ob'i,rjously, a 
designated amoun.t of 2 ounces cannot possibly affect the operations of 
dealers who customarily transfer amounts over 5 pounds. It would be 
much too inconvenient to divide up a transaction of that magnitude into 
enough separate transfers to qualify as decriminalized activity_ If . 
poIicymakers decide that marijuana enforcernent.efforts s~ould be dl- .. 
rected overwhelm.ingly at major sources of supply, the eXlstence of a 
loophole for small-scale retailers becomes a matter of little doncern.28 

Those who perceive the creation of a loophole as a serious prob
lem will want, to liinU the scope of decriminalization to small amounts., 
nonprofit tradsactions, or gifts only. Making this policy choice does 
not, however, mean that all "commercial" marijuana offenses must be 
treated the same. Dependmg on the relative importance attached to 
proportionality as a limiting principle in the application of crimina~.o 
sanctions to comrnercial activity, po1icymakers may decide to subdl
vide the criminal offense of sale into categories that reflect the rel
ative seriousness of the offense. Thqs" it is possible to have legis-
1ation that classifies as a misdemeanor those transfers that ate too "'"-" 
serious to qualify for decriminalization but not serious enough to m~rit 
felony treatment. 

Cultivation for Personal Use 

The overwhehning majority of marijuana, consumed in the Unite,d 
States has been tr.o.ported from JVIexico, the Caribbean, or Central and 
South America. Although visitors to these coulltries may smuggle 
small amounts foY.' their own USEl) most illicit importation is commer
cial in nature and involves substantial amounts. 
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Although domestic cUltivation of marijuana has never been a seri
ous problem (because its 'rHC content is relatively low). the plant is] 
easily cultivated and can even be grown ·indoors. Because it is a rel
atively simple ma~ter to prepare marijuana for use" small-scale cul
tivation of the weed is a relatively widespread practice in the United 
States. 

Under current penalty scheme,s" cultivation of any amount is pun
ishable in most statutes as a serious felqny with penaltles,usually as 
severe "as those for sale., It seems clear that legislators interested, 
in rationalizing their marijuana penalty statute could" at a minimum" 
revis~ and "gradel~ cultivation penalties to distinguish between com
merclal and noncommercial activit yo Assuming that cultivation of 
small amounts for personal u. se sh(,,,,,,ld be subjecteg to l.esser sandi-' 
tion~ than commerc~aJ". cul.tivation,. the fa"miliar" problem remains i~f 
s~ttmg ~he amount l1mltatlOn. Thls pro1:hem is addressed below piter 
diScusslon about whether the reduced sru:l.ction for cultivation fvii per
sonal use should bea "criminal" one or encompassed within the class 
of ,~ecriminalized behavior. ' 

A legislator interested)n conserving criminal ju~tice resources 
while maximizing the deterrent value of the law probably would not be 
intarested in decriminalizing cultivation. Not many arrests are made 
for th:i,s activity" and any increase in arrests after decriminalization 
of possession would be slight., JIowever" a legislator wpo wants Ildis
proporti0r;ta,te" criminal penalties removed ~rom private" consuIuption-
relate'd behavior" would p,l)esumably decide to'dec.riminalize cultivation 
for pe.rsonal use becaus~':it falls Within t4e rationale for decriminali
zation. It could be argued that since cultivation af' small amounts' of 
marijuana is not a serious threatto so~j.etYJl enforcemEmt of criminal 
sanctions against the few who are detected may appear unnecessarily 
harsh and unfair. It could further be argued that discreet CUltivation 

,.of marijuana on onels own property for home co~sumption is within the 
j~mbit .of behavior that could be immlinized frd!r:nwhat many believe n.re 
lntrusn:ins by law enforcement authorities into the privacy of the home. 

;It might be argued, however, that decriminalization of home cul
,~vation would increase the availaBility of marijuana and result in an 
increased frequency of consumption. Under this view, there is a dif
ference in kind (not only in degree) between decriminalization of pos
sess?ry conduct and decriminalization of cultivation. Decriminaliza
t.i.Dn of possessory conduct makes it possible for marijuana users to 
keep a limited supply on hand without risking serious penalties. De
criminalization of cultivation" however" will increase the number of 
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users who maintain a potentially unlimited source of supply. If culti
vation fo!" personal use were decriminalized" it would be theoretically 
possible for every user to grow and consume" in relative safety, as 
much marijuana as he pleased. Even the risk of incurring a fine or 
having the plants confiscated would not be very great if the cultivation 
was carried out on private property out of public view.29 

One answer to this contention may be th~t the ultimate social goal 
of marijuana prohibition (reducing the adverse social consequences of 
'marijuana use) is better served by a sanctioning system which encour
ages home consumption by users than in one which deters it. Most 
homegrown marijuana is less potent than imported contraband and. its 
use would presumably diminish any adverse health consequences that \\ 
might occur"as a result of use. In "addition, since users who grow" 
their own marijuana would not be supporting the commercial market" 
decriminalizing personal cultivation might reduce the aggrt;lgate de
mand for i;1muggled contraband and thereby increase the price and re
duce the demand still further. Finally" users who choose to "grow 
their own" are no longer in constant contact with dealers who may 
offer them other illicit items for sale. 

However this issue (decriminalizati.on) is resolved, legislators 
could attempt ,to grade the penalties for cu1tivati~n, reducing the pen
alty for private cultivation of small amounts to a misdemeanor. 

, " 

, Whether decriri:linalized or reduced to amisqemeanor:, the ques-
tion arises how this II small amount'J'Une should be drawn. ,Since much 
of the rn'arijuana plant cannot be consumed, it may he 'ad~isable to 
de$ignate 'a number of , 'plants, r:ather tha;nweight, as the unit of rnea- , 
sure that will yield approximately the amount 6f usable marijuana ,'/. 
,which is the basis for decriminalization of possession. Alternatively, 
policyrnakers may want to set a smaller number to reflec t the irnpor
tance they attach to discouragement of cultivation,· or a larger number 
to reflect the fact that a single batch of plants is often intended to yield 
a year's supply of marijuana. . 

SELECTING SANCTIONS FOR MARIJUANA USERS: 
11NONCRDVIINAL" SANCTIONS IN CONTEXT 

For purposes of the following analysis" it is assumed that the de ... 
cisionmakerj' whether it be the Governor or the legislature, has al
ready concluded that possession of marijuana for personal use and 
other consumption-related acth-ity (however defined) should not be 
punishable by incarceration. In other words" it will be assumed that 
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the decisionmaker has concluded that the possible deterrent value of 
a threat of incarceration is outweighed by the individual injustices and 
the procedural inefficiencies that are introduced into the system by 
authorizing imprisonment for the J'least serious II marijuana behavior~ 
In addition, the legislator may also have concluded that incarceratiori, 
as a sanction, is disproportionate to the offense in terms of its relative 
seriousness. Within this framework, many additional issues must be 
resolved in terms of both the post-conviction consequences of conviction 
for the least serious marijuana-related activity, a'J.'id the post -arrest 
consequences of being detected and apprehended for such an offense, 
both of which are addressed in later parts of this section. First, how
ever, it is useful to place the sanctioning choices now being made :for 
marijuana use against the backdrop of two generic reform trends in the 
criminal law. 

If Ove I' criminalizat ion " and Law Reform 

For some years now, criminal law reformers ~'tnd commentators 
have called attention to the adverse institutional effects of Ifovercrim
inalization, II recommending that many disapproved behaviors (such 
as consensual sexual behavior, public drunkenness,. marijuana use? 
gambling, and abortion) be removed from the sphere of the criminal 
law. The 1'1imitsf! of the c:piminal sanction are numerous. First, a 
diminished respect for the law is occasioned by society's retaining the 
criminal sanction for these activities in name but not enforcing them. 
That is, the behavior is condemned in words (the law) but'not in deeds 
(prosecutions), As Professor Kadish asserts in a 1967 article in Annals: 
llMoral adjurations vulnerable to a charg '? hypocrisy are self -defeat
ing no less in law than elsewhere. 1/ 30 

Second, criminalization of less se!~~,US behavior may actually 
breed crime rather than reduce it.,.:ent stUdies leave little doubt 
that imprisonment sometimes aggravates an individual1s propensities 
toward crime.31 . Thus, in the case of the perpetrators of 1tless seri
ous il actions, it may well.be that imprisonment itself generates future 
"more serious" offenses. For this reason, several major authorities 
(including the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Stan
dards and Goals and the American Bar Association Standards) have 
recommended that probation be the standard pe!1alty, with incarcera
tion reserved for cases in which special reasons for imposing it' exist.52 

With respect to marijuana, the very illegality of the drug itself--with
out regard to incarceration ~ -may lead to lImore 's erious 'I behavior. 
That is, since the drug is illegal, users must secure it in an illicit .. 
marketplace, which ,heightens the risk that marijuana users will be 
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exposed to the I'harder" drugs which are also available in the,market-
place.33 II 

Third., marijuana use, like other private" consensuJ conduct. is 
difficult to detect (and,:! thus. to deter) within the bounda1rieS\jof consti
tutional norms governing police behavior. Because there is,ono injured 
party to bring violations to the attention of the police, the police are 
forced to resort to apprehension strategies--such as entrapment, the 
use of informants, or illegal searches and seizures which may later 
be the subject of perjured police testimony in court--which demean 
not only the officers personally but also the process of law e~rrorce.2. 
ment itself.34 This unenforceability in turn gives rise to opportunities 
for corruption of and selective enforcement by police, l(9th of w:q~ch 
are institutionally damaging to the process of law enforcement. . 

Finally. there is the tremendous cost of enforcing prohibitions 
against "consensual" crimes. Efforts to release public J:'esources 
from the duty of enforcing these laws should not be discounted, par
ticularly in light of the steadily increasing volume of violent qrime 
and the ever-diminishing capacity of the law enforcement agencies to 
deal with it. Recognizing that the efforts to enfoflce the laws against 
prostitution, gambling, and drug use have not significantly reduced 
the ·availability of those vices, and weighing this against the tremen
dous cost and adverse ins titutional effec ts of that effort, Professot' 
Kadish concludes: "It seems fair to say that in few areas of the crL.'U
inallaw have we paid so much for so little. "35 In response to these 
conSiderations several states have recently decriminalized homosex
uality, fornication; 'and other consensual sexual offenses, and major 
steps have been taken in most states to decriminalize public drunken-
'ness. In particular .. most states have adopted the provisions of the 
Uniform Alcohol Intoxication and Treatment Act that substitutes non"" 
criminal bases for intervention in cases involving alcoholics and per-
sons incapacitated by alcohol use. \\, 

The trend toward decriminalization of mar,ijuana use and~.consu:tnp
tion-related behavior must be seen against the backdrop of these ge
neric efforts' to, redefine the scope of the criminal law. In 1972, when 
the N atiohal.commission on Marihuana and Drug Ab1f.se reconunended 
t11at the criminai sanction be withdraWn from possession and other 
consumption-related behavi9r, the commission placed its recommen
dation in the context of these broadertr~8nds of criminal law reformo. 
Similarly .. the Anlerican Bar Association, the National'ConfEn::ence or 
Commissioners on Uniform State Laws .. the National Advisory Com
mission on Criminal Jus'tice Standards and Goals, and other expert 
bodies concerned with the administration of criminal justice" have 
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viewed marijuana decriminalization as merely one aspect of the 1I0ver
criminalization" problem. 

The Search for "Noncriminal" Sanctions 

A related trend in cl.iiminallaw reform pertains to the search for 
noncriminal sanctions for behavior which is disapproved but is not 
thought to be s~rious enough to warrant punishment- by incarceration 
and stigmatization implicit in criminal sanction. FoJ:' several decades, 
drafters of criminal codes and interested commentators and legisla
tors have acknowled-ged that the criminal sanction may be too potent. 
too stigmatizing, and too cumbersome from a procedural standpoint 
for much disapproved behavior. Particular emphasis has been placed 
on regulatory offenses and other kinds of conduct which, though disap-

,. proved and discouraged, are not regarded as morally offensive. For 
example, the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Stan
dards and Goals, whose mandate was to formulate national standards 
foi:- crime reduction and prevention at the state and local level, sug
gested removal of certain offenses from the criminal justice system 
when the harms governed by them might be more properly controlled 
by civil regulatory bodies. Included in this category are minor traffic 
Violations, violations of building codes, zoning ordinances.. health and 
safety regulations, and evasion of state taxes. The Advisory Com
mission also suggested removing drug offenses froth state criminal 
codes, if diverSion options we,te feasible. 3s 

In 1962, the drafters of the Model Penal Code proposed that legis,
latures create a "civil violation, " punishable solely by a fine whose 

. ,maximum amount is $500, a;ld resulting in none of the adverse legal 
(~~honsequence'$ which are attendant upon ConvictioD: of a criminal o~"", 
,fense. Several states (e. g .• Oregon. Connect~pu\t. and Minnesota) 

have adopted the Model Penal Code civil violation concept, extending 
it to offel:}ses such as marijuana possession, employment of minors in 
places of" entertain:r:g,.~nt .. driver training school regulations, and traf
fic offenses. Sever-hl other states have created a lesser offense whiclJ. 
is not punishable by incarceration and which is not called a crime, 
even though nothing specific is said about the legal consequences ·of 
"convic Uon": Delaware (violation), Kentucky (violation), nUnoi,s (petty 
offense), and Utah (infraction). Finally, it is. noteworthy that New 
Yor~ classifies sorne offenses as "violations, II which are not crimes 

o 'l 

but are nonetheless punishable by up to 15 days in n,rison. (It may be 
that the major purposepf this "decriminalized sanction" is not being 
achieved, since a violation is punishable by a jail term.) Vehicle of
fenses and Violations of construction regulations are examples of be .... 
havior punishable as violatiqns rather than as crimes in New York. 
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In addition, juvenile offenses and proceedings for civil commit
n1.erit 1;lave for many years been handled in a manner that departs Sig
nificantly from the standard criminal pattern. Thus juvenile,. offenders 
are t'delinquentll rather than "criminals, " the records of their mis
deeds are sealed, and procedures are more informal ancl primarily 
geared toward rehabilitation. Once again, the theory behind thedH
ference is a recognition that the blunt ins truments of the criminal 
justice system are·both inappropriate and unfair in attempting to deal 
with certain kinds of behavior. 

There is a pragmatic reason- -quite apart from notions of fair- ' 
ness--why such problems should not be dealt with in the criminal 
mode. Herbert Packer argues that much of the criminal law's deter
rent value derives from its stigmatic effects, and the impOSition of 
the criminal label in contexts, such as regulatory offenses, which are 
viewed by large segments of the population as nonculpable dilutes that 
stigma: "The ends of the criininal sanction are disserved :i.:f the notion 
becomes widespread that being convicted of a crime is no worse than .. 
cominp' down with a bad cold. "37 In the sc:lrne manner, the drafters of 
the l\/[;del Penal Code felt that the violation concept 11 ••• will serve 
the legitimate needs of enforcement, without diluting the concept of 
crime or authorizing the abusive use of sanctions of imprisonment. 1138 

Again, the recent legislative movements in several ~tates to sub
stitute civil sanctions for criminaJ. c;>p.es in connection ",}hh possession 
of marijuana for personal use a.ndother consumption-related activity 
should be viewed against the backdrop of this generic effort to utilize 
noncriminal sanctions. Indeed, several (four of 13) membe,rs of the 
Marihuana 'Commission who concluded that they were unwilling"to 
withdraw all sanctions from marijuana-related activity, were none
theless unwilling to continue to utilize the criminal sanction. They 
specifically recomnlended that"marijuana possession and other con
sumption-related activity be punishable by a civil fine. 

An Overview of "Less Criminal" Sar~~tions 
.~ 

Alternative sanctioning deviees, which may be used in connection 
with marijuana-related activity, are analyzed later tn this chapter. . 
Unfortunately, as is indicated by the summary of current state .. laws m 
Vol}.lme 3, the traditional distinction between civil and criminal sanc
tio:d~ is inadequate from both a descriptive and a prescriptive stand
point> Once legislators or other decisionmakers have concluded that 
a particular behavior is not as deserving as more serious behavior: of 
criminal stigma and imprisonment, the sanctioning consequences of 
violating the law may be ameliorated ~thout chap,ging the statutory 
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label. Thus, a crimina~.offense may be punishable by a fine only.39 
Also, even if the offense is punishable by impris'onment, uso of sys
tematic diversion programs may undermine the original classification 
as a crime. Finally, specific provisions may be ~ade to minimize 
the likeliho9d of deprivation of liberty after arresrtthrough citation 
programs), and"the ,consequences of conviction may be ameliorated 
through specific provisions permitting record expungement and a 
statement of "no record" on job applications.' '0 

(! 

{j='''h The ambiguity runs in the other direction also. Thus, even When 
~'-""=~ an offense is class~fied as a ~ivi1 viol~tion for purposes o~ rec.ord con-

\~~quences, the l.egIslature .mIght prOVIde that the offense IS still pt~n
~~hable by a perIOd of confmement. For example, the Senate Judicl-

t' Committ~e:s .1976b~11 revising.t~~ federal dlrimi~allaw create~l a 
c~tegory of CIVIl mfractlOns (noncrImmal) but a-b.thorIzed the judge to 
IrYentence a violator to up to 15 days in jail. The New York provisions 

!described earlier have the same effect.<' ' 
-::7 . :(/ 

I As should be apparent. there is currently no "bright line" be tween i ' criminal and civil sanctions; instead, legislators have at their dispo·~ 
\\ sal a continuum of sanctions which are more or less severe and more 

\~'.:: or less "crimin:H" along a number of different dimensions.Xo facil
itate the analysis in the following pages.. we will approach the matter 
functionally." In this connection, it is useful to recognize that involve
ment in the sanctioning process begins after apprehension for the of
fense, and that some sanctionsctake effed even before an adjudication:. 

post-.arrest consequences! 
'/ 
'I I. 

injury to reputation (record consequen;¢es of 
arrest); f 

# 
/1 

deprivation of physical liberty (custC)tly); and 
'\ / 

de~rivation of propgrty/inconvenience (associ
ated with appearance in court and defending 
onesell). 

post-conViction consequences: 

• deprivation of physical liberty (jail or lesser 
deprivation); 
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deprivation of property (fin~); and 

injury to reputation (record consequences of 
conviction) . 

" 
It is important also to recognize that the choice of a particular 

sanctioning devic~ carries procedural implications from a constitu
tional standpoint, and th~t these implications do not necessarily~par
anel the use 6f criminal or cl\T'illabels. For example, the possibility 
that a jail term may be imposed .. ev~n for"a day .. means tliat indigent 
defendants must be prd'vided counsel; on the other hand, no jury b?iru. 
is required unless the defendant can be sentenced.to m6re than 6 
months in jail. The confusion'is reflecte<;l in the·fact that ,it is not 
clear whether and under what circumstances the standard of proof 
must be "beyond a reasonable doubtlf (the crin1inal standard) as com
pared with "clear and convincing" evidence or a "preponderance of 
the evidence ll (the more or less civil standards) •. 

MODIFYING THE CRIMINAL SANCTION: 
POST-CONVICTION CONSEQUENCES 

Assuming that ~mprisonment is r'egarded as an unjust and/or inef
ficient sanction for consumption-related conduct, several remaining 
questions must be re::i'olved regarding the legal consequences of the 
occurrence of such conduct. 

Should. the conduct be punishable by any type of legal sanc
tions? If so .. what typeo(sanction is appropriate? 

• In addition to whatever depriva~~on of property is as
sessed,should a violation also be punishable by the im
position of a criminal record? If so, to what extent 
should the ordinary consequences of such a record be 
ameliorated? 

(J 

" If the sanction is a fine .. how much should it be and what 
=-- .,,, should be t~'f collsequences of no~payment?' 

Should the ,st anct ion be increased for subsequent offenses 
by the sarne offender? 

,., 
Assuming that least serious consumption,.;-related behav
iorby. adults is punishable ~y a fine .. must any special 
provisions be made for minors? '. 
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\ ' The Necessity of Legal Sanctions Ii 

Two of the 'tradition~l purposes 6f penal provisions - ej.ncapacita
tion of dangerous offenders and punishment of intrinsically immoral 
behavior--are wholly inapplicable to these marijuana offenses. In
stead the possible utility of a sanction for this conduct lies in its im
plementation of a policy aiming to discourage marijuana consumption. 
In theory, legal coercion (less severe than the threat of imprisonment) 
c~n do this by:> \11 

\ 

• deterring the prohibited beha~:~or; 
0\, 

symbolizing social disapproval \~f the behavior and thereby 
reinforcing attitudes unfavorable to consumption; and 

• providing legal leverage to chro;meldetected users into 
specific programs designed to discourage consumptiOJ:;t. 

As a practical matterJ the incrementa,.l deterrent effect of a fine 
is probably not substantial. For the most part, individual decisions 
to experiment with marijuana have not been influenced in recent years 
by the fear of legal sanctions. Instead, the prohibitions against dis
tribution force the traffic underground and thereby ~~ircumscribe the 
population with an opportunity to experiment. I:r.tI adtlitionJl these pro
hibitions, which establ~sh the cond~tions of availability" have ita much 
more significant impact on containing the population ()f continuing us
ers (at less than 50 percent of ;the experim,enters) than does the threat 
of sanction~ for possession. A fine applied with certainty would, de
press the r,Ftte of increased experimentation aplOng previously uniniti-' 
ated popula!ItiOhS. Although there are no data measuring the increased 
rate of ex:perimentation when sanctions are removed, the data in stat~s 
which have enacted fines (~re consistent with this analysis. The op'i. 
portunity to consume occurs mainly in private. At best the continUing 
sanctions agains1; posseSSion will serve to discourage committed users 
from transporting their i~1:p.arijuana on their person or in their vehicles 
when they venture into p'ublic. 

'While the "leverage" value of legal saIlctions may be sig~ificant 
in connection with alcoholism and heroin addiction, it would appear 
minimal where marijuana 1"s concerned. The overwhelming majority 
of persons who experiment with marijuana and use it recreationally 
are not in need of "treatment. It They are indistinguishable from their 
nonmarijuana-~sing peers by any criterion other than their marijuana 
use. Instead, the main value of leverage is "educational" and pre
ventiye rather thant.lJ.erapeutic.But"the question arises whether the 
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costs of enforcing such a sanction and maintaining an edticational pro
gram (like ariver education classes) are worth the likely payoff. If 
the point is to counsel against the use of more harmful subs~al}ces, 
this seems a more cos try and unnecessarily coercive m~thoa. of, doing 
so; indeed, it seems unwise to pervert the crimwal justice system to 
serve functions that ought to be performed by the public school,s~S-

This is not to say that c~lildren and adolescents apprehended for 
marijuana possessi,pn should not be channelled jn~o ~ppropria~,e ?oun
selling and/or educat,~onal programs. In,deed,. th:s :everage ap
proach is a distinguishing feature of the Juvemle Jushce system and 
should be employed in individual cll.ses as indicated. But fllever~ge" 
is an inadequate justification, in itself, for imposing legal sanchons 
onconsumption-:-related activity by "all marijuana offende!1s .. including 
responsible adults. 

" 
',' The mos'l: convincing argument for some legal sanction for con-

sumption-related behavior lies in its presumed'sYambolic effect. By 
this is meant the generalized "educative" or "moralizing" influence 

generated by a formal expression of social disapproval. The thou~ht 
t o' d lid t ""b t aLher is not so much that the tl1reat of peing sanc l,One ~ ers.ct r ~ 

that the formal prohibition (lfit'Sliagainst the lawtl
) w1ll re1nforce other 

environmental forces that shape the desired attitudes towa::d consunll:~
tion of psychoactive drugs in general andI?-arijuana u~e ~n particular. , 
Again, from a purely empirical standpoint,,,,,, the q;ueshon IS whether 
the penalty for consumption itself significantly augme.nts the :n:ess~\ge 
conveyed by the total prohibitionagai'R-st cultiv'ation, 1mporj;atlOn, and 
distribution. Society's attitudes, as indicated through its laws, V:0uld 

appear to be well-stated. It is noteworthy in this regard that dur1ng 
alcohol prohibition, all but five states saw no need to extend penal 
sanctions to pO$session of illicit liquor for personal u~e. 0 On the oth:r 
hand, some observers contend that the absence of a sanction makes l.t 
legal ~d therefore :connotes approval despite the continui~g enforce-
:r,ri.ent of prohibitio~s again~t availability.· II 

(~. ')" 
, ' ' 

In aIn event, the question is wheth~r the incr~rr:ental de~err~nt _,,,-;,? 

and symbolic effects qf the legal sanchon (at a m1mn1Um,~}lne) 1S de ,j 
pressing the number of userS and the frequency of their use warrants 
the administrative costs necessary to enforce the law and apply tJ:1e 
sanction and the invasions of personal priVaCy thereby engend~red. 
Accounts of legislative processes in states tltat have en~cted (and ~e
feated) decriminalization proppsals suggest yhat the maJor contend,lUg 
considerations are, indeed, perceived symbl::>lic importance of maln
taining a Itpenalty" {and, in some ca:ses, caI:~ing it a crime for purely 
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symbolic reasons) for marijuana possession on the one hand, and con
cerns about violations of personal priyacy on the other. 

'-'As far as pure cost fac,tor!3 are concerned, the administrative ex
pense3 of enforcer.p.ent and prdcessing of the fine will probably exc'E~ed 
substantially the amount of money collected in m.:)st jurisdictions. 
Two qua!lifications shoUld be entered, however. Firl?t, the costs of 
criminal justice processing can be reduced substantially by foregoing 
all cust6mary incidents of the criminal ptocess (i. e., booking, cus
tody, and personal appearance in court). Second, a large number of 
detected and sanctioned violations -can 'produce a sizeable payoff in 
fines (e. g., {he California experience). For the most part~ howev~r, 
the administrative cost is not a determinative factor~ especially since 
it can be reduced substantially through, appropriate procedural re-
forms. . 

In sum, these observations suggest that a policYlnaker interested 
in the benefits of decriminalization and who believes that some legal 
penalty for marijuana con:mmption is a necessary feature, of discour
agement policy, may prefer to select a fine, not a leverage sanction, 
and to facilitate its efficient and least "intrusive II administration. On 
the other hand, a policymaker who believes that the incremental sym
bolic and deterrent benefits of a consumption penalty do not signifi
cantly exceed the preventive effects of continuing prohibitions against 
distribu,tion (or who believes that any penalty fOr possession is dispro
portionate to the harm engender~ld by the conduct), should withdraw all 
legal sanctions from lea~r!;: serious,c:c6nsumption-related behavior. 
(For a ,more detailed dis cussion of state responses .. see Volume 3, 

~ Chaptel'\ V. ) 

For purposes of the remainde~t' of this chapter .. it will be assumed 
that the policymaker has decided t.e ret~in least serious marijuana
related behavior as a prohibited o~fense~ punishable by a fine. The 
first question then is whether .. ~ndin what way, commission of such 
an offense involves the criminal- prt)cess. 

The Record Consequences of Arrest. and Conviction 

A criminal arrest.. even if no conviction follows.. will normally be 
a traumatic experience .. particular for the first offender. Even if the 
defendant is ultimately releas ed without charge or is acquitted, he will 
stiffer the inconvenience and embal"rassment of being brought to the 
police station an<4bQ9ked .. photographed" and fingerprinted. This d~1?
rivation of liberty! could last a significant length of' time .. especiallyrif 
bail is required and the defendant is unable to post it immediately. He 
also may miss work while being detained and 0'len if he loses no work
ing time .. his employer,,;may dismiss him upon learning of the arrest. 
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The existence of an arrest record can also work to the detriment 

of the arrestee in subsequent encounters with the criminal justice , 
system. At any level of the criminal justice system, an arreste~ wlth 
a prior arrest record is likely to be prejudiced by that fact: h? 1S less 

i!likely to receive leniency from the pr,osecutor than,a pe,rspn Wlt~out a 
record in terms of dropping or reducmg charges; hkewlse t?e.de£en
dant witha record may receive a harsher sentence than a SlIDllarly 
situated first offender. 

)) 

The mere existence of an arrest record may also inj,;re tlJ-e a::-
restee in the marketplace. His most seriouS problem wlll be an 1n
ability to truthfully respond "no" to the question "Have y~u ever be~n 
a.rrested or convicted of a crime 1" It is the rare employment ~PP:1-
cation that does not contain this question, and perhaps rarer shIllS 
the employer who will look favorably upon the applicant whosere-

,II " sponse 1S yes. 
() 

If the arrestee is subsequently convicted of a criminal offense .. all 
of these record consequences are, of course .. exacerbated. A ?ost of 
legal disabilitie3 flows from criminal convictions,ev~n of a m:sde
meanor. The records may be accessible to both pubhc and prlV~te 
employers. The convicted misderneanant may be precluded b! 11cens
ing laws from engaging in certain occupations and from s~cu,rm~ ~ub
lic employment. A convic ted ·felon in virtually all s t~tes lS lne1.l?lble 
for occupational licenses and public employment and is usually d1sen-
franchised as well. ,; 

A number of state legislatures have enacted generic ~ro,visionS" for 
reduciqg these consequences of criminal arrest and CO~VlctlOn rec
ords. L>r,the goal here is to analyze "some of the alternatlv~ a:-:nues fOf . 
amelior,ating the record con'sequenc~s of arrest and conVlctlon a,s part 
of a/reduc tion or elimination of criminal penalties fO.r consumptlOn -
related marijuana behavior. As in previous discusslCns of Q:her . 
drafting issues, this analysis may differ accorc1ing to the r~~lOnale for 
adopting a change in the sanctions applied to the use of mar1Juana. 

Minimal Sanction 

First, the legislature may determine in e~sence that the ~unish
ment does not fit the crime; that is" that smoking or pOss~s~lng a 
marijua.."1a cigarette for one's own use simply is not a sufflclent:y se
rious offense to warrant the imposition of all the legal" econo~lC .. 
and social disabilities ordinarily implied by the criminal sanchon~~. 
Apart from this elementary notion of proportionality, a related rat70-

nale may be the unfairness to the individual 'and the counterproductlve 
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social effect of stigmatizing marijuana offenders with criminallabels~ 
In either contextJl a legislator may well believe \tha~ any type of crim:--

)" 

inal stigma associated with marjjuana use engenders a disrespect for 
J 

the criminal justice system as a whole. 

Criminal Recordkeeping Cost 

~rcondJl even if the offense is considered important enough for' 
some serious (even stigmatic) sanction, the incremental deterrent 

" value of retCkining the sanctions associated with criminal records may 
not be justified by the administrative cost. A legislature might' easily 

;, determine, forexamplejl that the police resources'lWW employed in 
bookbng, recording, and maintaining the records ofmarijuanjt offend~ 
ers could be better expended in the enforcement of more s~rious -
crimes .. eSPE!cially vl9,lent crime. "Siinilarly" legislators might well 
finl~ that the procequra1 system necessary to process criminal of
fenses is too"costlYJI and may be willing to sacrifice the stigmg,tic, 
aspectst,;of the sanction to facilitate expeditious and convenient pre>2\\ 
cessing of offenders. Although any reform adQ!?ted will most likely 
be motivated by a cOlnbination of these factors .. -th~; p'r,ecise content of 
the remedial m,easures may be adjusted according to which of th~se 

,policies was the predominant factor behind the reform .. 
~ 

Potential Civil Violation 

If the dominant motivating force bepind the refo:rm is the p'ercep
tion that the criminal stigma is unfair and disproportionate to the of
fensejl the best legisla.tive course maybe Jo remove the stigma en
tirely by labelling the 'offense a civil infraction or by using some similar 
noncriminal appellation. No record consequences V{ould .tlow from ap
prehension and adjudieation at all. Any reco:tds (ol citations, etc.) 
maintained for research or other administrative purposes could be 
designated as civil and segre~ated from criminal records~. Access 
should be restricted to serve only those limited administrative pur
poses that Play ip.clude searches for prior ~itations.. if tn:e legisla-
ture provides for ,increased penalties for subsequent offenses s 

Potf.'mtial Reforms 

. Inthe event that the reform is 'designed primarily to accommodate 
the presumed deterrent and symbolic value of the criminal penalty 
with'the need to reduce the cost ,of administering it" sevet.al devices 
,are available. First .. clear l?e,nefits can be obtained by eliminating 
for~nal booking proce¢lures" th1,lS saving police the time and arrestees 

" thE) inconvenience).) as~';ociated ,with fanger-printing and photographing 
. . . . 
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minor marijuana offenders. Persons apprehended could simply be 
issued citations to appear in court., Beyond this, two basic approaches 
are availabl~ to adjust the severity of the penalty to the lessoserious 
nature of the o:ffense, involving various degrees 6f destigmatization: 
{l). expunging or sealing records immediately after con-ifiction$ or 
(2J expupging or sealing the records af~er expiration ofastipu~ated 
period of time. 'Either of the options could be supplemented wlth the 
right to state the nonexistence of arrest or conviction for a criminal 
offense. (/ 

The choice among immediate or postponed expungement or seal
ing depends upon how the legislature accommodates the p~esurne.d ,. 
deterrent effect of the criminal penalty with the uruairness of stig
matizing minor marijuana offenders in the economic sector. If the 
legislature is seriously concerned "about the econonlic disutilityof 
criminalization, a crucial feature of the reform would be to permit 
the offender to state "no record" in connection with pre-employment 
inquiries. ' To be effective, the remedy should take eff:~d immediately 
after a.rreErt. . I, 

The central consideration in choosing between expunging and. seal
ing is whether future access to the records is consider/cd nece~sar! 
for certain limited purposes. For example .. if penalties are to be In
c;eased for subsequent offenses~by the same offender, immediate ex
pungement could not be employed. .L\nother pobentiall reason for record 
retention is for research purposes. - However, if a sealing provision 
is enacted, measures could be takep to prevent unauthorized dissem-," 
ination. This could be accomplished by segregating se-aled files from 
others and restrictinga~ceGS:llt{) ~.t\~fn. If the only purpose of choosing 
sealing is to facilitate research~ tl1E'm the information identifying the 
offenders could be removed from the files and then left with the gen-
eral files. 

lip as is ,rery likely, the decision to ameliorate the record conse
quences of arrest and conviction for con,sumption-related marijuana 
offenses is ~\otivate.d bY .. conside.ratiOns .of unfairness as' ,:el~. as cost, 
full decrim' 'alization is the most effechve remedy. It ehmlnates 
unfairness tal the offend;~r by never attaching the criminal stigma: with 
its concomitant legal, social .. and economic disabilities. It also erad
icates the adlninistrative cost completely by eliminating the n.~ed for 
recordkeeping and removing the incentives for violators to contest 
their guilt. Even immediate expungement or sealing would put the 
police through unneces}3ary record production exercises. On the other 
hand, the symbolic importance of retaining the criroinallabel has been 
apparent in the legislative !processes,,)of several refor.r:r: jurisdictions 
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(e. g. ~ C:a1:icfornia, Ohio, and Colci~~ad6)J each of ',Ynich continues to 
, classify minor marijuana offenses as crimes, while they have atten.
~ 1;l.ated or eliminated the stiglnatic incidents of the criminal sanction. 

The Imposition of "Noncriminal" or "Less Criminal" Sancti~~s 

Whrther the sanctioning process has criminal overtones~ several 
operatiional questions are raised regarding the administration ofsanc
tions other than incarceration: the amount of any fine~ the conse
quences of nonpayment .. and the structure of any educational programe 

Amount of Fine' 

, If a fine is c):lOsen as the sanctio.r;t for least serious consumption
related behavior" the next questio,~ is "how much should it be?" There 
are a number of reasons for limitihg the maximum fine to an amount 
comparabl~ to the penalty for a serious traffic offense (e:'(g ... no more 
than $100). First. there is no evidence that the deterrent):'effect will 
differ according to the amount of the fine once it reaches ~\\certain 
non-nuisance level (e. g •• $25). Second, the symbolic effects are re
tained by any fine, no matter what its amount--again so long as it is 
not de minimis. Third, the practical and legal difficulties associated 
with administering the sanction are mitigated if the amount of the fine 
is held to a minimum. " S-.) 

Consequences of Nonpayment 

Several important issues must be considered in connection with 
the administration of a financial penalty for marijuana off~nses. The 
most efficient way to collect .. of c\)urse .. is to insist upon payment 
immediately after apprehension and convic tiona However, decisions 
of th~,United States Supreme Court have placed limits 'on the use of 
incarceration as a means of insuring immediate payment. It is no 

o longer constitutional to imprison a defendant who is financially unable 
to pay his fine.4o 

Thus, any procedure for enforcement of payment against defen
dants who ~ a'91e to pay mU'st begin with a hearing for the purpose 
of determining ability to pay." Although the Supreme Court has not 
spelled out the pr<:<:!edural requirements. of such a hearing. it seems 
likely that they inbfude the riglit to counsel and the right to present 
witnesses in defense of a clai,fTI of ind~gency.41 Moreover .. at least as 
~~atter of policy.. it has be,rtn held that. prior to the indigency hear
lng, the defendan:t cannot be/confined at a11.42 
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If a defendant is able to make immediate payment and refuses to do 
so~ or if after he is given a "reasonable opportunityll to pay the fine 
Ifconsistent with his financial situation" and fails to take a~v~ntage of 
this opportunity~ he can be incarcerated for a period of time whose 
constltutionallimits are not yet settled~43 However" a defendant who 

, is unable to pay the fine mus t be a.llowed a period of time that affords 
him a realistic opportunity" under the circumstances of his case, to 
make payment through installments or otherwise. <) 

In the hypothetical case of the defendant who, through no fault of 
his own, is unable to make 'payments under a plan that gave him a 
"reasonable opportunity" to do so, court,s have offered differing specu
lations. One court has suggested that imprisonment solely on ground~ 
of inability to p~y would deprive th~ pOor of equal protection of the 
law.44 ,On the other hand~ anqther court has suggested that diScharg~~ 
of an il'idigent defendant, wh1le hetter-off defendants are force~ to ~5a.y 
a pena1ty~ would deprive the affluent defendant of equal protechon. ;,' 
This difficult case is likely to be "rare if courts make use of their dis,
cretionary powers to reduce fines and postpone payments in cases j 

where defendants are truly without means. " 
i: 

An additional alternative means of collecting fines from indigent\i 
l' 

defendants is to require them to report for work on some public proJI;-
ect for the number of days necessary to satisfy the fine. Although t~ds 
approach may also involve constitutional problems to the extent that, 
the work is perceived as "custody. If if it is prese~ted as an alternaq.ve 
to installment payments it may simplify collection from defendants i' 
who are tempted to us~~ indigency as an excuse for future nonpaymej~J. 

The best method of dealing with the problem of indigency may b~{ 
to permit judges to offer any person W;:p.o pleads inability to (pay t~e" 
option of attending an appropriate education program or performmg,,\ 
some p:ublic service involving ar,J. equivalent sacrifice of time. This!, 
"option~l" approach can also be employed in cases involving offend-i

', 

,;/ ers whose drug involvement is Significant enough to sugges t that par,,~~ 
ticipation in some "education" program would be beneficial. If SUc1~'i:i 
programs have any educative effect at all~ that effect is likely to be i)! 
greater to the extent that the defendant's participation is voluntary. '1'\ 

:ff defendants are given a realistic choice" i.e.', the opti?n to pay a ,j: 

fine or attend the program, those who enter the program will be at- '\ 
tending. at leas;; in part, of their own volition and will be that much " 
more likely to benefit. 
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Structure of Educational Program 

If the preferred sanction is an education program,. ilcould re
semble (in Ume and in convenience) the driver educatfon programs 
required for youthful violators or multiple adult offenders. It is clear 
from all we have learned about drug education programs that the ob
jective cannot be to "teach" the evils of marijuana use. Instead, the 
objective must be to instill responsible and mature attitudes toward 
the use of psychoactive substances, including both marijuana and al
cohol. 

It was suggested earlier that it may be legislativ,e overkill to make 
a leverage sanction (in lieu of a fine) mandatory in all cases involving 
the least serious consumption-related behavio~. On the other hand 
• . t.!' 

It should be emphasized that an education program may be a useful 
optional sanction for persons unable to pay the fine and may also be 
an appropriate dispositional alternative for some (though not all) re
peat offenders or youthful offenders. In each of these latter situa
tions, however, policymakers must address generic questions regard
ing the deSirability of different (and more burdensome) sanctions for 
subsequent offenses and for minors, each of which will be discussed 
below. 

Subsequent. Offense Penalties 

Assuming a stat~! has decided to decriminalize some marijuana 
behavior and to impo.se a civil fine for these least serious offenses, 
the question arises, whether the sanction applied should vary accord
ing to the number of'sllch, offenses committed by the s~me offender. 
There are three alternatives: (1) retain the same penalty for subse
quent offenses as for firstofienses, (2) impose a larger fine for sub
sequent offenses l or (3) app~y more severe criminal sanctions for 
subsequent conduct in the form of either stigma or incarceration. 

Once again the number of rational choices is circumscribed by the 
rationale that underlies the initial decision to reform the marijuana 
prohibitions. If the legislature's concern is to minimize the involve
ment of marijuana users in the criminal system because ofcconcerns 
about fairness of enforcement and about the disproportionality of crim
inal sanctions (incarceration and stigma) to the offense, thEm it makes 
no sense to increase the penalty for second offenders. That is" the 
same notions of fairness apply whether it is the first or the second 
time an indivj.dual is apprei?-ended for a marijuana violation. ' 

I) 
I' 
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On the other hand, if the legislators' primary goal is simply ~?ri _ 
decrease the cost of enforcing marijuana prohibitions and at the same" 
time to retain measures to deter as much marijuana behavior as is 
possible consistent with the goal of cost reduction, then increasing 

, penalties for subsequep.J-offenses may be a rational course. Nonethe
less" it is quite clear that to increase penalties at all for subsequent 
offenses will deviat~,Jrom the cost-reduction principle to a significant 
degree in that records OJ the initial violations will have to be main
tained to determine whether a violator is a second offender. 

In the event that policymakers opt for stricter penalties for sub
sequent offenses, the two goals of fairness and cost reduction may be 

-becttel' served if a larger civil fine is imposed in lieu of criminal sanc
tions. 

If the legislature has decided that a first offender should receive 
only a civil fine, some might then argue that it is unfair, especially., 
in light of the high degree of selec tivity and arbitrariness~ prevalent 
in marijuanalaw enforcement, to bring into force the fuH'~ranoply of 
criminal s anc tions (the embarrassment of arre~t; and book~ng and the 
economic and social consequences of having a rEi'cord and especially 
incarcel'ation) merely because a casual marijuana user has been caught 
a second time. 

It is also clear that authorizing imprisonment for subsequent of
fenses will exact the greatest toll in terms of cost of enforcement. 
Aside from the obvious expense of incarceration itself, one principal 
advantage of the fine-only scheme--the eliminat~on of costly trials-
will be lost if incarceration is authorized. Defendants will be less 
likely to plead guilty if they face possible confinement than if the only 
penariY is a fine. The threatuf imprisonment may also engender more 
technical search and seizure claims both at trial and on appeal, all 
of which will operate to drain judicial resources which are generally 
scarce already. 

Even a criminal san~tion that excludes imprisonment as a penalty 
will add significantly to the cost of deterringlnarijuana behavior. 
More formal procedures will have to be utilized during arrest in that 
the offender ~us t be brought to the station, fingerprinted, and photo-\)¢ 
graphed; crilninal records will have to be maintai~ed; so~e defe~dants 
may be inclined to contest the charge either to avoId thehIgh.er fme 
or the criininal stigma; and notions of due process may require that 
publicly paid counsel b; offered to indigent offenders!6 
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In the final analysis" even if the goal ofreiorm is to deter as much 
marijuana behavior as possible without regard to fairness" policy
makers must decide whether an uncertain incremental degree of de
terrence is worth its cost. Of the states that have decriminalized 
marijuana, seven decided it was not worth the price and provided no 
additional sanctions for subsequent offenses~7 Only Minnesota in~ 
creased the penalty for a subsequent violation. In that state the :,first 
time one is convicted of possession of up to 1-1/2 ounces the maxi
mum penalty is a $100 clvil fine" while subsequent offenses are sub
ject to a c:r;iminal fine of up to $300 and a jail term not to exceed 90 
days. . 

Apart from fairness and relative deterrence and cost, one addi
tional conside'ration here is the possi,ble utility of the sanctioning sys
tem as a leverage device in cases involving recidivists. It is possible 
that repeated apprehension for marijuana offenses may indicate" hl 
some cases, that the indIvidual has progressed beyond purely recre
ational use of marijuana to mory.intensified patterns of psychoactive 
drug use. Again, a judicio~.s use of discretion to uti1~ze optionaledu
cationalor counselling programs may be a more effective way of deal
intlwith this problem than the enactment of categorical increases in 
sanctions for subsequent offenses. 

Applicability to Minors 

I, One question that has been raised with respect to proposals for 
decriminalizing the possession and sale of small amounts of marijuana 
is whether the reforms should recognize a distinction according to 
whether the same offense is committed by·s, juvenile or by an adult. 
Some legislators may wish to permit greater inte!'vention in the case 
ofa juvenile. That is, the same legislator who findS no objection to 
per-mitfing the penalty for possesSion for personal use to be reduced 
to a mailed-in fine when the offende:r';is an adult" may wish to grant 
the juvenile ,~ourt jurisdic.tion where the offender is a juvenile. The 
issue is whet;t:.:er decriminalizing possession of marijuana for personal 
use will require a change in the definition of juvenile delinquency to 
pllow possession of m.arijuana to remain an allegation sufficient to 
support a juvenile delinquency petition.48 

In general a juvenile court has jurisdiction in. four situations: 
(1) where the juvenile has committed an ac t that would be a crime if 
done by an adult, (2j where the child is beyond the control of his par
ents or is engaging in condu~t which" though not criminal, is thought 
to 1;>e deleterious to himself, (3) where the youth's parents, though 
able to offer 'proper care and guidance" fail"to do so" and (4) where the 
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child's parertlts are unable to care for him,.49 Possession of marijuana 
will clearly not justify juvenile court interventi~n un~er numb~rs. (3). 
and (4). possession of marijuana may give the JuvenIle court J:t;r'lsdlC
tion unde~'~uinbers (1) and (2), depending upon the type of marlJuana 
law reform 'enacted" as well as upon the wording of the" statutory defi-

,nition of juvenile delinquency. 

Some states' in reducing the criminal penalties for possession and 
sale of small a~ounts of mar'ijuana, still label such acts criminal.

50 
In 

those'statesJ/ no change in the definition of juvenile delinquency ,;i11 be 
needed to achieve the ~:.Oal of greater intervention in the case o~ Juye
niles since the commission of an act that would be criminal if ~om
mitt:d by an adult is already sufficient to give the juvenile court j~r-
is dic tiona c 

Even if a legislature were to completely remove "the ·crtDninal stig
ma from possession and sale of marijua~a for p,ersor:al use?s1Jch ac-
tivity by a juveni~e could provide the basls of a ~uven~~ dehn.q~ency ~ 
petition.on the th~!Dry that the youth is engaged 1n act:Vlty wIllcn m,~y 
be harmful to hi11nse1£. For example" in New Jet'sey the statutory def-· 
inition of juvenile delinquency consists of, a series of acts and includes 
"(d) Deport1nent endangering the morals .. health or general welfare of 
said child." 51 A court could easily find that possession of even small 
amounts of marijuana comes within the broad scope of this provision. 

" 
Almost every state has a statute which v;sts the j~v~nile court 

with jurisdiction to entertain a petition alleg1ng noncru;;m~conduct 
by a child injuriq.ys to his flhealth~ ~el~ar~ o~ moralso D.jffer,~:mt 
states have differertt labels for thlS Jur1sdlctlon--persons 1n need of 
supervision (New York), ungovernability (Vir?inia)J/ children in need 
of supervision (Maryland). Some states proVl~e by statute that such 
child;r;en may not be incarcerated. However" ln m.os t state,s today a 
child found within this jurisdiction can be the subJect ,,of any of the 
three generic juvenile dispbsitions--incarceration" probation .. or un
conditiomll release. WhethE)!;r occasional marijuana use would fall 
within this jurisdiction is uncertain; for example .. some cases have 
held that occasional use of alcohol or tobacco does not. However, eo 
court could easily find that possession of even small amounts. of, ma.r
ijua:na comes within,the broad scope of this jurisdicti.on~ an~lt,ls.al-, 
most certain th~tchrol:lic m~Tijuana use would fall WIthln th1S .Jur1s-

diction. {~" 
;) " 

Onthe other hand, if the statutory definition of juvenile delinquenc~" 
is more narrowly drawn and the criminal label is removed fro~ pos-,< 
session, of small amounts of marijuana, it is djfficul,~ to see how a 
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court cou1dfii~d posse~,.sion to cons titute a sJuffiGient allegation to is sue' 
a juveni.le delinquency petition. For exampj~e, the California provi
sions on the jurisdiction of the juvenile cou~:t leave no room forinter
vention unless possession of marijuana for ]~ersonal use is aocrime: 

,~,. c ',\ _ \, 

§, 602/ MJ'l1'9rs violating laws defining criii~e; minors failing 
t'B·! obey court order 

, 1/ ,., 
: ,I 

.Any person who is under the age of lS;,years when he " 
violat:es any law of this s tate or of the Uni~ed Staties Or ah~ 
Ordimil1Ce of any city or county of this stat\S! defining c:t'im~ 

" or who" after having been found by the juvel;nile court to be 
, a person described by Section 601, fails to obey any lawful 
order of the juvenile court, is within the ju:t~isdiction of the 
juvenile court, which ,may adjudge such perslon to be a ward 
of the court.52 "0 

In a state with Buch a narrowly drawn definition p£ juveJJ-ile delin
quency .. the legislator who wishes the juvenile court tO'retain jurisdic
tion ovex' youths who poss,ess small amounts of m.a~djuanaafter sU(~h 
an offense has been classified as a civil infraction IUUSt pursue on~~ ot 
two courses: (1) amend the juvenile Ci,~Hnquertcy definition to inclu,',ie' 
possession and sale of even small amounts of lnarijuana, or (2) 'ad(a 
to the marijuana decriminalization bill a provi~\ion th~~t possession of 
marijuana for personal use by a juvenile ')permits the juvenile':court to 
exercise jurisdiction. Indeed, even in a state like New Jersey where 
the statutory definition 6f juvenile delinquency is broad enough to en
compass nqncriminal possessory activity, it would be wise £9r the , 
legislature to make manifest its intention to pe:rmit juvenile d~ourt jUl,"':' 
isdiction over such activity. Thi,$ would foreclose any possibility that 
a ¢'ourt may refuse to find noncriminal possession to constitute an al
legation suffisient for issuance of a juvenile delinquency petition.53 

Furthermore, the legislature", if it decides that grel:.'\ter interven
tion in the case of ju'veniles is desirable, may wish to specify pre
cisely what kind of dispositioh is permissible. For example, it iSJI 
doubtful that a legislature which adopts a fine -only policy foradu.lt~ 
wou.ld intend to permit epnfinement in a reformatory for a juvenile 
engagin.g in the 'very same activity. __ However .. the legislaturec,l'Uay 
decide that appearance in juvenile c-ourt shoui'd be mandatory or that 
attendance at a drug education course is the appropriate disposition. 
Additio!1ally the legislature, While not authorizing confinement for 
no:q~riminal possession alone, may wish to specify that such activity 
is one factor to beassessE;!d along with others in deter:qlining whether 

, confinement is justified. Many other possible dispositions-"':whether 
, ' 1 
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mandatory or discretionary"/-are conceivable; the important poin~ is 
that unless the legislature specifies the disposition, the courts will of 
necessity perform that task, ':and).n so dOing"they may achieve results 
a.t variance with unexpressed legislative intent. 

~,::::::,:,~, 

" 

MODIFYING THE CRIlVIINAL PROCESS: 
DETECTION AND POSTir-ARREST CONSEQUENCES 

The selection of the
i 
appropriate post-conviction sanctions for least 

serious marijuanabeha~or does not exhaust the legislator's inquiry. 
The need to. modify the criminal process (police behavior to dete,ct 
offenses and arrest violators and post-arrest processing 'by police, 
prosecutors" and zpurts) in marijuana cases has been a crucial factor 
in movements for r.3form.,. 

For those who seek mainly to reduce the amount of criminal jus
Hce resources in mariju.ana ca~les, the procedural payoff is really the . 
crucial one. In addition, ftlr those who believe .ithat society's interests 0 

in suppreSSin~ marijuana use' do' not warx:ant thl~ invasion ·of~X>rivacy 
and deprivation of liberty normally implicit in the criminal proce.ss, 
a central goal in decriminalization is to minimize the offende:r's m
volvement in the c:r:iminal justice system. 

Thus, assuming that the legislature has decided to enac~ a decrim
inalization scheme which" at the least" remove,s incarcerai1.on as an 
authorizeq. penalty for the least serious marijuana behavior, the fol
lowing procedural questions must be addressed: 

How is the police search authority affected by decriminali
zation? 

Under what circumstances may'a person be taken into cus
tody and detained upon apprehension? 

. May the offender be require~1to appear in court? 
n, I 

" If ~e case is conte~fed) under what process' and with What 
safeguards should he case be adjudicated? 

,; 

, These issues will be discussed from both constitutional and policy per
spectives. 
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l()etection and Arrest 

\ ..... '." 
~he di~cussion of post-convictiOn consequep.ces referred mainly to 

conslde.t'atrons of personalliberty~ fairness, institutional i~ntegrity, . 
and conservation of criminal justIce resources..Another intere~t that 
Inay be important to legislators is protection of indfvidual priva~y .. 
To policymakers concerned with privacy, the IolloFlng discussion will 
be especially relevant. . 

E~en .if le~islative reform prevents seveJ;;e deprivations of liberty 
(such ,,!-S lmprlsonment) from being inflicted on.'marijuana users after 
conviction, that group may still be subjectelto serious invasions of 
p~ivacy associated with arrest, detention, and search procedures. 
Obviously~ the most effective way of:protecting"the privacy o£"the class 
of marijuana use:r:'s whose ~ctivity is/the subject of ~ecriJ;nina1ization 
is to remove alll~gal sanctions f011 possession of less than the desig
nated amount. Although the ~arijuana itself would still be subject to 
seizure as contraband under both state and federal law, a state could 
still prohibit its own magistrates from issuing search warrants for the 
seizure of small quantities of"marijuana .. and the indignities associ
ated with arrest and detention would be eliminated. 

As noted above, however, legislators may l;>elieve that removal of 
all sanctions-from consumption-related activity is inconsistent with 
society's interest in discou:r:ag1ng marijuana use an~ may therefore re
tain ~ome civil penalty. As-suming that possession of small amounts, 
~s well as other consumption-related activity, remain;~>an offense pun
lshable by a fine, protection of privacyc8lJ still be enhanced by enact
ing ~tatutory provisions designed to discourage~r!!1~.pessarily zealous 
and Intrusive law enforcement efforts. 'I 

",'i\ 
C-j 

. T~e decisio:ri to decrease the penalty for marijuana offenses may 
ltself mfluence the police to place a lower priority on its detection and 
~.h~refore have the effect of conserving police resources as well as 
protecting personal privacy. Aside fr.om changes in the SUbstantive 
offense, however~ privacy 'can also be protected through limitations 
on the power of police to detain suspects and search property in con
nection with the enforcement of 'prohibitions of tI#lea~t serious of
fenses. Naturally, the approprIate avenues of regulatIon are !'the au
tho::-ity of magistrates to issue search warrants and the authority of 
pollce to make arrests. . 
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Limiting the Issuance of Search Warrants 
r 

T~d.itionally, a dtizen's person and property cannot be searched 
againstEfsi)will unless a search warrant, describing the place to be 
searched and the things to be seized .. has been issued, "'Ppon probable 
cause .. II When the "thing to be seized" is mi:i.rijuana, the primary re
quirement for. the issuance ,of a search warrant is a showing of "prob
able caul?e" that marijuana will be found in the place to be searched. 

In addition, a war;antless search may be made, where probable 
'cause exis,.ts to support the issuance of a warrant, if delay Inight well 
result in loss olthe evidE!UcEt (e. g., if the "things to be seizedll are in 
a moving automobile).54: ' 

c 

To protect the pl.~operti' of persons whO' commit decriminalized of
fenses from these kincls of. searches, a provision such as the f0110wing 
conIC! be enacted: 

\".j' 

A. search warrant will not issue for the seizure of mar
ijuana or of evidence in conriection with a marijuana related 
offense, if the amount of marijuana to be seized is less than 
[the des~gnated amount] .. or if the offense in question is [in
clude reference to "least serious offenses"]. Furthermore .. 
the presence on a person (jr premises of less than [the des
ignated amount] of marijuana, or the commission of [include 
reference to "least serious offenses ll

], does not .. in the ab-:, 
sence of additional evidence of a SUbstantial nature, cOl1Sti
tute probable cause for the issuance of a search warrant 
authorizing the seizure of larger amounts of marijuana.. or 

o the seizure of evidence in connection with more serious mar
iju~na-related offenses; nor shall ;t constitute reasonable 
grounds .. for purposes of an arrest, to believe that any mar
ijuana offense other than [include reference to Uleast serious 
offenses"] has been committed. 

Note that such a provision applies to warrantless automobile 
searches as well as searches under warrant, bec~use the legality of 
the former depends on the existence 9f "probable :cause" for the issu
ance of a warrant, even though no warrant need be issued. The sec
ond sentence of the sample provision is designed 1;0 prevent searches 
and arrests in connection with more serious offenses from being made 
solely on the basis of evidence that the decriminalized offense waS 
committed .• ' .. This part or the proviSion is somewhat ambiguous, since 
it leaveSlOpen to case-by..;;case dertermination the question of how much 
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additional evidence is needed. If additional protection is thought nec
essary, it can be achieved by prohibiting searches of private homes 
unless there is probable cause to believe that tI1e home is used for the 
sale of marijuana. A similar provision WaS included in the National 
Prohibition Act of 1919.55b 

Arrests and Incidental Searches 

Warrantless searches of an offender's person and the area under 
his immediate control can be conducted, "incident to a lawful arrest, " 
to prevent him from either obtaining a weapon or destroying evidence 
while he is in custody.56 To authorize a full search, the arrest must be 
based on probable cause, and()it must be a "full-custOdy arrest.," A 
full-custody arrest is apparently one that includes transportation to 
the stationhouse for booking or any equivalent prolonged contact with 
the suspec t. 57 ~ 

Since police do not ordinarily have time to obtain a search Wa1?
rant, they place great relian,ce on their autho1?ity to conduct searches 
incident to an arrest. In xnany juriOdictions, it is a matter of routine 

" ., 

for the police to search a suspect when they arrest him, and it may 
even be required by departmental regulations.58 

In this instance, becaUSe the authority to search depends on the 
fact of detention, protecUon of privacy 'and protection of ~iberty go 
hand in hand. Both may be p1?otected by making "tull-custody arrest" 
an inappropriate response to decriminalized offenses. A citation pro
cedure (see below) may suffice for the apprehension of most offend
ers. Of course, there may be occasions when p1?olonged detention is 
unavoidable. "" But these occasions can be named as specific exceptions 
to the statutoi~y rule that uJ),;.cJfar normal circumstances an offender is 
not to be subjected to a "fulf-custody arrest" (in the light of the Robin'"'-' 
~ opinion, use of that term is advisable) and is not to be detained 
longer than is necessary rior citation purposes. For example, if an 
offender has inadequate identification, it may be necessary either to 
transport him to a magistrate to post bond" or to detain him at the 

"stationhouse until his identity has been established. Although neithei- ' 
of"these procedures>, necessarily involves "bookinglf thfF off~~~del:',t they 
probably ~mount tolfaZ'rests'f for the purpose of authorizingYa search .... 
Since they both require prolonged contact between officer and offender.59 

Since the occasions for such detentionoprocedures and the searches 
incident to them cannot be eliminated~ t~ey could be held to.' a mini
mttm and designated in the statute as, eXdle~PtiQnal situations. 

" ~ c' 
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Of course, the deciSion of whether an offender's id~ntification is 
"adequate" must be left in most cases to the police officer's sound 
judgment. Once the legislature has made its judg~lent that'marijuana, 
offenders should not be routinely booked like other arrestees (and, by 
implication, subject to searches incident to Iffull custodyar~estslf), 
the police are unlikely to abuse their authority. Ii th,~y do, however, 
constitutionally based remedies may be avai1abl~. As far as the legal 

" effect of the statute is concerned, it is quite possible that an ~rl'est 
which though based on probable cause, is unnecessary to ensure an 
appea~ance in court, is an "unreasonable seizure·' under the Fourth 
Amendment.6o Thus, police conduct that is clearly unreasonable under 
the circmnsta.nces may result in the suppression of evidence. 

~' 

;:,\\ 

Custody After Arrest 

T:f minor marijuana offenses are to be punishable by a fine, the 
apprehending officer must be authorized to detain the ~ffender lon~,. 
enough to at least issue a citation that exp~ainS the ~pho~ns concermng 
payinlt;?: or contesting the fine. The rema1.llmg quesb.on IS whether any 
furthEl'r cus tody should be authorized. 

" 
At one extreme, the $:tatutory scheme could provid.e for 1J:f~1 cus-

tody. " the mariiuana offende1:' being treated like any felon or mlsde-
~. . ~ lid t It t b meanant who, upon apprehension, may be brought own 0Wl'h 0 e 

fingerprinted, booked, and photog~aphe.d.At th~ other end of ~e. ~pec
trum, the legislature might perrolt 11,0 1nterventlOn beyond the 1n1ha.l 
apprehension and issua.nce of a citation. Between these extre~le~ he 
a variety of options: there may be additional custody for the hmlted 
purpose of identification~ full custody unless the. defendant can post 
collateral, and discretion to invoke full custody .~ the,odefendant does 
not give adequate identification or has no local !it( dress. c, 

Any of these options would probably withstand a constLtutional 
chnllenge. At least two of the\ states which have adopted the Mo~el 
Penal Code's "violation" concept nonetheless autho~:i.ze arre.st Wl~out ""< 
a warrant and also permit custody when an·offense ,a.S comml,tt,ed 1n an 
officer's presence.H , Thus f~,r no c9nstitutional chal1enges ha,ve been 
brought. It is arguable, "however, tha.t a st,ate ,may not ~ep~lve a per
son of liberty for committing an offense wh1ch 1S not d~fmedas a. o """ 

crlme and which has been destigmatized and is t),ot punlshable by a 
loss of liberty. One might :rely" for ~:&:arttple, di~uprem~ C~urt. de-" 
cisions holding E;ummary seizure of property before an adJudlCatlOn 
of liability to be a denial of,,\due process.62 rpat is, the due process 
notions whtch forbid a state from temporarily depriving a debtor of 
property tb ensure his ,)?ayment of his debt on that pf'operty ,s~ould 
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apply e. fo~ti.ori. Wb.e~JJe statei!? attempting to enfol?ce the payment of 
a p:J.:1,rely c1"n1 flne through a <=lepri~ation of personal1ib~rty_ On the 
oth~r hand: the court ::night conclude that the relatively minor depri
vatlO:r: of hberty qccaslOned by a full custody a:J;'rest is [J;ot, in itself .. 
a demal of due p~oce S$, when the offense had been pe~sdnally" observe,d 
?y the ap,Prehendmg offlcer. The court might emphasize the state's 
:nterest ::n.adopting procedures to ensure that its prohib:i-iions--crim
lnal .Or :lvil--are eniorcedJl and th~ reas~nablenesspf ta~ the de
fe~dant mto cus~ody to guarantee elth¢r hIS appeara~Lce at a-Subsequent 
tr1a.:L or payme~t <;>f a fine as a me,ans to that end~ <lor examplejl ju
venjle pr.ocee~lngsare not denormnated criminal a:q,Ci yet the power to 
take t~/~ Juvenile offender int!? custody has never b,~n questioned$ )v 

, . Since the SuPfeme C?urt has neyer addressed ~his issue" a defin
Itlve a~s:wer cannot be g:LVen here. The important pointtto note is that 
aUi;.horlz1ng full custody implicates values of constitutional dimension. 
ThIs fact~rJl ~h(1~n considered with others-discussed "below, may lead 
t~ the pohcy Ju?gment that custody should not be authorized

Jl 
irrespec..,. 

hve of the ID;,erlts of the constitutional challenge. " 

. 'l 
Whether the Impetus for decrimina1i~ation. is a belief in the unfair-

~ n~ss .ofthe present prohipitions;' a cost-benefit analysisp or a com
blnatl07.1 of t~e t,wo, m,andati~1~ full custody for every offender appre " 
hended !t\lay"be lnconslstent''IJ,Vith the goals of decriminalization. Full 
custodY,exacts significant COI~ts in. police resources °In terms of both 
processmg the offender at thE.! time of arrest and maintaining his re,o
ords thereafter .. Arrest and !custody also serve as sanctions in them-

/J selves .. r.egardless of the su,bsequent disposition of the case. The 
offend~r IS subjec~ to the potential!y demeaning process of booking. 
Mo~eover, t~e formal record of his arrest as well as the greater no
~orlety occaslOned by bril1ging the violator to the station also serve as 
informal puni,shments. ' 

, Thus, a.t ~east in the va~t majoftity of cases, it may be that tbtP 
! ~ost effectlve proQe~url woul,d b~ to permit interventi0I,1 only,to' the, 
de~ree necessar·y to ~ste a Cltahon.However; in some cases t~e 
~.fflC~r!, d,:e to t~e .failure",]f the defendant to provide'either adequate 
~dentlflCat!~~ or ~ local ad1re~sp may be justifiably concerned that the 
defendant,,,crill.l nt;lther appedr In court nol::' pay the fine. In such 

1· fl ' - ' cases" " a po lCy 0 eaTIng the officer discretion to bring the defendant into 
custody seems warranted. ", 

I.' 

, To be consistent with the twin goals of fairness and efficiency, the 
SOl~ ,purpose of ~ust.ody may pe to obtain adequate identification. ' 
While the state atImlttedly,has an interest in enforcing=and collecting 
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its civil penalties, it is doubtful that that need jus tifies further inter
vention. Once apprehended and identified; few individuals will later 
flee the jurisdiction to avoid going to court or paying a fine. This risk 
is too slight to justify an elaborate custody procedure, especially when 
it is recalled that this decriminalization scheme ap)?lies only to the 
least serious behavior in the first place .. 

.Court Appearance 

With respect to the ques tion of whether the defendant should be 
required t appear in court, a number of alternatives are available. 
In decrea..c;ing order in terms of degree of intervention and cosf~ they 
are: mandatory court appearance; "court appearance au thor,iz ed,' with 

'-", discretion to be exercised by the arresting officer; posting of" collat
eral which is forfeited if the defendant does not appear; and pay:rnent 
by mail. 

IN, 
(~ To some, the appearance requirement may be reg~rded as a rea-

sonable means of \mplementing the policy of discouraging u~\e. Ap
pearance in court imposes a greater burden on the offender than mere 
payment by mail and thus may impress upon him the relative serious
ness of official disapprobation for his conduct. On the other hand~ 
removing thel?eminor offenses from already sev'erely overloaded state 
court dockets is one reason"behind the drive for reform. Whether the 
marginal deterrence to be derived from the court appearance is worth 

~ this extra cost in court time is an issue which policymakers will have 
to address. 

In the interest of effecting some cost savings: policymikers may 
be tempted to give police discretion to require court appearance in 
certain instances~ T~ problem with this approach is that meaningful 
standards lI'l:ay be diffi9rlt to frame (i. e., in the best interest of the 
offende:r;, .for those offenders who would benefit from further interven
tion~ for past offenders ?). Only in the case of the lapt standal::'d will 
'the scheme not introdu.c::'t: an additional potential for selective p'Cmi~h
mente Absent such a clearly definable standard, policy;rnakers would 

~- do well to either mandate court appearance irt evel~-=-Jp.stance or in 
none. ' 

If the POlicynlakers cl),oose not to a~\horize caet appearance at 
aU. the chOice between the final twoalternativ:es is very likely one of 
little significance. When the scheme envisions posting collateral fol~ 
lowed by forfeiture for nonappearance or mailing the fine,7 most de
fendants can be expected t<\'yrf~,it the CO~lateral~r pay the fine rather 
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than contest the charge. Requiring payment of collateral before re
lease may result in a greater nu~ber of fines bein,~ paid. However, 
this procedure seems to impose \ilhfair burdens on those offende:ts 
who do not carry, sufficient mon~:y on their persons for that purpose. 
Moreover, payment of a fine mfi.y be encouraged by adopting a proce-' 
dure which has been used in the/ collection of parking ticket::;: the "fine 
is doubled if it is not paid or q:bntested within a certain time following 
the violation, after which a c~:iTil proceeding may be hrought to collect 
the judgment. .~ / 

A~udicatory Process 

Ii 
i 

Legislative choices about appropriate adjudicatory procedure's are 
tied closely to the 'post-conviction cop-sequences discussed earlier. 
Once the' criminal post-conviction consequences of a marijuana viola
tion (stigma and incarceration) have been eliminated, most defendants 
will not contest their guilt by seeking to suppress the evidence or in
sisting on an evidentiary trial. Indeed, the defendant in such circum
stances is not constitutionally entit1~d to the cU~Qersome and costly 
procedural safeguards designed to protect him against unwarranted 
" ' . al ff • t' 0 th th h . cr1m1n conV1C lOns. n e 0 er and, 1f a conviction can result 
ih incarceration or stigma, defengants will be more likely to invoke 
procedural protections to which they are constitutionally entitled. 

The range' of legislative' choice is thus fairly constricted. If the c::'..'::'::; 

post-conviction consequences have been decriminalized., the l~gisla
ture will undoubtedly wish .to capture the cost savings by providing 
summary procedures, much like those at traffic court, or none at all. 
Neither prosecutors, criminal court judges/:,nor def~nse attorneys 
need to be involved. On the other hand, iftb.e;post-conviction conse
quences remain more or less criminal, then the legislature will,"have 
no choice but to utilize forwal mis.demeanor processes involving some .. 
prosecutorial official and 'probably defense attorneys as well. 

)3'efore addressing.the avait~ble policy options, it will be useful to 
describe three constitutional propositions which establish the outer 
"boundaries for procedural choices. 

First, two key (~d costly) procedural protectiorlS ar.e r'~quired 
only if the offense is, punishable by incarcerat\:i,on. pecJsions like Ar
gersinger v. Hamlin63 and In. r,e Gault64 ind~c~Lte that the right to a
court-appointed attorney, which was firs t a.nnounced in Gideon v. 
Wainwright,65 arises only in, cases where incarceration is authorized. 
Therefore even if the offense is labelled a crime and has not been 
destigmatized, the state is not requirt!pd lJy bhe: Constitution to provide 
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tn.Q'ir51Emts with state-paid counsel, provided imprisonment is not au
th~'0lzed.66 Similarly. the Court has also held that there is no right 
to.jury trial if the potential sanction is imprisonment of less than 6 
mo'nths67 or a small money fine .68 

t3econd, if the legislature reduces the penalty for the least serious 
marijuana behavior to a fine but retains the c~~inallabel toget~er 
.with adverse record consequences, the state w~ have to estabhsh 
SOUle formal trial process .. affording the defendan;i.=i;h:c:-~~ght to confront 
adverse witnesses, the right not to have a verdict directed against 
him, and the right not to be tried for the sa~e offense in another pro
ceeding.69 (The Court has never deterrnined whether the" accus.ed must 
also be given th!?~ additional Sixth Amendment rights to a spe~dy trial 
and to compulsory process and the due process right m> be tried under 
the "beyonsf' a reasonable doubt" evidentiary standard.) 

Third, the legislature can probably invoke summary procedures 
without most of these procedural/;J:'Sghts by labelling the offense non
criminal and destigmatizing its 12~cord consequences. The Supreme 
Court would probably determine that the statute is not punibive,7° in 
the sense that the "dOIninant purpose" of the statute, as derived from 
its legislative h~ptory or the severity,:of the fine,71 is not t~ punish. 

, One commentato"r has concluded, based upon his review of the relevant 
c~ses, that it is highly unlikely that the Court will deci<i..e that a civil 

. " 72 
money penalty is anything other than what it purports to"be. Even 
under summary civil73 procedures, however .. the ,defendant cannot be 
denied his Fifth Amendment right ag~inst self-incrimination.74 

To summarize, if the legisli';,ture classifies the least seripus mar.., 
ijuana offense as a .civil violation .. punishable only by a fine and .with
out stigmatic record consequences.; i~ may constitutionally provide 
only '''summary'' adjudication proc~dures; the defendant win not be 
entitled to have appointe'd counsel, to subpoena witnes~es, to confb'ont 
adverse witnesses, to put the state to' a "~riminal" burden of proof, 
or to be tried by 'a jury or legally traineq judge. 

It should be added, of course,,' that the absence ofa constitutioJ:1al 
entitlement does not imply that the legislature should, asa matter of 
policy, establish purely summary proce(~ures. In some resp~cts .. 
this choice will depend on whether a summa.ry (traffic) court system 
(separat~ from the misdemeanqr court system) is' already in. place. 
If so, the legislature will undoubtedly want to ~'xpandthat court's jur
isdiction to cover these least seriouS marijuana offense1> ... according 
these defendants the same "rights ll that traffic' defendants have. On. 
the other hand, if traffic c~ses are handled within the lower cri::inalG 
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court system, th,e accommodation betweens;fficiency and procedural 
rights will be made as a matter of practice, just as it is in more or 
less serious traffic cases. If the legislature (or city council) has 
define-d a separate, less formal set pf procedures for petty traffic 
cases, it could simply enter a cross-reference in the decriminali-
zation bill." . 

(This chapter Was written primarily by Professor Richard J. 
Bonnie.).. ' 
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FOOTNOTES 
() 

~ 

1l1Comrnercial" activity refers 'only to transfers in which the transferor 
realizes a profit. I~;'may be morGe appropriate to plac'e casual, not
for-profit transfers in the srone category as mere possessory activity. 

2By increasing the prosecutor's leverage, this approach will probably 
conserve prosecutorial and judicial resources. However, it will do 
nothing to ~eduee the costs associated with police enforcement, sir.J.ce 
every possessor will remain a potential criminal. Moreover, this 
approach will not alleviate unfairness to possessors of marijuana who 
will never be sure whether they can rebut the presumption and thereby 
escape criminal liability . 

3 Sharp v. Commonwealth, 213 Va. 269, 192 S.E.2d 217 (1972). 

4See Peopl~ v. Serra, 55 Mich. App.514, 223 N. W. 2d 28 (1974). This 
case actually struck down a statute which only created a presumption 
with possession of more than 2 ounces. If such a statute'violates the 
privilege against self-incrimination, then ~ fortiori a statute which 
creates the presumption upon possession of any amount would be held 
unconstitutional. )-

1'he self-incrimination holding was disavowed py the Michigan SU
preme Court two years later; however, the alternative holding of Serra 
that the 2 -ounce presumption violated due process because it lacke§ a 
rational basis remains intact. People v. Gallagher, 68 Mich. App • 
.63, 241 N. W. 2 d 759 (1976). 

SCole v~ State, 511 P. 2d 593 (Okla. Crim. App. 1973). This case 
struck down a statute which shifted the burden to the defendant to show 
a).awful purpose once the state had proven" possession of parapher
nalia. The logic is equally applicable regardless of whether the pre
sumption relates to unlawful purpose or to intent to sell. " 

\\ 

6Si.nce this method does not involve presumptrions of intent to sell, no· 
constitutional challenge can be mounted on tbe .basis of denial of either 
the privilegeaga.ip.st self-incrimination or the presumption of irlIio-, 
cence. Moreover, it has been held, on a substantive .due process at
tack, that there is a rational basis for grading the serio11sness of the 
offense according to the weight of the cannabis possessed. See' People 

,coY. Campbell, 16 TIl. App. 3d 851, 307 N.E.2d 395 (1971); PeOPle v. 
Kline, 16 Ill. App. 3d 1017, 307 N. E .. ,2d 398 1(1974). ". 

o 
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7See, e."'g., stone v. State, 254 Ark. 10.11, 498 S. W. 2d 634 (Jk. 
1973); state v.G8Xcia, 16 N. C. App. 344, 192 S. E.2d 2 (1972); Wil-
liams v. state, 50.6 S.1N.2<~ 193 (Tenn. Crirfi. App. 1973). -0 

8' , 
Sharp Z. Commonwealth, 213 Va. 269, 192 S. E. 2d 217 (1972). 

,9People V. Serra~ 55 Mich. App. 514, 223 N.W. 2d 28 (1974). 

<;~'i:tOSee also Perry ""." State, 30.3 A.2d 658 (Del. 1973); but see People v. 
":'f,~:Gallagher, 68 Mich. ApP6' 63, \~/~1 N. W. 2d 759 (1976), overruling the 
(j('seJi-incrimination aspect of the/ S~rra holdingo 

(; -

HOnce again the burden of disproving intent t,o sell might be shifted to 
the defendant, and once again this alt,ernative is subject to constitu-
tional challcrnge. ' 

12Goode, "Sociological Aspects of Marijuana Use, " 4 Contempor~y 
Drug Problems 4397, 441 (1975). 

,4. ,-. 

13 See National Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse, Marihuana: 
A Signal of Misunderstanding .. Appendix Vol. II at 1171 (1972). 

14California, Alaska, Oregon, South Carolina and Colorado. 

i5M . rone and Minnesota. 

./, 
Ii 

i,' 

16Telephone conversation with Dr. Robert Wille.tte of the National In
stitute on Drug iAbuse on October 15, 1976. 

t 
I 

/1 

17 " :. /' 
See National C0m,:rnission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse, Marihuana: t 
A Signal of Misunderstanding. Appendix Vol. II, at 1171 ("1972). \\ 

", l JI ,'. L'i 
18 Goode, !!Sociological Aspects of MarijUana Ufli~' (I 4 Contemporary '! 

Drug Problems 397, 40.4 (1975).. The author/hlso notes that marijuan I ' 
is aUngst.never laq,ed wit~ more eXP,ensive andcodan,gerous dr, ugs," sinc{1 
these suhstanceszr-mescahne and oplUm--are unprofitable to sell in II 
this manner. Id. at 40.4-5 •. ' c, ' 1/ 

19 T.hiS ~bes not im. ply ~,hat a po, tency dI,' stin"ction would ~eCeSSarilY, be II 
VIolative ofL'due process; there, are a small number of !Istrict liability,! 
regulatory offenses for which theprosecuti<;m need not show mens rel 

,20A 'alt' .' t' ' ,.c', • . " ' -, -Ii 
s ,erna Ives. departmentsIDlght pool theIr reso~rces to establisbjl 

a central lab. or the chemical evaluation could be, done on the state II 
level. ~here would be considerable expense both in terms or sett;ing: 
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up the apparatus and in terms'bf cond'ucting each assay, regardless 9f 
which alternative wasuchosen. 

21Telephone conversation with Dr. Robert Willette of the National °Drug , 
InRtitute on October 15, 1976. ,The DEA has found rare instances of 
compounds ,consisiting of up to 5 percent ',THC • 

Q 

22National Commissiqp- bn M~fihuana and'Drug Abuse. 'Marihuana: A" " 
.§!:.gnal of Misunderstandi,ng. Appendix '1toL "II at 1173 (1972)." 

'\ 
23See Goode. IISociological Aspects of Marijuana Use, If 4 Cop,temp6rary 

Drug Problems 397, 40.5 (1975). ~. 
." 

240regon, Minpesota, California. Colorado. and Maine. 

25Rayin v. State, 537 P. 2d 494 ,,(Alaska 1975). 

26The Commission noted: 

With regard};,? the [decriminalization of] casualdistribu
tion of small ar':'lb'unts o:f marijuana for no remuneration or 
insigni~tcant remuneration not involving a profit we. are fol
lowing the approach taken in the Comprehensive Dru,g Abuse 
Preyention and C,ontrol Act of 1970 which in essence treats ' 
such casual transfers as the functional equivalent of posses"':; 
sion. ]I! doing so .. Congress recognized that marijuana is '" 
generally shared among f~iends and that not all peopleowho " 
distribute marijuana are ~~pus~ers. II 

, . ~ 

\\ . 

\1 'The accuracy of CongreSstrappraisal is underscored by 
the National Survey. When people,;whS:Lh5;J:.d l,lsedmarijuana 
were a~kea how they first obtaine"p. the drug. 61 percent of 
the adults and 76 percent of the youth responded that it had 
been given to them. Only 4 percent of tp.e adults and 8 per ... 

, cellt of the youth said that theyh'ad bought it •. When asked , 
. who their Source had been, 67 percent o~ the q;dults and 85 

.. ,. 1/ " ," G ',';, . ' ~ 

percent of.ther,yPllth responded that it had Qeen a friend. ac-' 
.quaintanc~" or' family member. 

,n ~ fo, 
Natioll~'Commission on Marihuana ana Drl;lg Abuse" Marihuana: A 
Signal of Misunderstanding. pp. 15,7-58 (1972)~ 

-

27 The proof problems
0
associated with a profit-not~ro:l;itdistinction can 

cut both ways. If the burden is on the prosecution.to prove t~t a sale ' 
resulted in a profit, r.:onviction of commercial de81ers becopfes that ~?J.~ 
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much more difficult; on the other hand, if the burden is onthe defen
dant to prove that the sale was not for profit .. it becomes more'diffi
cult for "accommodating" userS to reap the benefits of de:criminaliza-

• 0 ;:) ,<' tlon., ;,' j 

" 
~8This view was taken by Senators Javits and Hughes .. ",who, as members 

of the National Commission on 1V£arihuana and Drug Abuse, unsuccess
fully' urged the C'ommission to recommend withdrawal of the 6:viminal 
sanction from all nonprofif transff4rs; insteaq, the commissiQn limited 
its recommendation to the "distribution of small amounts for insignU-

e,icant remuneration,,,}!, National Commission on Marihuana and Drug 
Abuse .. Marihuana: A Signal of Misunderstanding .. pp. 154-156 (1!972). 

,29 Cultivation in these cirmrrnstances wo;uldbe entitled to some meaSure 
of protection from confiscation under the Fourth Amendment, and 
could obtain additional prot~ction from decriminalization provisions 
designed to protect privacy~ ,'. 

aOKadish. tiThe Crisis of Overcriminalization, " 374 Annals 157 (1967). 

" 

alSee Eichman, Ixnpact of the Gideon Decision Upon Crime and Sentenc-
mg in Florida: A Study of Recidivism and Sodo-Cultural Change .. 
Florida Div. of Corrections::-;: Research and Statistics Section, Re
search Monograph No.2, pp. 71-73 (1966). 

32National Advisory Commission On Criminal Justice Standards and 
Goals, Task Force on Corrections. 159 {1973}. 

S3Bonnie & Whitebrep.d. The lVlarihuaria Conviction, 239 (1974). 
~,. 

34See generally Bonnie & Whitebread, The Marihuana Conviction, 237-
247 (1974); See alsp Project .. liThe Consenting Adult Homosexual and 
the Law: An Emp~hcal Study of Enforcement ~n Los Angeles County, II 
13 UCLA L. Rev. !;643 (1966). 

'7 
35Kjfh. "The Cri~is ofovegcriminalization, " :;'/4 Annals 157 (1967). 

36N''a\t.gnal Adv,isory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and 
GoalS; Criminal Justice "System. 177-178 (1973). 0 

~ ~ 

Packer, The Limits of the Criminal Sanction, 261(1968)~ 

38American Law Institute~ Mopel Penal Code Tentative Draft # 2... Com
mentary to §1.'05, p. 9 (1954). " o 
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39IC4\'l'q Cal. Penal Code §§ 16, 19(c) ·{19&~)SUPP.); Colo. Rev. S~t. §§ 
\'1- .0 ,~ ,) 

H~-1 ... 104 .. 107 (1973); Del.- Code Ann. 11 '"§§ 4203, 4207 (Rev. 1974); 
ID. Ann. stat. 38 §§ 1005 -l-i 5, 17 (1973); Ohio Rev. Code Antr. § 
2901. 02(G) (1975 Repl. Vol.). (J 

~-- -~ 
40Tate v. Short, 401 U. S. 395 (1971).1 

41Argersinger v. Hamlin .. 407 U. SO' 25 (1972); Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 
o U. S. 254 (1970); Abbit v. Bernier .. 387 F. Supp. 57 (D. Conn., 19~4) 

(three-juQ'ge court). i, 

(L ~ 
42 Tucker V. City of Montgomery Bd. of Commissioners,4:l.0 F. Supp.r 

494, 510 (lVI. D. Ala. 1976) (three~judge court). 

" 43Commonwealth ex reI. Parrish v. Cliff, 451 Pa: 427, 304 A. 2d 1.58 
(1973); State ex reI. Pedersen v. :s1'e'SSinger.' 56 Wis. 2d 286, 2,01" 
N. W.2d 778 (1972). 

'I 

HHendrix v. Lark, 482 S. Vi. 2d 427, ,', 430 (Mo. 1972); see also A. B. A., 
Standards Relating to Sentencing Alternatives and Procedures:,.; with 
Commentary .. Sec. 6.5(b) .. pp. 288-289. 

4SState v. DeBonis .. 58 N. J. 182 .. 198-199 .. 276 A.2d 137, 146-147 (N. J. 
1971). 

46 Appointed counsel would not be mandatecl as a constitutional matter if 
imprisonment were not authorizecd. See Argersinger v. Hamlin. 407 
U--'. S. 25 (1972). However, legislators may decide that indigent de
fendants who are subject to criminal liability in all fairness should 

" have appointed counsel aVailable to them. 

47In California if the person charged with possession of up to 1 ounce 
was pre'iriously convicted of this offense three times wit/nin a ,2 -year 
period" he will be diverted to an educational or treat~p.ent program in 

, lieu of a fine. . ; 
'r;;; 

48There should be no constitutibnalopstacle to a state imposing. with 
respect to use of marijuana •. , differeii~ restrictions ?n, juveniles

o
' than 

on adults. In the obscenity cases, where the fundamental values of ,,= 
the First Amendment are at stake, it has been suggested that the state 
has a "legitimate interest in preventing exposure of juveniles to ob
scene m'aterial ••• \I Paris Adult Theatre Iv. Slaton .. 413 U. S. 49, 
58 n. 7 (1973). A fortiori in the regulation of marij'ual!.a, where the 
First Amendment is not 'at issue .. there should be no objection to im
posing different standards for juveniles. 
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49See Paulsen and Whitebread, Juvenile Law and Procedure (1974) at 32. 

50This was done in Ohio, California, and Minnesota. 
o 

51New Jersey Stat. Ann. § 2A: 4-14(m} (1952). This statute Was held not 
violative of due process when it was challenged on grounds of vague
ness. State v. L. N., 109 N. J. Super. 278, 263 A. 2d 150 (1970) .. 
affld 57 N. J. 165; 270 A. 2d 409 (1970), cert. den., 402 U. S. 1009, 
(1971). Moreover .. most statutes of this kind have survive,d due pro
cess attacks. See Paulsen and Whitebread. Juvenile Law CIlld Proce
dure (1974) at 48-49 .. , - . 

52California Welfare and Institutions Gode. § 600-$a2 (Supp. [f:f176). 
(;;; . 

53By the sa:tne token, should the legislature wish to remove noncriminal 
pos,session from the jurisdiction of the juvenile courts. this intention 
should also be &?£.l..ade clear on the face of the s,tatute. 

Hearroll v. United States. 267 U. S. 132 (1925).' 

5~27 U. S. C.A. §,39 (West, ,ed. 1927). 
<: \0- 1-: -

56Chimel v. California .. 395 U. S. 752 (11369). 

57United States v. Robinson,~) 414 U. S. 218 (1973). 

58LaFave, 'I'Case-by-Case AdjU~cationt Versus' Stpndardi,ged Proce
dures'! The Robinson Dilem,mall II 1974 Supreme Court Review 12,7;c 
131; A.L.L .. Model Code of PrJ-Arraignment Procedure 493 (1975). 
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